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EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS IN THE FINITE ELASTOSTATIC

DIRICHLET PROBLEM

ABSTRACT

A qualitative model for the finite elastostatic 

Dirichlet problem is presented. The principal feature is 

that the solution space is a differentiable manifold as 

opposed to a topological vector space. The nature of the 

solution manifold reflects the imposed boundary condition 

the body topology, and varies with them. The model per

mits one to utilize contemporary mathematical methods to 

resolve existence and uniqueness questions.
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EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS IN THE

FINITE ELASTOSTATIC DIRICHLET PROBLEM

I. INTRODUCTION

THE ULTIMATE PURPOSE OF THE WORK

This thesis attempts to build a mathematical model 

for the finite elastostatic Dirichlet boundary value pro

blem (or place boundary value problem) which will allow 

one to phrase more accurately and answer in greater detail 

the following "qualitative" questions:

(1) Existence in Elastostatics: Given a nonlinear 
material body, a body force field, and a specific 
place boundary condition, does there exist at least one 
configuration of the material body satisfying the 
boundary condition, and equilibrating the given body 
force ?

(2) Regularity in Elastostatics: Given a configura
tion satisfying the requirements of question (1), how 
smooth is it? Can one be assured that if the given 
place boundary condition is sufficiently regular, and 
the body force and the stress - strain relation vary 
smoothly from point to point over the body, the con
figuration equilibrating the body force and satisfying 
the boundary condition will be at least as smooth?

(3) Global and Local Uniqueness in Elastostatics: 
Given one configuration satisfying the requirements of 
question (1), is it possible to find a second configu
ration satisfying the place boundary condition and 
equilibrating the body force? Can the second configu
ration be gained from the first configuration by a 
slight perturbation? Is it gained from the first 
configuration by a finite deformation?
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The model will allow one to investigate these questions 

more effectively by transforming the finite elastostatic 

Dirichlet problem from its real analysis setting as a 

classical partial differential equation with boundary 

conditions to a geometric/topological setting as a 

differentiable mapping between manifolds. By so doing, 

the mathematical methods of global analysis, differential 

topology, and differential geometry can be utilized in the 

investigation.

INSTANCES OF NONUNIQUE BEHAVIOR IN ELASTIC SYSTEMS

Existence, uniqueness, and regularity questions are 

always a part of any physical theory where the motion of 

the system is represented by differential equations. 

However, for the "usual" linear differential equations 

encountered by the physicist in his study of classical 

elasticity, investigating the uniqueness and regularity 

questions yields results which are more or less what is 

intuitively expected: if a solution exists, it is unique, 

and as smooth as the body, the boundary conditions, the 

forces, and the differential equation itself permits. 

Moreover, the existence of a solution is demonstrated in a 

straightforward way: one solves the equation. In contrast, 

classical elastic systems whose linear differential
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equations yield results counter to what is expected were 

regarded as physically untenable for many years. As a 

result, the study of the existence and uniqueness questions 

for a classical elastic system came to be regarded as a 

rather academic, formal exercise, which for all practical 

purposes was devoid of physical content.

But when one examines normally classical elastic 

systems near critical behavior situations, or when one 

examines continuum mechanical systems undergoing finite 

deformations, questions of existence, uniqueness, and 

regularity gain more than a passing interest. For instance, 

in the process of bursting, a balloon can be pictured as a 

classical elastic isotropic body, but one whose modulii lie 

outside the "physically reasonable" range of values esta-
1 

blished by classical criteria. Also, an elastic column 

undergoing finite deformation may buckle, in which case it 

admits a unique elastostatic solution for one set of place 

boundary conditions, and two distinct elastostatic solutions
2. , 

for another set. Such nonunique behavior is uncomfortably 

foreign to physicists schooled in the usual linear models.

Factors Which Influence Uniqueness in Linear Elasticity

In linear elasticity, two factors reveal themselves 

as affecting the uniqueness conclusions for a given solid:
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the stress-strain relation for the material comprising the 

solid, and the shape (topology) of the body itself. For 

example, by Kirchoff's theorem, if the elastic coeffi

cients of the material satisfy a certain definiteness 

condition, or in particular, if the moduli for an iso

tropic material lie in a particular range of values, one 

is assured that the linear elastic place boundary value 

problem admits at most one equilibrating solution. 

Moreover, the uniqueness result holds for all place 

boundary conditions, all body forces, and for all shapes 

of the body. Provocatively, when the elastic coefficients 

fail to satisfy the Kirchoff condition, one does not 
3 

automatically obtain nonunique results. For instance, for 

an isotropic material one finds that one geometric shape 

for the body leads to nonunique equilibrating solutions 

only for certain values of the moduli outside the range 

established by Kirchoff; a second geometric shape leads 

to nonuniqueness (at a different set of values for the 

moduli; a third geometric shape continues to display 

unique equilibrating configurations for all values of the 

moduli. In linear elasticity theory there is currently no 

general way to anticipate how the geometric shape of the 

body will affect the uniqueness conclusions when the 

elastic coefficients for the material fail to satisfy the 

definiteness conditions. One must simply resolve the



question for each geometric shape on an individual basis.

Additional Factors in the Nonlinear Elasticity Theory 

Which Affect Uniqueness Conclusions

In finite deformation theory a third factor reveals 

itself as affecting the uniqueness conclusions: the boundary 

condition. In the linear elasticity theory, for a given 

body shape and material, the conclusion one draws as to 

the uniqueness or nonuniqueness of the solution to the 

Dirichlet boundary value problem for one particular place 

boundary condition continues to hold for all place boundary 

conditions. This universal property ceases to hold when one 

passes to nonlinear elastic materials, or the finite defor- 
t 

mation theory. At present, even when one is given the 

topology of the body, and the (nonlinear) elastic response 

of the material comprising it, there is no general method 

by which one can anticipate which boundary conditions admit 

unique solutions and which do not. Here again, one must 

investigate each boundary condition separately.

The Objective this Thesis Pursues

How can one begin to incorprate the boundary condi-' 

tions and the body topology factors into his study of 
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existence and uniqueness in a unified way? It is this 

author's contention that the mathematical means by which 

one can model nonlinear continuum mechanical systems in a 

way sensitive to all three factors affecting the existence, 

uniqueness, and regularity questions have only recently 

become available. Moreover, the mathematical tools which 

are capable of resolving the questions are only now being 

forged as theorems in the Algebraic Topology, the 

Differential Topology, and the Differential Geometry. The 

task undertaken in this thesis is to construct a geometric/ 

topological model for nonlinear continuum mechanical 

systems which can exploit the contemporary mathematical 

tools as they become available.

THE VALUE OF A GEOMETRIC/TOPOLOGICAL MODEL

The Model is the Continuum Mechanical Counterpart 

to Poincare's Qualitative Model for a Point 

Mechanical Dynamic System

Why would one desire a model which is more of a 

topological nature, as opposed to one utilizing the more 

familiar elements of the real and complex analysis? The 

reason lies in the "qualitative" or global nature of the 

questions under investigation. One can appreciate the 
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meaning of this statement by examining a parallel develop

ment in the mathematical model for point particle mecha

nical systems.

Usually, a point particle mechanical system is re

presented by a system of nonlinear ordinary differential 

equations. The solution to the system is not always 

available in closed form. Rather, the best one can some

times do is gain a formal, open expansion for the solution 

whose radius of convergence (domain of validity) is 

limited. H. Poincare noticed that the information one 

desired to gain about a nonlinear system could be grouped 

into two classes. One class involved questions about the 

general nature and characteristics of the physical behavior 

admitted by the system. For instance, does the system 

admit periodic behavior, or equilibrium points; or, is a 

particular behavior admitted by the system sustained under 

perturbation? Such information is called "qualitative" or 

"global" information. The second class involved more 

specific solution questions: given the existence of a solu

tion having some desired property (like periodicity) what 

precisely is its morphology?

To answer these questions Poincare found it advan- , 

tageous to examine the nonlinear mechanical system from 
5 

two points of view. The first point of view pictures the 
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equations of motion in geometric terms as specifying a 

field of vectors on a suitably chosen phase space. The 

second point of view realizes the equations of motion 

using elements of the real analysis as ordinary differen

tial equations. Both points of view, the geometric model, 

and the analysis model, are legitimate ways of picturing 

the same dynamic system. One finds that the two points 

of view complement each other: questions which are 

difficult to examine from one point of view yield to the 

other point of view. In particular, Poincare's investiga

tions indicated that questions of a qualitative nature, 

like existence, uniqueness, local uniqueness, regularity, 

and stability of motion could be viewed more easily and 

with greater insight from the geometric point of view. 

Questions concerning the morphology of solutions could be 

more successfully resolved in the analysis model.

In t,he Continuum Mechanical Case, 

the Qualitative Model has Distinct Practical Value

Although the geometric viewpoint allowed Poincare to 

view the qualitative questions of a point mechanical system 

with greater Clarity, the geometric and topological tools 

available were insufficient to allow him to actually resolve 
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very many. Indeed, the tools capable of resolving such 

questions did not begin to appear until the middle of the 

twentieth century. The first significant achievement of 

the geometric model after the work of Poincare came in the 

1960's with the proof of the existence and orbital sta

bility of the Poincare orbits of the second kind in the 

restricted three-body problem.

Regrettably, during the interim between Poincare's 

efforts and today, numerical techniques have advanced 

sufficiently that the brilliance of the geometric break

through is dulled considerably from a practical point of 

view. With the advent of high speed computers the applied 

mathematician finds that, as far as orbital analysis is 

concerned, applying improved numerical integration tech

niques to the real analysis model with randomly varying 

initial conditions resolves the qualitative questions with 

sufficient efficiency and at a reasonable cost. The 

necessity of constructing an entirely new model for the 

same phenomenon is abnegated. Sadly, one must conclude 

that, from an applied point of view, the breakthrough in 

the geometric model for point particle systems germinated 

a decade too late to bear noteworthy fruit.

When one goes to continuum systems, however, the 

situation is reversed. Attempts to numerically integrate 
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the three-dimensional partial differential equations have 

been stymied: few materials can be modeled with suffi

cient simplicity so that integration procedures can be 

applied; moreover, the cost of the computer time necessary 

to integrate even the simplest of equations is prohibitive. 

Hence, fertile ground is available for the germination of 

a qualitative model for continuum mechanical systems.

The Qualitative Model Complements the Analytical Methods

One can anticipate how results from the qualitative 

model can complement investigations in the real analysis 

continuum model. If one can be assured that a given con

tinuum mechanical system admits a motion having the de

sired physical characteristics (for instance, bounded, or 

periodic), if one can be assured that the solution is 

stable with respect to perturbations in the initial condi

tions, boundary conditions, and the equation of motion, and 

if one can even be given the initial conditions generating 

the desired motion, then numerically integrating the three- 

dimensional partial differential equations to gain the 

morphology of the particular motion, though expensive, 

becomes a cost effective procedure.
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QUALITATIVE MODELS ARE RECENT IN ORIGIN 

AND DIFFICULT TO CONSTRUCT

The Space of Possible Solutions is Necessarily 

Infinite-Dimensional

Several problems obstruct the generalization of the 

geometric model for point particle systems to continuum 

mechanical systems. The most prominent question is what 

is the "configuration space" for a continuum system? For 

a single point particle, the configuration space is 

obvious: a three-dimensional Euclidean space. For two 

point particles, if one imposes impenetrability, the con

figuration space is roughly a six-dimensional region lying 

in Euclidean six-space. As one goes to a continuum system, 

one must expect’ the dimension of the configuration space to 

grow accordingly; in short, to be some sort of infinite

dimensional space. What is the explicit specification of 

this space? What, is its geometric and topological struc

ture? Can one even meaningfully use these terms ? Moreover, 

even if one can construct a configuration space, how do the 

equations of motion'manifest themselves upon it? How does 

one incorporate the boundary conditions? Finally, with 

such a model, how does one draw even one conclusion from it?
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The Mathematical Tools for Developing and Exploiting

a Qualitative Model are Quite Recent

The possibility of constructing a geometric model 

for a continuum mechanical system is quite recent. Erect

ing a reasonable configuration space was severely hampered 

until the advent of the infinite-dimensional differentiable 
7

manifold theory in the early 1960's. The first signifi

cant breakthrough in a global geometric model for linear 

elliptic differential equations dates from the middle 
a

1960Ts. The topological and geometric foundation for a 

global nonlinear analysis was only first set forth in a 
q

complete form in 1968. Finally, the mathematical methods 

capable of utilizing this structure to resolve the ques

tions of interest are only now evolving. In short, the 

elements are only now available for developing a qualita

tive model for a continuum mechanical system.

CURRENTLY EXISTING QUALITATIVE MODELS

What is a Geometric Model in Linear 

Elasticity Theory, and How is it Used?

In chpater two some currently existing geometric and 

analysis models for nonlinear continuum systems are presented.
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Generally speaking, they are outgrowths of the models which 

were successful in resolving existence and uniqueness ques

tions for linear elastic systems. The success of the linear 

system models rests upon the ability to view the linear 

differential equations of motion as a linear mapping between 

two topological vector spaces, a "solution" space and a 

"data" space. One can easily see how this point of view 

arises. If <j) , 6 are two solutions to a linear

differential equation, their sum <j) + 0 , and any

multiple M are also solutions to the same equation. 

Hence, to speak of a "space" of possible solutions to a 

linear differential equation is to speak of a set of func

tions which form a vector space. Moreover, if one adopts 

some sense of the "nearness" of one function to another, 

the space of possible solutions becomes a topological vector 

space. Likewise the inhomogeneous terms of the equation are 

a set of functions which can form a topological vector space 

called the "data"- space in the model. Finally, the linear 

differential equation itself, when viewed as acting on 

these function spaces, becomes an operator associating 

with each function of the solution vector space, a function 

in the data vector space. Since the differential equation 

makes the association in a linear manner, it may be viewed 

as a linear operator. Depending upon how the topologies are 
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chosen the linear operator may take nearby solution func

tions into nearby data functions, in which case the operator 

is called a continuous linear operator.

When cast in this manner the questions of the exis

tence of a solution to the linear elastic system may be 

rephrased in terms of the properties of the continuous 

linear operator: when does the continuous linear operator 

map the solution vector space onto, as opposed to into, 

the data vector space? The question of uniqueness may be 

rephrased as: when is the continuous linear operator one- 

to-one? These questions can be answered by exploiting 

theorems from the mathematical theory of continuous linear 

operators. Hence, the questions of existence, uniqueness, 

and regularity for linear elastic systems can be answered 

when the proper topological vector spaces are found to 

model the space of solutions and the space of data, and the 

proper linear operator is constructed to model the linear 

elastostatic differential equations.

The Main Features of the

Currently Existing Nonlinear Geometric Models

The qualitative models for nonlinear elastic systems 

currently in the literature are modifications of the models 
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for linear elastic systems. Whereas the solution space 

and the data space are still assumed to be topological 

vector spaces, the elastostatic equation is pictured as a 

nonlinear operator relating the two spaces. By utilizing 

the linear structure of the solution and data spaces, some 

conditions can be found which if satisfied by the non

linear operator insure the existence and regularity of 

solution. These conditions, however, appear as ad hoc 

elements in the elasticity theory and are without a 

really firm physical basis. For this reason, these models 

have met with limited acceptance.

Objections are Raised to these Models

More specific objections can be raised to modeling 

the finite elastostatic systems in terms of nonlinear 

operator between topological vector spaces. Three objec

tions appear in chapter four of the thesis. They question 

whether one can model the space of solutions for a finite 

elastostatic system as a topological vector space at all. 

The first objection is that the usual vector space models 

for the space of solutions possess elements which can not 

correspond to physical configurations of the body. The 

second objection is that if one adopts any topological vec

tor space model for the space of solutions, one precludes.
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a priori alternatives of possible behavior for the body.

The third objection is that a topological vector space is 

insensitive to changes in boundary conditions and the 

shape (topology) of the body. These objections will be 

developed in turn.

The usual models for the space of solutions arise 

in the following, way. Let the body be viewed as occupying 

a region Q of physical space R . If the body is de

formed into a new configuration, the body points which 

were initially in the region will be taken into another 
3 

region of R . The deformation can be represented mathema

tically by a function which takes points of into 
3 

points in R , a vector-valued function on fi. To reflect 

the fact that the body is not torn apart during the deforma

tion, mathematical conditions are placed upon the function: 

it is continuous (C^), continuous through first derivatives 

(C"^) , and so on. If one wishes to model all possible con

figurations of the body it suffices to view them as elements 
k 3of the set of all C functions from into R , denoted

k 3C (Q , R ). All possible configurations of the body 
3 

in R have a representative in this set. Moreover, the set 

is a vector space, albeit infinite dimensional. Finally, 

by introducing a notion of distance between functions, it 

becomes a topological vector space. The topological vector 
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k 3 C (fi, ,R*) serves as the initial choice for the space of 

solutions in the current models for the finite elastostatic

problem. More advanced choices are built from it by adding 

more elements, and introducing more exotic topologies.

The First Objection

k 3 Although the topological vector space C (fi ,R )
3 

contains all possible configurations of the body Q in R 

the first objection raised in the thesis is that it also 

contains elements which cannot correspond to postures 

physically attainable by the body. In chapter three, a
k 3 function in C (Q ,R ) is cited which physically would 

correspond to a deformation in which a region of the body 

collapses upon itself. Hence, using the entire vector 
k 3 space C (Q ,R ), or one of its generalizations, as the 

space of solutions is physically untenable, and the models 

incorporating such a solution space must be reviewed to 

determine if they used any of the non-physical elements of 

the space in drawing their conclusions.

The Second Objection

In addition to objecting to the specific use of the 
k 3 .topological vector space C (fi ,R ) or its generalization 
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as the model for the space of solutions to the nonlinear 

elastostatic problem, one can object to the use of any 

topological vector space. The second objection raised in 

the thesis addresses this point: if one adopts a topological 

linear space for the space of solutions, one precludes 

a-priori alternatives of possible behavior for the material 

body. An example is given in chapter four for a material 

body which possesses two equilibrating configurations for 

the same boundary condition, and body force. If one 

assumes that the space of solutions is a topological vector 

space it follows that the two equilibrating configurations 

can be continuo'usly deformed from one into the other 

without violating the boundary condition. Such a conclu

sion precludes a-priori the alternative that the two config

urations can be deformed into one another only by violating 

the boundary condition at some state in the deformation. 

This latter alternative may be easily visualized.

The Third Objection

The third objection to a topological vector space 

is that its mathematical structure is too simple to reflect 

how intimately the existence and uniqueness conclusions in 

a finite elastostatic problem depend upon the particular 

boundary condition under consideration and the shape
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(topology) of the body itself. When one models the solution 

space for a finite elastostatic problem as a topological 

vector space, the solution spaces for various particular 

boundary conditions appear as subspaces which are simply 

translates of each other. They all have the same mathema

tical structure. Hence, simply by looking at the solution 

subspaces one cannot anticipate that for one boundary 

condition the system might exhibit unique behavior, while 

for another it might exhibit nonunique behavior. Likewise 

if one drills a hole in the experimental sample, or other

wise alters the topology of the material body, one cannot 

see it registered as any alteration in the mathematical 

structure of the solution space.

THE NONLINEAR QUALITATIVE MODEL 

PROPOSED IN THIS WORK

(|) The Solution Manifold

In light of these objections an alternative formula

tion for the space of possible solutions for a finite 

elastostatic problem is presented in chapter four. Rather 

than adopt a-priori a topological linear space, the thesis 

firstly identifies which mathematical functions can repre

sent meaningful configurations for the material body, and 
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subsequently determines what geometric structure the set 

of admissible functions can possess.

Two types of solution space models arc constructed. 

The first one includes all functions which can represent 

configurations for the material body, and subject to no 

other condition. This set represents all possible solutions 

to the finite elastostatic problem subject to no boundary 

conditions. For this reason it is called the solution set 

for the finite elastostatic free boundary problem, or the 

free boundary solution set. The second solution set is 

excised from the first by selecting only those configura

tions which carry the boundary of the material body into a 

given prescribed shape or place in the physical space. This 

subcollection of configurations constitutes the set of all 

possible solutions to the finite elastostatic problem sub

ject to a given Dirichlet boundary condition. For this 

reason this subset is called the solution set for a finite 

elastostatic Dirichlet boundary condition. For simplicity - 

this subset is called the solution set for a finite 

elastostatic Dirichlet boundary value problem. It remains 

then to determine what geometric structure these sets can

possess.



The Solution Set for the Free Boundary Problem

is a Differentiable Manifold

21

What one finds in the case of the free boundary 

solution set is that the functions representing configura

tions of the material body constitute a subset of the

k 3 topological vector space C (Q ,R ), namely the subset
3 

of embeddings of Q into R . Under suitable conditions, 

the subset of embeddings possesses the structure of a 0°° 

differentiable manifold which lies as an open submanifold
k 3or "open domain" in C (Q ,R ). When viewed with this 

geometric structure the set of possible solutions to the 

free boundary problem will be called the free boundary 

solution manifold.

Complications Arise in Modeling

Place Boundary Conditions

The investigation of the solution set of a particular 

Dirichlet boundary condition is somewhat more involved. The 

first complication one must encounter is the question of 

whether one can even realize a given Dirichlet boundary 

condition at all. If one arbitrarily chooses a place 

boundary condition for a material, it does not follow auto

matically that there exists even one configuration of the 
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body which has the proper degree of smoothness required 

for the problem, and which permits the boundary of the 

body to satisfy the given place boundary condition. For 

example, one can impose postures for a boundary of a body' 

which can be fulfilled only by mathematical functions which 

would represent postures where the interior of the body 

would collapse into itself, or which would represent pos

tures where the body would develop a "kink" or a "crease". 

The first instance would have to be ruled out as a non

physical situation, while the second would have to be 

dismissed by virtue of the inadequacy of the mathematical 

tools used. Until recently, one's only recourse was to 

assume a-priori that if the boundary condition was 

"sufficiently smooth" then one could be assured there 

exists at least one configuration of the material body 

satisfying the given place boundary condition. Indeed, in 

most models for the finite elastostatic Dirichlet problem 

currently in the'1iterature, this assumption is one of 

the axioms of the model. In the model presented here, 

however, one can go a step further in investigating this 

question. By utilizing some recent results from the global 

analysis and algebraic topology, one can begin to analyze 

how the smoothness characteristics of the place boundary 

condition and the topology of the material body itself 
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determine whether a given place boundary condition can be 

realized by at least one physical configuration of the 

body.

A second complication arises when one considers the 

question of just how the set of functions satisfying a 

given boundary condition is to be selected. There are at 

least two mathematical ways in which one can group these 

functions. Interestingly enough, they correspond physi

cally to the situations in which one maintains the given 

Dirichlet boundary condition by simply supporting the 

boundary, and by rigidly supporting the boundary, respect- 
10 

ively.

Two Solution Manifolds are Proposed 

for the Dirichlet Boundary Condition

What one finds for the Dirichlet boundary condition 

case is that the, set of functions representing configura

tions satisfying the given boundary condition which 

corresponds physically to a simple support not only lies 

as a subset of the free boundary solution set, but also as 

a "surface" or closed submanifold in the free boundary 

solution manifold. Moreover, if one further constrains 

the boundary condition by requiring that it be maintained 
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more rigidly, (an overdetermined situation), one gains an 

even finer structure for the Dirichlet solution set. The 

Dirichlet solution manifold corresponding to the simply 

supported boundary condition itself becomes viewed as 

composed of "surfaces" or closed submanifolds. Each sub

manifold corresponds to a particular way of rigidly 

supporting the given boundary condition. In either case, 

however, the geometric structure which one may endow upon 

the Dirichlet solution set is well defined.

The Topology of the Solution Manifolds Reflects 

Alternatives of Mechanical Behavior for the Body

The models for the free boundary and Dirichlet solu

tion manifolds introduced in chapter four overcome the 

three objections raised to the topological vector space 

models. They have features which make them very attractive 

candidates. By virtue of being a differential manifold 

as opposed to a topological vector space the topology of 

the free boundary solution manifold may now be more complex 

than that of previous models. In particular, the model 

introduced here may not be simply connected. It may have 

"holes" in it, a condition not possible for a topological 

vector space. Consequently, a submanifold representing 
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the solution manifold for a particular Dirichlet boundary 

condition may or may not be connected, depending upon how 

it intersects the holes. The connectedness or non

connectedness of a Dirichlet solution manifold has physical 

significance in that it indicates whether or not two con

figurations satisfying the same Dirichlet boundary condi

tions can be deformed into one another with or without 

violating the given boundary condition. If the Dirichlet 

solution manifold is connected, i.e. it consists of one 

piece, or component, then any two configurations satisfy

ing the same Dirichlet boundary condition can be continuously 

deformed into one another without violating the boundary 

condition. However, if the manifold consists of more than 

one piece, or component, then there are configurations 

satisfying the given Dirichlet boundary condition which 

can be deformed into one another only by violating the 

boundary condition. This latter alternative is precluded 

if one assumes that the space of solutions is a topological 

vector space, as it is always simply connected.

The Topology of a Dirichlet Solution Manifold 

can Vary from Boundary Condition to Boundary Condition

Significantly, the connectedness or non-connectedness 

of a Dirichlet solution manifold can vary from Dirichlet 
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boundary condition to Dirichlet boundary condition. Thus, 

alternatives of mechanical behavior can vary from boundary 

condition to boundary condition. This result is in con

trast to the "universal" result one gains with the linear 

models or their generalizations, where the solution vector 

spaces for the various Dirichlet boundary conditions are 

identical in mathematical structure.

The Topology of the Solution Manifold Depends Upon 

the Topology of the Body

Finally, one is not at a loss in discerning the 

number of components comprising the solution manifold for a 

Dirichlet problem. The thesis indicates how contemporary 

mathematical methods (in particular, the Obstruction theory) 

can be utilized to resolve the question. One finds that 

the number of components in the solution manifold is in

fluenced by the topology of the material body itself, or the 

shape of the experimental sample. Roughly speaking, if one 

drills a hole in the experimental specimen, one can alter 

the number of components in the solution manifold, and 

thereby one can alter the alternatives of behavior possible 

for a Dirichlet boundary condition.
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(2) The Dynamic Elements

The Data Space is a Linear Vector Space

In chapter five the dynamic elements of the finite 

elastostatic model are investigated. The usual model for 

the data space of body force density fields is a topological 

vector space of functions. This model is also adopted in 

this thesis. The primary motivation for retaining the topo

logical vector space structure for the data space is the 

fact that body force density fields superimpose: their 

combined effects are additive. One can represent a body 

force density field as a vector-valued function defined 

over the region fi occupied by the body which has a suit

able degree of smoothness (i.e. C^,C^> etc.). For modeling 

the data space of body force density fields, then, the 
k 

topological vector space of C vector-valued functions 
k 3 defined over fi, C , R ), for a suitable choice of k, 

is a quite legitimate candidate.

The Finite Elastostatic Operator Prescribes the Links Be

tween the Solution Manifolds and the Data Manifolds

The remainder of chapter five deals with the con

struction of the non-linear operator which models the
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finite clastostatic differential equations and links the 

above solution manifolds and data spaces. If the material 

body is a materially uniform, simple, elastic body of grade 

one, a particular kind of non-linear material body, the 

finite clastostatic differential equations for it deter

mine a nonlinear operator linking the solution manifolds and 

data spaces which is a differential operator of order two. 

The "differential operator of order two" nature of the 

correspondence means that the operator associates with con

figurations continuous through k^^ order derivatives over 

fi, body force density fields continuous only through (k-2)t^1 

order derivatives. Hence, the specific way in which the 

non-linear operator links the solution manifolds to the 

data spaces is by taking configurations into

body force density fields. If one were to consider 

material bodies other than the one specified, for instance, 

a material body of grade 2, non-elastic bodies, materials 

with facing memory, or non-simple bodies, the non-linear 

operator modeling the finite elastostatic differential 

equation would not be a simple differential operator of 

order two. Rather, it would be a more complicated integro

differential operator. Consequently, the operator would 

link the solution manifolds and data spaces in a manner 

entirely different from that for the simple, grade one, 

elastic material body. One can now appreciate how models 
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proliferate as one considers finite, non-linear continuum 

problems, in contrast to the single, universal, linear- 

differential -operator-of-order- two model which completely 

characterized infinitesimal, classical linear elasticity 

theory.

For the materially uniform, simple, elastic material 

body of grade one, the combination of free boundary or 

Dirichlet solution manifolds, body force density field 

(data) spaces, and non-linear differential operator devel

oped above serves as the models which will be used in 

this thesis for the finite elastostatic free boundary and 

Dirichlet problems defined over the classical functions. 

The fourth chapter ends with a comparison of these models 

with ones which currently exist in the literature, in order 

to point out contrasts.

THE MODEL IS ADAPTED TO ACCOMODATE 

CONTEMPORARY MATHEMATICAL TOOLS

Why an Adaptation is Required

By adapting the models for the finite elastostatic 

free boundary and Dirichlet problems completed in Chapter 

four, one has replaced the hybrid models involving non-linear 

differential operators linking topological vector spaces by 
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models in which the solution manifolds possess no linear 

structure. By doing so, however, one loses not only the 

results which were gained from the previous models by the 

use of the linear structure on the solution space, but also 

the tools, theorems, and techniques which made these re

sults possible. If the new models introduced here are to 

have a utilitarian values, one must find alternative 

mathematical methods to replace those which have been 

rendered inapplicable. These methods and tools are only 

now evolving in the fields of infinite dimensional geometry, 

and algebraic topology. In order to be in a position to 

exploit these methods, however, one must make one additional 

improvement in the models for the finite elastostatic 

problems developed here: they must be extended from models 

over the classical C functions to functions having a more 

general form of continuity and differentiability.

The Extension in the Case of the Earlier Linear Models

The technique of extending models for differential 

equations constructed over classical C functions to models 

constructed over more general function spaces has its origin 

in the "method of weak solutions" for linear elastic systems. 

The motivation for the technique is that sometimes it is 

easier to answer questions about a linear differential equation 
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by viewing it in its "integrated form", as opposed to its 

differential equation form. The method of solution by 

Green’s function is such an example. In such a method, 

however, one must extend one's solution and data spaces to 

include functions which are not continuous or differentiable 

in the usual limit process sense, but which can be regarded 

as continuous, or differentiable when viewed under the 

integral sign. The procedure, generally speaking is to 

choose the generalized function spaces for the space of 

solutions and the space of data in such a way as to yield 

as easily as possible criteria for the existence and 

uniqueness of solution to the linear differential equation. 

One then seeks to prove "regularity theorems" which state 

that if the given data is in fact a classical 0 function 

then the generalized function solution corresponding to it 

is also a function. Hence, the three areas of investiga

tion which grow out of the method of weak solution to linear 

differential equations are: to establish existence and 

uniqueness criteria for the differential equation when 

viewed in the generalized function setting, and then seek 

to pull back the results to the classical function setting 

by regularity theorems.
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The Extension of Currently Existing Non-Linear Models

For the models of a non-linear elastostatic pro

blem in which topological vector spaces serve as the space 

of solutions and the space of data, the extension to a 

generalized function setting is relatively straightforward. 

The space of solutions and the space of data extend to the 

same generalized function spaces that arise in the linear 

differential equation theory: The space of square inte- 
2 

grable (L ) functions over the body fi, or some closed 

linear subspace of it, like the Holder spaces or the 

Sobolev spaces. The extension of the non-linear operator 

to an operator linking the generalized function spaces is 

a little more involved than in the linear case. However, 

one can establish by extensive norm calculations that for 

the Holder or Sobolev spaces the non-linear operator can 

be extended to the generalized function spaces, and the 

extension is as continuous as the original non linear 

operator linking the solution and data spaces built over 

the classical functions.

The Extension of the Free Boundary Solution 

Manifolds Proposed Here is More Complicated

The extension of the model introduced in the thesis 

to the generalized function is not at all straightforward., 
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In fact, the mathematical tools necessary to construct 

the extension did not exist until the work of R. Palais and 
11

S. Smale in the late 1960’s. The principal difficulty in 

extending the model lies in the fact that the classical 

function solution sets is not a topological space, but 

rather a differentiable manifold. In chapter six the 

free boundary solution manifold is extended to the general

ized functions. The extension, when it exists, has the 

structure of a C differentiable manifold, and lies as 

an open submanifold or "open domain" in a generalized 

function topological vector space. The conditions suffi

cient to permit the extension, and the manifold structure 

endowed upon the extension are provided by theorems from 

the mathematical theory of global non linear analysis. In 

addition, the method of extension may be applied to many 

different classes of generalized functions, including the 

Holder and Sobolev spaces. Hence, in extending the free 

boundary solution manifold, one is not limited to a single 

class of generalized functions, as is the case in the 

currently existing models. Rather, one may choose that 

class which is most advantageous for the problem of 

interest,

The Extension of the Data Space

The space of body force density fields may also be 
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extended to the generalized functions. as it is a topolo

gical vector space its extension is rather straightforward, 

and the resultant generalized function space parallels the 

equivalent elements found in the other models.

The Extension of the Finite Elastostatic Operator is Achieved 

by Theorem, as Opposed to Norm Calculation

The remainder of chapter six is devoted to the ex

tension of the non linear operator representing the finite 

elastostatic differential equation to the generalized func

tion manifolds representing the extended free boundary solu

tion manifolds and data spaces. The technique for extending 

the operator used in this thesis differs significantly from 

the extension technique used in other models. First of all, 

the existence of the extension, and its continuity proper

ties (i.e., whether or not the extended operator is con

tinuous, c\ etc.) are gained by theorem as opposed to 

extensive norm calculations. Hence, the details of the 

mathematics do not cloud the important features of the 

extension. Moreover, when the extension is accomplished 

by theorem as opposed to norm calculation, one can extend 

the operator to several different classes of generalized 

functions simultaneously. If one relies on norm calcula

tions one must treat each class of generalized function
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extension separately, as the norms are distinct.

Chapter six ends with an explicit display of the 

finite elastostatic free boundary value problem modeled 

over a particular class of generalized functions, the 

Sobolev spaces. In this extended form the model is 

sufficiently abstracted so as to be able to utilize the 

methods of infinite-dimensional differential geometry and 

algebraic topology to answer questions of existence and 

uniqueness. This is the level in the formulation of the 

model for the free boundary problem where one can begin to 

recoup the existence and uniqueness statements that were 

rendered inapplicable when the linear structure of the solu

tion space was lost, and begin to develop others.

The Extension of the Dirichlet Boundary 

Solution Manifold

In chapter seven the model for the finite elasto

static Dirichlet problem constructed over the classical 

functions is likewise extended. The models for simply 

supported and rigidly supported boundary conditions are 

treated separately. The extension parallels the development 

of the previous chapter. Once again, one gains a model 

which is sufficiently abstracted so that the original 

questions of existence, uniqueness, and regularity for the 
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non-linear clastic system can now be formulated in terms 

amenable to analysis by contemporary geometric and topolo

gical methods. Moreover, one can anticipate a means for 

more deeply analyzing non-linear systems which exhibit 

locally nonunique behavior. The models show that in some 

cases a body can exhibit locally nonunique behavior under 

simply supported boundary conditions but locally unique 

behavior when the boundary conditions are more rigidly 

supported.

HOW THE MODEL CAN BE UTILIZED IS ANTICIPATED

The remainder of the thesis is devoted to indica

ting specifically how the mathematical methods of infinite 

dimensional geometry and topology can be utilized. As the 

mathematical tools are rather new, the thesis concentrates 

on indicating how they may be used, as opposed to develop

ing particular results. Two methods are discussed in 

detail: the Morse Theory, and the Lusternik-Schnirelman 

Theory.

If one restricts his attention to hyperelastic 

materials, (materials which possess a strain-energy function), 

and the body forces are conservative, then the partial 

differential equations for both the free boundary and 

Dirichlet problem may be represented in the analytical model 
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as Eu1 er-Lagrange equations of a variational integral. 

When the variational integral is viewed in the qualitative 

model, it specifies a function defined over infinite- 

dimensional solution manifold. The configurations in the 

solution manifold which are the critical points of the 

function are the solutions of the Euler-Lagrange equations; 

hence they are the equilibrating configurations for the 

elastostatic problem. The Morse theory permits one to 

determine how many critical points the function has. • The 

theory indicates that the number of critical points of the 

function depends upon the nature of the function itself 

(hence, the material response), and the topology of the 

solution manifold (hence, the boundary condition, and the 

topology of the sample). Thus, the topology of the solution 

manifold becomes directly related to the mechanical behavior 

of the body. The richness of the topology, and its varia

tion with boundary condition and body shape provide a 

wealth of provocative subjects for future study.

The Lusternik-Schnirelman theory is an attractive 

tool for extracting information from the finite elastostatic 

models. Existence and uniqueness questions are, once again, 

related to the topology of the solution manifold and the 

nature of the finite elastostatic operator. The results, 

however, are not extensive as with the Morse theory. Even 

in non-variational cases directions for investigations are 
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becoming apparent. References are given which addresses 

this point.

In short a model for the finite elastostatic 

Dirichlet problem is constructed in this thesis. it has the 

attractive feature that its solution manifold is not topo

logically trivial, and can vary in a predictable way with 

boundary condition and body shape. Moreover, it can serve 

as a vehicle by which heretofore pure, contemporary mathe

matical methods may be brought to bear on fundamental ques

tions in non-linear continuum mechanics. It awaits exploi

tation. The areas suggested here provide some directions 

for future study.
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II. THE DISTINCTION BETWEEN ANALYTICAL 

AND QUALITATIVE MODELS

What comprises a geometric or qualitative model for 

an elastic system? How does the approach for answering 

existence and uniqueness questions using it differ from the 

approach using analytical methods? In this chapter, exam

ples of some analytical results for existence and unique

ness questions for elastic bodies are presented. One finds 

that they usually deal with very specific situations: the 

response must depend linearly upon the infinitesimal strain, 

the material must be isotropic, the moduli must lie in a 

certain range. If one wishes to pursue the questions in a 

more general point of view one must adopt another method. 

The qualitative models provide such an alternative. To 

understand what comprises a qualitative model and how it is 

used, two models for the elastostatic Dirichlet problem 

currently in the literature are examined in detail.

RESULTS FROM PURELY ANALYTICAL METHODS

Some existence and uniqueness statements for the 

elastostatic Dirichlet problem arise from analytical methods.
12-The most familiar results reside in linear elasticity theory.
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Foremost among these is a strong version of Kirchoff's 

result

Theorem (Kirchoff) Let B be a linearly elas
tic solid occupying a bounded region in space, 
and possessing elastic coefficients Cijki(x) 
satisfying the Cauchy symmetry condition

ijkl ii Ik jikl

(a) If the elastic coefficients satisfy a posi
tive definiteness condition

Cijkl(‘X-) ?kl Cx) > °’ for a11 X £ B’

and for all symmetric tensor fields £jj(x) on 
B, then the linear elastostatic mixed boundary 

value problem has at most one classical 
solution.

(b) If the material is isotropic

CijklCx) - X(x) ^6^ •pV(x)(6ij6kl - 6^6^)

for X(x), p(x) the Lame and shear moduli, 
respectively, then the positive definiteness 
condition holds if and only if, for each x e B

p(3X + 2p) > 0

or equivalently
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P(x) / 0, and a(x) e (-1,1/2)

for o(x) the Poisson ratio defined by

2u(x)o(x) 
(l-2o(x)) = X(x)

The theorem is established by determining what conditions 

are sufficient to insure that the only solution to the 

homogeneous displacement boundary value problem is the 

trivial solution.

A second example of a uniqueness theorem in linear 

elasticity theory arises when one considers homogeneous 

materials. Again one constrains the elastic coefficients, 

but in a way not as strong as the positive definiteness 

condition.

Theorem. If B is a homogeneous body

(a) and t,he elastic coefficients satisfy the 
strong ellipticity condition

C. .. 1a. a. 3 . p. > aa.a.3.3. > a>0 a constantijkl 1 kjl — 1 1 j j

then there exists at most one (weak) solution . 
to the linear elastostatic Dirichlet problem.

(b) If the material is isotropic, the strong 
ellipticity condition is satisfied if and only if
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U > 0 and X + 2p > 0

or n > 0, and ae(-°ol/2) U (I,00)

Examples of Nonunique Behavior in Linear Elasticity

Instances of nonunique behavior in linear elasticity 

allow one to evaluate how necessary conditions set forth in 
13 

the uniqueness theorems are. Knops and Payne present a 

varied collection of such counter examples to unique be

havior, Among them are:

(1) An ellipsiod of homogeneous isotropic material 

with boundary given by

x* + + b2x2 -1 = 0

For homogeneous body force and displacement 

boundary conditions, non-trivial solutions 

are possible of the form

Ui = fiPi,

foT'P^ a polynomial of non-negative degree, if 

and only if the modulii satisfy the condition

p(X + 2p) < 0.
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This solution may be added to any other solu

tion to the linear elastostatic equation for 

a given body force and boundary condition to 

produce a second solution.

Notice that the condition cited in the example fails to 

satisfy the strong ellipticity criterion. Thus the strong 

ellipticity criterion is necessary in the following sense: 

there exists a class of (ideal) materials which do not 

satisfy the strong ellipticity condition, and a body 

shape for which nonunique behavior is revealed.

(2) The homogeneous isotropic elastic sphere with 

boundary

X1 + x2 + X3 - 1 = °

exhibits nonunique behavior if and only if 

Poisson’s ratio has value

o=l

or On = j(l-3n)(l-2n)"1 n = 1,2,...

Notice that the values of Poisson’s ratio lie outside the 

uniqueness range cited in the strong ellipticity condition; 

however, for the body shape given, only particular values 

for the ratio lead to nonunique behavior. All other
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values yield unique behavior.

(3) The inhomogeneous isotropic material in the 

shape of a sphere with a cavity

nir £ r <_ (n + m) tt

with elastic moduli satisfying the conditions

X * 2V = 1 , U = 1 1 .In (HimUX 
rz 4 r r

admits the nontrivial displacement solution

(Ur, UQ, U^) = (sinr , 0, 0)

to the homogeneous problem. Thus it exhibits 

nonunique behavior.

Notice in this example that the moduli in this example 

satisfy the strong ellipticity condition at every point. 

Hence, the strong ellipticity condition is not sufficient 

to insure uniqueness in the case of inhomogeneous materials.

Comments on the Nature of the Existence Theorems

Two important points follow from these examples.

Firstly, while the conditions advanced in the theorems are 

sufficient to achieve unique behavior, their necessity is 
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qualified. Even when the elastic moduli fall outside the 

range of values cited, it is still possible to achieve 

unique behavior. Secondly, the uniqueness theorems involve 

conditions on only the elastic coefficients of the material. 

They are independent of the body shape (topology). Yet in 

the counter examples, the body shape plays an integral part.

Uniqueness Theorems for Nonlinear Systems 

are even More Complicated

When one uses analytical methods to establish con

ditions sufficient to guarantee unique behavior for a system 

undergoing finite deformations, one finds that the restric

tions placed upon the elastic response are even more spe

cialized and complex than in the linear case. Counter

examples to nonunique behavior involve specifying the 

boundary conditions, as well as the body shape and the 

material response. Moreover, one must distinguish between 

local nonunique behavior and global nonunique behavior. In 

particular, it is possible for a body to exhibit unique 

behavior with respect to small deformations about any arbi-' 

trary state of strain, yet still exhibit nonunique behavior 

under finite deformation.
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The Qualitative Point of View

Must the investigation of existence and uniqueness 

questions be so fractured? Can one not adopt an approach 

which would enable him to picture all factors contributing 

to the existence and uniqueness conclusions in a unified 

way? Such a point of view would require an approach 

different from the analytical methods. Qualitative models 

provide such an alternative setting. From this new pers

pective, existence and uniqueness conclusions would follow 

as a consequence of a relationship between the material 

itself, the boundary condition under consideration, and 

the body topology, as opposed to the categorical imposition 

of "necessary" and sufficient conditions on some one factor. 

For this reason, the goal of this thesis is to establish an 

adequate, general setting for the finite elastostatic 

Dirichlet problem which manifests the qualitative point of 

view.

EXISTING NONLINEAR QUALITATIVE MODELS

There are models for the finite elastostatic 

Dirichlet problem in the literature which manifest the 

geometric/topological point of view. Examples are the 
15 

models advanced by W. Van Buren, and I. Beju.
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Although these models arc available in the literature, it 

is instructive to examine them in detail before going fur

ther. One can then see what has already been accomplished, 

what particular elements of the models are noteworthy, and 

what particular elements appear vulnerable. The information 

will be valuable in indicating where the model developed in 

this work ought to coincide with the models which currently 

exist, and where it ought to depart. Moreover, the investi

gation will also provide a clue as to how one can use the 

model once it has been established.

VAN BUREN'S MODEL

The model of W. Van Buren is an outgrowth of the works 
16

of F. John and F. Stoppelli. The works of the latter authors 

permit one to examine local existence and uniqueness ques

tions for the finite elastostatic place and traction boundary 

value problems in the vicinity of a natural state by viewing 

a corresponding classical linear infinitesimal elasticity boun

dary value problem. Van Buren's generalization allows one the 

opportunity to make local uniqueness and existence statements 

in the vicinity of states of finite strain, or non-natural 

states. The statements are gained by judiciously exploiting 

a geometric model for the finite elastostatic place boundary 

value problem. Van Buren's model is erected by making 
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sufficient assumptions about the nature of the possible 

solutions, the possible loads, and the differential equa

tion governing the elastostatic problem so that the problem 

may be viewed geometrically as a nonlinear differential 

operator linking Banach spaces. Once this is done. 

Van Buren utilizes the inverse function theorem for Banach 

spaces to give a local existence and uniqueness theorem for 

a body in a given equilibrated strained state. For com

pleteness of exposition, the notation and basic definitions 

employed by Van Buren are summarized in his article.

Van Buren's Analytical Model

For Van Buren, the analytical representation for the 

finite elastostatic place boundary value problem consists 

of the classical partial differential equation

Divx(S(F(X), y + b (X) = 2 X e B, (II.1.)

subject to the place boundary condition

u(Z) = u (Z) Z. £ SB. (II. 2) 

3 
Here, B is the region in R

reference configuration, 3B

occupied by the body in the

is its boundary, S(F,X) is
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the first Piola-Kirchoff stress tensor field relative

to the given reference configuration, u(X) is the dis

placement vector field relating the deformed configuration 

to the reference configuration, F(X) is the deformation 

gradient tensor field relative to the reference configura

tion, b is the given body force density per unit mass 

in the reference configuration, and ua is the given dis

placement boundary vector field corresponding to the place 

boundary condition. Notice that the reference configura

tion need not be a natural state.

Van Buren’s analytical model for the problem of 

infinitesimal displacement superimposed upon a given state 

of strain consists of the partial differential equation

Div ([A(X)J [Vu(X)]) + b*(X) = 0, X £ B, (II.3)
*w vw CL •** ’*™*>

and the boundary condition (II.2). Here, the reference con

figuration is chosen to be the given strained state, ^(X) 

is the excess body force density vector field, representing 

how much the given body force density exceeds that 

necessary to equilibrate the reference configuration, and 

A(X) is called the elasticity tensor field for the 

material body for the given reference configuration, and is 

the partial gradient of the first Piola-Kirchoff tensor 

field with respect to the first variable F,
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MX) = V^CF.X)
(^X)

Van Buren now proceeds to develop a geometric model 

for the finite and infinitesimal problems by realizing 

them as differential operator equations linking two Banach 

spaces, a "solution space", and a "load space".

Conditions Van Buren Imposes on his Qualitative Model

Local existence and uniqueness statements about the 

finite elastostatic operator are intimately linked with the 

invertability of the infinitesimal operator in the geome

tric model. The critical point in erecting Van Buren's 

model and utilizing it lies in the proper matching of the 

solution space, the load space, and the differential 

operators in order to guarantee invertability. To insure 

proper matching from the point of view of differentiability 

Van Buren imposes three sets of conditions on the possible 

solutions, loads, and the differential operators.

Hypothesis 1. The region B occupied by the body in 
the reference configuration

a) is an open connected set whose closure is
compact. 2+

b) The boundary SB of B is C for some 
fixed a, 0 < a < 1.
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Hypothesis 2, The response function S and its par
tial gradients

v2s, vj2)s, v1v2s, v^2)s, v{3)s, vp)v2s,

V1V22') 3 v^3)s

are bounded and uniformly continuous on the domain 
X 3 where

= {F£L(R3,R3) : |F-l|<y}

Hypothesis 3, The following vector fields satisfy the 
conditions:

a) b is Holder continuous on B
b) u and its first two tangential gradients 
are Holder continuous of 3B.

Some Comments on the Conditions

It is instructive to examine in detail the attract-, 

iveness of these axioms, since it will be imperative to 

adopt axioms which will insure the compatability of the 

elements of the model which will be developed in this work.

The first hypothesis is most natural. As Van Buren 

points out. Hypothesis 1(b) insures that (1) the exterior 

unit normal and its tangential gradients are Holder 

continuous on the boundary of the body, (2) a function 
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which is Holder continuous on the body may be extended 

continuously to the boundary of the body, and (3) a 

function with a bounded continuous gradient on the body is 

Holder continuous on it.

The compactness condition imposed by Hypothesis 

1 (a) upon the body plus boundary allows one to speak of 

the set of possible solutions as a "space". The compact

ness insures that the set of all continuous bounded dis

placement vector fields is a linear space capable of 

supporting a Banach space structure. Moreover, the 

connectivity of the body, a physically justifiable assump

tion, greatly simplifies the mathematical structure of 

the model. It is relied upon heavily when one characterizes 

a configuration as a vector-valued function which satisfies 

a (local) impenetrability condition. This point is made 

explicit in chapter IV.

The attractiveness of Hypothesis 2 rests upon the 

facts that (1) it is sufficient to insure that the order 

of partial differentiation of the Pio 1 a-Kirchoff stress 

tensor field is immaterial, and (2) along with Hypothesis 

1(b), it insures that the second order partial derivatives 

of S, and thereby the coefficients of the infinitesimal 

elasticity operator are Holder continuous. Holder 

continuity of the coefficients of the infinitesimal elasti

city operator is desirable, because there are differential 
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equations whose coefficients are continuous, but not 

Bolder continuous, and which, even under the most favorable 

circumstances do not admit solutions with the desired 

degree of differentiability. (This fact is succinctly 

revealed in chapter IV). Hence, lack of Holder continuity 

in the coefficients of the infinitesimal elasticity opera

tor can potentially jeopardize its invertibi1ity, an 

essential requirement for establishing local uniqueness 

and existence theorems.

Van Buren also reveals the attractiveness of 

Hypothesis 3. Without the requirement of Holder continuity 

on the load, one can not be assured that the solution to the 

infinitesimal elasticity equation, if it exists, will have 

continuous derivatives up to the order of the equation, 

and be, thereby, a solution in the classical sense. Such 

a situation would potentially jeopardize the invertibi1ity 

of the infinitesimal elasticity operator. Conversely, 

the Holder continuity requirements placed upon the possible 

solutions, coupled with Hypothesis 2 insures that for any 

possible displacement, the load equilibrating it (or 

equivalently, linked to it by the finite or infinitesmial 

elasticity operator) is itself Holder continuous.
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Van Buren’s Qualitative Model

Van Buren's geometric model may now be erected. As 

the load space, Van Buren chooses the collection

IB = ^(b,w) : b and w satisfy Hypothesis 3)

of pairs consisting of possible body force density fields

b and place boundary condition fields w. The set |b is 

a linear space. It may be given the structure of a Banach 

space if one imposes the norm

|| (b, w)| | = suP|b(X) | + Cb(B) +
Xe B

sup {|w(Z)| + Jgrad w(Z)| + 

ZedB

|grad(2) w(Z)|} + Cgrad(2)w (B),

f 21
where grad w and grad Jw represent the first and

second gradients of w, and C, (B) and C (21CB) are 
X gradk w

suitably chosen constants.

As the solution space. Van Buren chooses the 

collection of displacement vector fields

ID = {u : u is C2+a on B}
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where C‘‘ + °l means that the displacement vector field and 

its first two derivatives are continuous in the Holder 

sense with exponent a. This set is also a linear space 

which can be given the structure of a Banach space by- 

choosing the norm

||u|| = sup {|u(X)| + |grad u(X)| + | gr ad u (X) | }
XeB

+ C (B)
grad1 ju

Here the first and second gradients of the vector field 

u are as indicated, and Cgr 2) u (B) is a suitably 

chosen constant. For purposes of setting the finite 

elastostatic operator it is convenient to introduce open 

subsets in ID which represent neighborhoods of displace

ment vector fields about the given reference configuration 

whose associated deformation gradients do not deviate 

greatly from the'identity. For y a real number, y > 0, 

let IN denote the subset

INy = { u eJD : |grad u |<y}.

One may now realize the finite and infinitesimal 

elastostatic problems as differential operators linking
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the solution space |D, and the load space IB. Acting on

the solution space ID and the subset iny. assuming Y is

properly chosen, one may define the infinitesimal and finite

body force operators a and b by, for veD and ueN

a(v)i = -Div ([A(X)](grad v(X)) 
"lx X " "

b(u) = -Div (S(l + grad u(X),X)) 
~ X X ~ ~ ~

for XeB. Moreover, one may define the boundary displacement 

operator w acting on D by, for veD and ZeSB

iv(v) = v(Z) 
~ Z

One may now construct two operators which realize 

the finite and infinitesimal elastostatic equations as 

mappings defined on IN^, and ID, respectively. Moreover, 

if one imposes the conditions of Hypothesis 2, one is then 

assured that the range of the operators is the load space IB. 

Hence, the proper matching of the solution space, the load 

space, and the differential operators from the point of 

view of differentiability allows one to depict the operators 

having domains of definition IN and ID, respectively.

and range IB:
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$ ; Ny---------------------------------------- - B (11.4)

u $(u) = (b(u),w(u))

A : D ---------------------------------------- >- B (U.S)

v A (v) = (a"(v) ,iv (v) )

Finally, if one denotes a given body force density 

field and boundary displacement field and their excess over 

the reference load as the elements of IB

SL = (b ,u ) and £* = (b*,u*) , ~a ~a’-a' ~a ~a1~aJ

respectively, then the place boundary value problems for the 

finite and infinitesimal cases, relative to the given 

reference configuration, may be written as the operator 

equations 

and

A(v) = £*

These equations justify regarding $ and A as the finite 

and infinitesimal elastostatic operators for the place 
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boundary value problem.

The triples of Banach spaces and mappings between 

them given by relations (II.4) and (II.5) constitute 

Van Buren’s geometric models for the finite and infiniti- 

simal elastostatic place boundary value problems. They 

complement the analytical models given by equations (II.1) 

(II.2), and (II.3). By means of this model one may now 

proceed to exploit theorems in the infinite dimensional 

Banach space theory to gain existence and uniqueness in

formation .

How the Local Uniqueness Problem Manifests Itself

In particular. Van Buren's model allows one to in

vestigate solutions to the finite elastostatic problem in 

the neighborhood of a given equilibrated configuration. 

One can establish that the finite elastostatic place 

boundary value problem (II.1) and (II.2) has the 

(analytic) property of local existence and uniqueness of 

solution in the vicinity of the given configuration if one 

can establish the (geometric) property that the operator 

in (II.4) has an inverse on some neighborhoods of the 

vector fields u = 0 in IN , and 4>(0) = St in IB. For, ~ y ~o
if $ admits such an inverse, then for any load S, ~a 

sufficiently close to the reference load £q, one is 
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assured that there exists one and only one displacement

field u near 0 which is equilibrated by it. Notice 

that such a local uniqueness property does not imply a 

global uniqueness property: there may exist displacements 

u distant from 0 equilibrated by the same given load.

In order to establish sufficient conditions for 

the local existence and uniqueness property. Van Buren 

exploits the inverse function theorem for Banach spaces. 

If one can show that the finite elasticity operator $

is continuously differentiable on and its Frechet

differential 6$(0) at the zero displacement field 0 i s

a linear hemeomorphism of ID onto IB (hence, the critical

requirement that the spaces be properly matched), then 

the inverse function theorem insures that there is a neigh

borhood IE of 0 in N such that the restriction of $
Y

to IE is an invertible mapping of IE onto a neighborhood 

$(£) of the reference load $(0) = in IB.

Van Buren's Result for Local Uniqueness

Van Buren's accomplishment for the place boundary 

value problem consists of showing that if one chooses the 

spaces ID and IB to satisfy the hypotheses given above, 

and if one bestows upon them the norms as stated, then by 

a series of rather intricate norm calculations one can
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verify that $ is continuously differentiable on N , 

when y is suitably chosen, and that the Frechet differ

ential 6 (0) at 0 is the infinitesimal elasticity 

operator A.

Theorem: (Van Buren) $ is of class on
Ny and its Frechct differential at 0eNy 

coincides with the infinitesimal elasticity 
operator A:

65>(O) = A.

Even with the proper match of operators and spaces 

provided by Hypothesis 1 through Hypothesis 3, and the 

above result, the invertibility of Van Buren's infinitesimal 

elasticity operator does not immediately follow. For this 

reason. Van Buren is forced to impose an additional hypo

thesis :

Hypothesis 4: The body, reference configuration, 
and the elasticities

' A(X) = grad1 S(1,X) , XcB

are such that the infinitesimal place boundary value 
prob 1em

= £a

defined by (II.5) has, for each £* belonging to B
B, a unique solution u belonging to D.
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If one imposes such a condition, one gains the following 

theorem on the existence and local uniqueness of solution 

to the finite clastostatic place boundary value problem 

as an analytical translation of the geometric result ob

tained from the application of the inverse function theorem.

Theorem: Let Hypothesis 1 through 4 be satisfied. 
Then there are positive numbers and such 
that for all data ^a»ua^ B satisfying

(ba.ua) - (bo,0) < *1

the finite elastostatic place boundary value pro

blem

DivxS(l+ grad u(X),X) + b (X) = 0, XeB

u(Z) - u (Z) = 0, ZeSB

has in the space ID one and only one solution u

for which

u < Px .

Comments on the Invertibility Hypothesis

The attractiveness of Hypothesis 4 is questionable.

Two comments indicate where it is vulnerable.

(1) When the reference configuration k is a 

natural configuration the infinitesimal elasticity operator
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is precisely the classical linear elasticity operator.

For this particular case Van Buren's results reduce to 
17those originally gained by F. John. Under this circumstance 

one may then physically justify imposing additional condi

tions which insure the invertibility of the infinitesimal 

elasticity operator based upon results from the theory of 

the classical linear elasticity place boundary value pro

blem. For instance, with experimental justification one 

may impose one of the classical elasticity inequalities, 

or by requiring real wave speeds in linear elastic materials 

one may impose a strong ellipticity condition, or finally, 

one may impose the Coleman-Noll condition, or one of its 

generalizations. Any of these conditions insure the inver

tibility of the classical linear elasticity operator, and 

thereby insure Van Buren's Hypothesis 4.

(2) When the reference configuration K is not a 

natural configuration, then the infinitesimal elasticity 

operator is not the classical linear elasticity operator 
/d which would be associated with the configuration. As a 

result, one has much less physical justification for 

imposing upon the infinitesimal elasticity operator the 

conditions one imposed when k was a natural configuration. 

Hence, for this situation, though mathematically sufficient. 

Hypothesis 4 appears much more ad hoc than the previous 

three.
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In short. Van Buren's model provides one means for 

gaining local existence and uniqueness information about 

an elastostatic system about a given reference state of 

strain. Exploitation of the implicit function theorem, 

however, does not give rise to information regarding finite 

deformations from the reference state. As F. John has 

19 pointed out, a material body may satisfy a local uniqueness 

condition like that of Van Buren's for every conceivable 

reference configuration, and yet for a given place boundary 

condition possess two equilibrating configurations. (A 

"global" non-uniqueness of solution to the finite elasto

static place boundary value problem).

THE MODEL OF I. BEJU

If local existence and uniqueness conclusions do 

not lead immediately to conclusions concerning finite de

formations, how does one gain such information? What 

additional mathematical tools are available for exploita

tion?

One approach for gaining global information is 
2.0 

provided by the model of I. Beju. Generally speaking, 

Beju's geometric model for the finite elastostatic place 

boundary value problem is similar in structure to
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Van Buren's, in that it realizes the problem as a nonlinear 

mapping between Banach, (in fact Hilbert) spaces. However, 

by limiting his attention to materials whose response 

functions are derivable from strain energy functions, 

(hyperclastic materials), Beju is able to go further than 

Van Buren in gaining global information. By imposing 

sufficient conditions to insure that the finite elastostatic 

operator is monotone, Beju is able to utilize the mathe

matical theory of monotone operators to yield a global 

uniqueness statement for the finite place boundary value 

problem. By imposing slightly stronger conditions he is 

able to apply "maximum-minimum" theorems of the variational 

theory to the energy integral constructed from the strain 

energy function to gain existence statements.

The basic concepts and mathematical tools used by 

Beju in constructing his model and using it are summarized 

in his article. The salient features are set forth below.

Monotone Operator Tools Which Beju Uses

The primary mathematical tool utilized by Beju to 

gain global uniqueness information from his model is the 

following abstract mathematical theorem, which Beju attri

butes to A. Lagenbach.
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21Theorem II.1. (Lagenbach) Let be a bounded 
region of Rn with boundary 3Q. Let H(Q) be 
any Hilbert space of vector-valued functions 
on . Assume that the boundary of is suffi
ciently regular to insure the validity of the 
Green *s-Stokes Theorem. Let P be a non inear 
operator,

P : D(P)------------------------------ >■ H(Q), D(P)ct H(fi)

and for f e consider the nonlinear equation

P(u) = f (II.6)

subject to the set of linear homogeneous boundary

conditions

{Liu = 0, i - 1,2, . . .,p} (II.7)

Let D0(P) = (ueD(P) : u satisfies (II.7)}.

Assume

(1) D (P) and D(P) are linear sets, and D (P) is
dense in H(Q), 0

(2) for all ueD(P), hED(P), P has a linear 
Gateaux differential and (DP)(h) is a continuous 
mapping of u in every two dimensional hyper
plane' containing u,

(3) P(0) = 0
(4) for all ueD(P), h,g,E Do(P)

<(DP)(u)h,g> = <(DP)(u)g,h> (a symmetry condition)

(5) for all ueD(P), h£Do(P)7 h / 0

<(DP)(u)h,h> > 0 (a positive definiteness 
condition)
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then

(a) if there exists a solution u eD (P) to (II.6), 
it is unique, and on D0(P) it minimizes the 
functional

F : D rp) -------------------- _ R
(11.8)

u ------ ------------- > F (u) = J (u) - <f,u>

for

J : D(P) -------------------- >- R
(11.9)

u--------------- -—► J (u) = /1<P(tu),u>dt
o

(b) Conversely, if an element ueDq(P) minimizes the 
functional (II.8) it is a solution of (II.6).

Comments on the Theorem

tTheorem II.1. is a global uniqueness theorem. A 

moment’s reflection gives one insight into how the hypotheses 

are utilized in establishing the conclusions. Four of the 

assumptions are particularly critical: the linear and 

dense nature of DQ(P), the existence and special continuity 

properties of the linear Gateaux differential of P, the 

symmetry property of the differential, and the positive 

definiteness property of the differential. They will be 

examined in turn.

The linearity of the domain of definition D(P) of 

the operator P and the existence and continuity of the
^Theorem II.1.should be distinguished from Equation II.1. 

This procedure for eenoting equations, theorems, etc., holds 
throughout the paper.
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linear Gateaux differential allow one to relate the action 

of the operator at two points to an integral expression 

involving its derivative;

for x,x0 £ D(P)

PCX) - P(x0) = f1[CDP)(xo + t(X-xo))](x-xo) dt.

The symmetry property of the differential relative 

to the Hilbert space inner product, allows one to relate 

variation of the integral function F with an integral 

expression involving the Gateaux differential (DP). The 

positive definiteness property allows one to establish that 

a solution UgED^fP) to the equation (II.6) minimizes 

the integral function F on Dq(P).

Moreover, positive definiteness property of (DP) 

insures that the operator P is a monotone operator on 

Dq(P). This property allows one to establish the unique

ness of solution Uq e Dq(P), if it exists.

One can now begin to appreciate the diverse mathe

matical elements entering into a global uniqueness theorem: 

a "minimax" principle for the variation of an integral 

expression, and a result from the theory of monotone 

operators.

If one strengthens the positive definiteness pro

perty one begins to gain existence information.
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Thcorcm II.2. If condition (5) of Theorem II.1 
is changed into a stronger one

2
<(DP)(u)h,h> >_c||h|| , ucD(P), hEDg(P), c>0, a constant, 

then

(a) the functional (II.8) is bounded below 
on D0(P),

(b) moreover, it is strictly convex on Dq(P), 
that is, for u,v E Dn(P), u^v, and for 
t£(0,l),

F(tu+(l-t)v) <_ tF(u) + (l-t)F(v)

(c) Any minimizing sequence of the functional 
is convergent in

Definition II.1. A generalized solution to equa
tion (II.6) is defined to be the limit of a mini
mizing sequence for the functional (II.8).

Theorem II.3. The generalized solution to (II.6) 
is unique.

The proof of Theorem II.2 is non-constructive, in the sense 

that the desired solution is not explicitly constructed in 

the proof. After intricate computations one establishes that 

some minimizing sequence must exist; its specific nature is 

not determined.

One can, however, gain some limitations on where 

in H(Q) the solution lies from additional theorems which 

can be found in Lagenbach's paper.

How is Beju able to utilize Lagenbach's abstract 

results to gain information about the finite elastostatic 

problem? He accomplishes the feat by carefully erecting a
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geometric model for certain finite elastostatic problems 

which fulfill the assumptions of Theorem 11,1. The first 

elements which are formulated from the analytical model are 

the data and solution spaces and the finite elastostatic 

operator.

Beju's Analytical Model

Bcju's analytical model for the finite elastostatic 

place boundary value problem is gained in the following way.
3 

Let represent the region in R occupied by the body in 

the reference configuration. Let the boundary be suffi

ciently regular to guarantee that the Stokes-Green theorems

hold. For a given deformation y the body from the 

reference configuration,

x = X(X) , XeQ

let the deformation gradient field F(X) be given by

F(X) = Grad X(X)

Let the constitutive relation for the first Piola-Kirchoff 

tensor field be given by

tr = hCE,x)
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Let b(X) represent the given density of external body forces 

per unit mass. Then the differential equation for finite 

elastostatics becomes

Div h(F,X) + PRb(X) = 0

where is the mass density in the reference configura

tion. The boundary condition of place is specified by 

imposing a requirement that the boundary of the body assume 

a given shape

X(X) = X0(X), XEdfi

For convenience of presentation, consider the case 

where the body is homogeneous, and the reference configura

tion is a homogeneous reference configuration. The response 

function becomes a function of the deformation gradient 

only,

h = h(F) .

To formulate the model it is convenient to characterize the 

deformation in terms of a displacement vector field u(X),

u(X) = X(X) - X.

The differential equation for finite elastostatics and the 

boundary condition of place may then be expressed in terms
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of the displacement vector field as

Div h + p b = 0, for Xefi (II.10)

u(X) = a(X) for Xedfi (II.11)

where

and

h = h(F), 

F(x) = i+n(x)

H(X) = Grad u(X).

The Homogeneous Boundary Condition Formulation

Equations (II.10) and (II.11) constitute Beju's 

analytical model for the finite elastostatic place boundrry 

value problem. It is a differential equation with inhomo

geneous boundary conditions. In view of Langenbach's 

results, the first step in Beju's construction is to trans

form the boundary value problem into one with homogeneous 

boundary conditions. This step is accomplished by intro

ducing a known, but arbitrary vector field v defined over 

the reference configuration plus boundary which satis

fies the given place boundary conditions:

v(X) = a(X), XeBQ.
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Bcju now takes as the unknown the vector field w defined 

by

w(X) = u(X) - v(X) , Xefi

One may now formulate the finite elastostatic boun

dary value problem as a homogeneous value problem in terms 

of the vector field w, and develop a finite elastostatic 

operator. Define an operator A which takes vector fields 

u into vector fields by

A(u) = -(l/pR) Div h(l + H) - b (11.12)

The finite elastostatic differential equation becomes

A(u) = A(y + w) = 0

Introduce a second operator Ev which takes vector fields 

into vector fields by

Ev(^) = A(v + w) - A(y) .

If one defines the vector field f by

f = -A(y),

then the finite elastostatic boundary value problem of 

place (II.10) and (II.11) is transformed into a nonlinear 

boundary value problem with homogeneous place boundary
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conditions

[Ev(w)](X) = f(X) XeQ (11.13)

w(X) = 0 Xedfi (H.14)

The operator Ey will serve as the finite elastostatic 

operator associated with the place boundary value problem. 

Notice that it depends upon the choice of the fixed vector 

field v. The subscript on the operator emphasizes this 

point. Comments about the dependence upon v are reserved 

until later.

Beju's Geometric Model

Equations (11.13) and (11.14) serve as Beju's analy

tical model for the finite elastostatic place boundary value 

problem in homogeneous boundary formulation. A geometric/ 

topological model may now be developed by extending the 

finite elastostatic operator from acting on vector fields 

with classical differentiability properties, to vector 

fields which are differentiable in a more generalized sense. 

Beju's data space is constructed from the Hilbert

space of vector-valued functions which are square integrable 

over Q, The inner product on the space is chosen to be
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<u , v> = / p. u . v1dfi 
Q

As the space of possible generalized solutions, 
n

W'Cfi), Beju chooses the subset of L^C^) which belongs to 
7

C“(Q) and satisfy the requirement (11,14), An element 
2

of IV (Q) thereby satisfies the homogeneous place boundary 

condition and is continuously differentiable through second 

order in the classic sense. As Beju points out, it is possi- 
2

ble to show that W (Q) is a linear dense subset of L^CQ). 

Notice, however, that the set is not complete in the Cauchy 

sense.

Finally, Beju's geometric model for the finite elas- 

tostatic place boundary value problem is gained by consider

ing the finite elastostatic operator of equation (11.13) 

extended to the generalized solution space. As Ev is classi

cally a second order operator, it can be shown by theorem 

that the extension of

2Ev : Wz(fi) * L2(Q) (11.15)

Hence, Beju’s solution space, data space, and finite 

elastostatic operator are "properly matched" in a manner 

similar to Van Buren's model (11.15) is Beju's geometric 

model for the problem.
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How B e j u Utilizes His Model

Like Van Buren's model, Bcju's geometric model con

sists of a nonlinear mapping between two topological vector 

spaces. It differs from Van Buren's model in that the data 

space is a Hilbert space, as opposed to simply a Banach 

space. Secondly, the place boundary condition is incorpor

ated as an algebraic constraint which helps define the 
2 

solution space W (?2), as opposed to being incorporated 

into the data space. Finally, for Beju, the finite elasto- 

static differential operator need not be continuously 

differentiable in the sense of Van Buren. This is why Beju 

investigates the Gateaux differentiability of the operator 

as opposed to the Frechet differentiability. Gateaux 

differentiability is slightly more general.

It is in how the model is utilized that Beju's con

clusions go beyond those of Van Buren. By a series of 

lemmas Beju is able to determine sufficient conditions on 

the elastostatic operator in order that it satisfy the 

hypotheses of the Langenbach theorems. When interpreted 

physically, these conditions delimit the class of material 

bodies to which the conclusions of the Lagenbach theorems 

apply.

The first lemma indicates what conditions must be 

placed upon the finite elastostatic operator and the body 
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force to insure that it have a linear Gateaux differential 

with the continuity requirements needed by the Langenbach 

theorem. These conditions fulfill the role played by 

Hypothesis 2 in Van Buren's model.

23
Lemma II.1. If the response function h and 
the body force density field b have continuous 
derivatives of second and first order, respec
tively, then

a) the operator Ev „has a linear Gateaux 
differential on

b) The differential can be represented expli
citly: for w, gcw2(Q)

[(DEVi)(w)]g = -(l/pR)[A“Sg^],a - b.jkgk

for A"®
ik

<M.a3h.
i

3Xk
’3

3h“

c) For a given 
mapping of w 
the point w.

g, [(DE )(w)]g is a continuous 
in every KyperpTane which contains

d) Ev(0) = 0.

Hyperelastic Materials with Certain Material
Symmetry Satisfy the Criterion of Langenbach's

Theorems

Next, Beju shows that if one restricts attention to

hyperelastic materials experiencing conservative body forces, 

the Gateaux differential of the finite elastostatic operator 
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fulfills the symmetry property demanded by the Langenbach 

theorem.

Lemma II.2. If the body is hyperelastic and if 
the body forces b are conservative:

h = pR°F

. i do
ha " PRdxk

' a

b = -Grad V

v. = -V,.i * i

then the operator E has the following symmetry 
property

2 
<(DEV) (vv)g,5,> = < (DEV) (w)X,,g> for w, geW (12),

where

<(DEV) (w)g,£> = g1 2k,Rdfi + dm
V */ a/ X K O(, p X K

The third and fourth lemmas provide mathematical 

conditions which insure that the Gateaux differential of 

Ev satisfies the positive definite properties of Theorem 

II.1 or Theorem II.2,

Lemma II.3. If the hypothesis of the previous 
lemma are satisfied and if for all w,geW2(fi), 
g + 0,
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/[V,.k gigk + —?-2gk-----  g1, gk,6] dm > 0 (11.16)
« lk 3X1, dXK,o a 15

*a *3

then the linear Gateaux differential of E is V positive:

< (DEv) (w)g,g> > 0

Lemma 11.4. If the 
lemma are satisfied 
strengthened to

hypothesis of the 
and if condition

previous
(11.16) is

/* rv i k o (5 i k •. . <• i,[V,., g g + —.--------r- g , g ,R] dm > c fg g dm
n 1K ax1, axk 01 y “ n 1’ a ’0

(H.17)

then the linear Gateaux differential of E 
positive definite

is

2
<(DEv)(w)g,g> > c||g|| L2(p) c>0, a constant.

As Beju points out, the mathematical conditions

(11.16) and (11.17) have a physically justifiable basis.

They are related to the condition imposed by Coleman and 

Noll to insure the static stability of a configuration of 

a hyperelastic material under conservative body forces.

Notice also, that the last two conditions are global condi

tions, (integrated conditions), as opposed to local condi

tions which must be satisfied point by point.
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A Global Uniqueness Result in the Weak Problem

The above lemmas now allow Beju to gain global 

existence and uniqueness statements for finite el astostatics 

from his model. Lemmas II.1 through II.4 insure that the 

conditions of Langenbach's Theorem II.1 are satisfied. 

Applying the theorem, Beju gains the following uniqueness 

theorem for some hyperelastic materials.

2.7
Theorem 11 . 4. If

(1) the material body is hypere1 astic,
(2) the body forces are conservative,
(3) the constitutive equation satisfies 

equation (11.16),

then

2
(a) given if a solution w^ e W (12) of

the equation

e (is) = f (ii.is)
-0

2 
exists, it is unique and attains on W (£2) the 
minimum qf the functional

F : Wz(fi) ---------------------------- > R

w ---------------------------- > F (y) = j(w) + <f,w> (11.19)

where J(w) is defined in Theorem II.1

2(b) Conversely, if an element (£2) attains
2 U

on W (Q) the minimum of the functional (11.19), 
then it is a generalized solution of (11.18).
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Uniqueness in the Classical Problem

The uniqueness theorem guarantees the global 

uniqueness of solution of equation (11.18) in Bcju's 

model. However, Bcju notes, it does not immediately insure 

the uniqueness of the solution to the classical inhomo

geneous boundary value problem (II.10) and (II.11). One 

must establish the role played by the vector field Vq used 

to convert the problem to a homogeneous boundary condition. 

Given two distinct vector fields v^ and which repre

sent the inhomogeneous boundary condition, the Theorem 

II.4 insures the uniqueness of solutions Wq and w^q to 

equation (11.18) for the operators E and E , 
^0 ^00

respectively. However, it does not insure that the two 

solutions to the inhomogeneous problem (II.10) and (II.11)

-0 = -0 + -0 

iJoo = ~00 + "oo

are identical. A critical element in understanding Beju's 

conclusions rests in comprehending under what conditions the 

two classical solutions are unique.

Lemma II.5. Given Beju’s model 
solution u e c2(fi) exists, to 
problem (II.10) and (II.11), 

(II . 15) , if a 
the inhomogeneous 
it is unique.
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The proof of the lemma requires that one establish that the 

operator A defined by equation (11.12) is strictly 

monotone on the domain

D(A) = {ueC2(Q) : u(X) = a(X), Xe3Q}.

Beju gains this result by showing that the domain D(A) is 

convex, and that the condition (11.16) insures that the 

directional derivative

^-<A(y + tg), g>।
|t = 0

is positive for all u e D(A) and g such that g, = 0.
1

An Existence Result

Finally, an existence theorem is gained if one 

imposes the stronger condition (11.17):

29Theorem II.5. If the hypotheses of Theorem II.4 
are satisfied and the constitutive relation 
satisfies (11.17), then

(a) The functional (11,19) is bounded below 
on W2 ($2) .

(b) The functional (11,19) is strictly 
convex on W2(Q).
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(c) Any minimizing sequence of (TI.19) is con
vergent in L7(fi), and its limit is a general
ized solution^of (11,18)

(d) The generalized solution is unique.

The proof of the theorem is non-constructive; however, one 

can gain some limitations as to where in L2 the 

generalized solution may lie. One is referred to Beju's 

paper for this result.

Some Comments on Beju's Model

Several features in Beju's model are worthy of note 

for one who wishes to build a more general geometric model 

for the finite elastostatic place boundary value problem. 

The main reason why Beju's conclusions go beyond those of 

Van Buren's, at least in one direction, is that at the 

proper time Beju releases himself from the full generality 

of his geometric model. Like Van Buren's model, Beju's 

geometric model (11.16) holds for all material bodies with 

the proper degree of smoothness in body and response. But 

whereas Van Buren attempts to draw conclusions utilizing 

the universal model, Beju restricts his attention to the 

subclass of smoothly responding materials which are hyper

elastic and satisfy a condition like the Coleman-Noll 

condition for finite stability.
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Such restriction is in keeping with the spirit of 

nonlinear investigations. When one investigates phenomena 

in terms of a linear model, for instance, infinitesimal 

deformations, one expects to draw conclusions of a universal 

nature applicable to all materials. But as one investigates 

more finite deformations one expects the particular charac

teristics of materials to manifest themselves. Out of the 

common, universal linear behavior sprout many different sub

classes of nonlinear behavior, which become more numerous 

as the deformations become more extreme. Thus, in order 

to utilize any future model for the finite elastostatic 

place boundary value problem to any profitable degree, one 

must expect to restrict one's attention, in turn, to 

particular subclasses of materials. The particular mathe

matical tools available influence which subclasses will be 

considered. For instance, in Beju's model, it was the 

Langenbach symmetry condition which dictated the restriction 

to hyperelastic materials.

The specific class of materials chosen by Beju, the 

hyperelastic materials, is an especially propitious one, in 

that the finite elastostatic operator may be viewed as 

derivable from a variational principle. In the Algebraic 

and Differential Topology there is a wealth of untapped 

resources which may be applied to operators of the varia

tional type. The Langenbach theorems are but one example 
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of the utilization of a part of this resource: a mini max 

principle coupled with a theory of monotone operators.

POINTS OP DEPARTURP! FOR FUTURE MODELS

T li c models of Van Buren and B c j u also contain ele

ments which are promising points of departure for future 

models. Attention will be focused upon four particular 

points: the role played by the mathematical structure 

imposed upon the model in drawing existence and uniqueness 

conclusions, how the models reflect changes in the boundary 

conditions and the body shape, which elements of the models 

are constrained in order to gain existence and uniqueness 

conclusions, and which mathematical methods are used to 

gleen information from the models. These points of depar

ture will be examined in turn.

How many of the existence and uniqueness conclusions 

gained in the models presented above depend upon the parti

cular mathematical structure imposed? In Van Buren's model, 

the Holder space structure is relied upon heavily in drawing 

conclusions. For example, the theorem relating the Frechet 

derivative of the finite elasticity operator and the infi

nitesimal elasticity operator follows only after intricate 

calculations in the norms previously specified. Is the 

relationship independent of the particular norms imposed? 

If not, one would be faced with the unenviable task of 

physically motivating the choice of norms.
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A second difficulty arising from Van Buren's 

reliance upon a particular Holder space structure is that 

many results which are available from the classical linear 

elasticity theory cannot be immediately implemented. They 

are gained by imposing a Sobolev space structure on the 

solution and load spaces, as opposed to a Holder space 

structure. To incorporate them into Van Buren's model one 

is faced with the task of adopting a suitable Sobolev norm 

for Van Buren's model, and performing a myriad of intricate 

norm calculations to determine if Van Buren's original 

conclusions withstand the revision.

A profitable alternative to Van Buren's approach 

would be to cast the geometric model in terms of several 

different function space settings simultaneously. In 

chapter three, mathematical methods are presented which 

give circumstances under which one can accomplish this 

reformulation. One may then determine which conclusions 

hold for all settings. Moreover, one gains these conclu

sions by theorem, as opposed to intricate norm calculations. 

Hence, a means is available by which one can choose a par

ticularly convenient function space setting for analyzing 

a particular aspect of the boundary value problem, draw 

conclusions, and then carry the conclusions over to another 

function space setting to analyze some other aspect of the 

prob 1em.
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The second point of departure is concerned with how 

conditions arc imposed upon the model to achieve existence 

and uniqueness conclusions. In Van Buren's and Beju's 

models conclusions follow from conditions placed upon the 

clastostatic operator and its derivative, or the response 

of the material comprising the body. The conclusions 

drawn in both models are independent of the shape of the 

body and the boundary condition imposed. An attractive 

alternative would be a model in which all three factors 

can affect the conclusions. This perspective leads to the 

next point of departure: in constructing a model sensi

tive to all three factors, ought one to regard the solution 

space as a linear space?

In the linear infinitesimal theory a linear solu

tion' space is quite natural; however, as one generalizes to 

a finite nonlinear model, uncomfortable features arise. 

From Van Buren's and Beju's models one sees that if the space 

of all possible solutions is a linear space, then the sub

sets representing different place boundary conditions are 

all alike topologically. They are but translates of the 

zero boundary displacement space. Consider a problem where 

one place boundary condition admits a unique equilibrating 

configuration for a given load, while a second one admits 

more than one solution for the same load. In both models 
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one cannot expect to anticipate the discrepancy by simply 

looking for topological differences between the two solu

tion subspaces. One is forced to solve the problem before 

the information becomes available. In other words, the 

solution spaces in either model arc insensitive to the 

dependence of the uniqueness question upon the boundary 

condition imposed.

Could the dependence be incorporated into a topo

logical distinction between various place boundary solution 

subspaces? The question is made more provocative when one 

recalls that in Beju's proof of the uniqueness of the 

classical solution of the finite elastostatic problem, a 

critical element was the convex nature of the domain D(A), 

a to.pological property. This particular alternative will 

be investigated more thoroughly in chapter four.

Another question of interest is what happens to the 

uniqueness and existence conclusions if one drills a hole 

in the material body? If one changes the topology of the 

material body it is not obvious that one can anticipate how 

Van Buren's model or Beju's model will be altered. It 

would be most satisfying if a future model would allow one 

the luxury of accommodating such changes in the material 

body. This point will also be examined in chapter four.
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Finally, in addition to the basic structure of the 

geometric model, Beju's model and Van Buren’s model point 

the way to more refined methods for gleaning information 

from future models. For instance, Beju's use of Langenbach's 

theorems gives one a grasp on situations where behavior is 

uniquely determined; however, it docs not give one any insight 

into non-unique situations. There are, however, mathematical 

tools which may be applied to variational problems which give 

some insight into the extent of nonuniqueness of solution. 

The Morse theory is an example. Even the non-variational 

case can be investigated to some extent using newer functional 

analysis methods.

Thus in examining the models of Van Buren and Beju 

one is introduced to what constitutes a geometric model for 

the elastostatic place boundary value problem, what features 

are particularly valuable for any model, and where one'might 

begin to improve on existing models. With this foundation 

one may now confidently break ground on a new model.
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III. THE MODERN SETTING FOR GLOBAL ANALYSIS

How to Read this Chapter

One can improve upon the existing qualitative 

models for continuum mechanics by employing some mathemati

cal tools which are quite recent in origin, and which, 

heretofore, were regarded as "pure" in nature. Recent 

advances made in setting the foundation for the theory of 

global analysis yields the capacity to revise the current 

models with an economy of effort.

One may see this point most clearly by example. In 

the last chapter one found that the solution space could be 

improved markedly if one could replace its topological vec

tor space structure with an alternative structure which was 

more sensitive to change in the boundary conditions and the 

body shape. Such alternative structures were not available 

even as late as a decade ago. However, with the advances 

in the differential geometry and algebraic topology, and 

the development of a geometric/topological setting for the 

theory of differential equations, which have been made in 

the last ten years, alternative structures are now becoming 

available. In particular, subsequent chapters will show 

that the solution space can possess a well-defined structure 

as a differentiable, but infinite-dimensional, manifold.
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The problem with utilizing the new mathematical 

techniques in that they are not common knowledge among 

physicists. Therefore, for the convenience of the reader, 

this chapter presents a summary of the mathematical setting 

which will be utilized to cast the qualitative model 

developed in this thesis. As one examines this chapter, 

one should keep in mind several features which the contem

porary gcomctric/topological setting for the theory of 

differential equations exhibit. These features reflect 

comments made at the end of the previous chapter. They arc:

(1) that the solution and data spaces may be 
diffcrcntiab1c manifolds, as opposed to 
simply topological vector spaces;

(2) that the abstract setting is "categorical" 
in nature; hence, one may simultaneously 
cast a differential equation in several 
function space settings simultaneously, as 
opposed to being limited to one setting at 
a time;

(3) that one may deduce properties of the ele
ments of the setting, like a linearization 
of a differential operator, by theorem, as 
opposed to resorting to intricate norm 
calculation.

The chapter is divided into two parts. The first 

part provides a description of how the theory of differen

tial equations evolved to its contemporary abstract setting. 

The non-mathematical description provides one with an 

overview of the setting. The second part sets forth the 

particular mathematical elements of the setting. It is 
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recommended that one simply scan this latter part on the 

first reading, and return to it as specific elements arc 

called upon.

THE EVOLUTION OF MODERN GLOBAL ANALYSIS

The Use of Function Spaces to Study Linear 
Partial Differential Equations

Recall that the theory of linear partial differen

tial equations in n-variables gained new impetus when the 

"method of weak solutions" was investigated in a rigorous 
30

manner. The result of the investigation was a program for 

considering linear partial differential equations which 

consisted of three steps. Firstly, a collection or "chain" 

of function spaces, which were well-defined infinite dimen

sional topological vector spaces, were specified. These 

spaces generalized the set of weak solutions in the 

classic partial differential equation theory. Examples of 

function spaces used frequently were the C spaces, the 

Holder spaces, the Lipschitz spaces, and the Sobolev spaces. 

Secondly, a set of embedding theorems relating function 

spaces of the chain was developed; for example, the Rcllicii 

and Sobolev embedding theorems. Finally, the linear partial 

differential equation was generalized to a continuous linear
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map between spaces of the chain, extending the classic 

notion of the linear partial differential equation in the 

"weak" or integrated form. In this setting, the questions 

of the existence, uniqueness, and regularity of solution to 

the linear partial differential equation could be investi

gated using the theory of linear operators on Banach spaces. 

The theory of Elliptic Differential Operators in n-variables 

is a good example of the success of such an approach.

Linear Partial Differential Equations in 
Non Euclidean Manifolds

In recent years the above program has been "global

ized". With the development of the vector bundle theory it 

has become possible to "piece together" an n-variable theory 

to investigate linear partial differential equations on 

mathematical manifolds which can only locally be identified 

with an n-dimcnsional Euclidean space. In this setting, 

the functions which were investigated in the n-variable 

setting are now generalized to sections of a vector bundle. 

The chains of function spaces which served as the solution 

and data spaces in the n-variable theory are now replaced 

by chains of spaces of sections. Each section spaces is 

a Banach Space. The differential equation again is 

manifested as a linear mapping between Banach spaces. Hence, 
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J i I" t'e ren t. i a 1 <.'(|iia f i on i similar in structure To the func- 

t. ion space setting of the n- variable theory. The major 

difference is that the analytical expressions one usually 

encounters for differential equations now arc regarded as 

local coordinate representations of a. global, intrinsic state

ment .

Some statements about the existence and uniqueness 

of Elliptic partial differential operators on manifolds have 
32- 

been achieved using this setting. Such results are particu

larly of value to Continuum Mechanics when one investigates 

material bodies which can not be mathematically modeled as 

an n-dimensional Euclidean space, or for which such a model 

is inconvenient. Inhomogeneous bodies serve as an example.

The Abstract Setting for Global Linear Analysis

With the advent of the Category theory, it became 

possible to abstract the program for linear differential 

equations to a theory independent of the choice of function 

spaces serving as the data and solution spaces. As a result, 

the formulation of existence and uniqueness questions be

come much clearer, because the complicating factors which 

arise solely from the particular choice of function space 

setting can be removed. It is this abstract formulation 
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of the original program for the study of linear equations 

which is called the theory of global linear analysis.

The Abstract Setting for Global, Nonlinear Analysis

33 

Quite recently, through the effort of S. Smale

and R. Palais, a foundation for a theory of global nonlinear 

analysis has been achieved by extending or "piecing to

gether" the theory of global linear analysis. In the theory 

a chain of infinite-dimensional manifolds, each having a 

well-defined differentiable structure, is achieved. These 

manifolds arc modeled on a suitable Banach function space; 

hence, locally, the chain of manifolds resemble the chain 

of elements of a global linear theory. Secondly, embedding 

theorems are obtained which relate the manifolds of the 

chains, analogous to the imbedding tlicorems for the global 

linear theory. Thirdly, the nonlinear partial differen

tial equation gains representation as a differentiable 

mapping between manifolds of the chain. The derivative of 

the mapping, viewed as a linear mapping between the Banach 

function spaces modeling the manifolds of the nonlinear 

theory, may be related to the classic "linearization" of 

the nonlinear differential operator. Fourthly, the boundary 

condition associated with a Dirichlet problem manifests 
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itself as a constraint which selects a subset of points 

of the solution manifold associated with the "free boundary" 

problem, A remarkable acliicvemcnt is that this subset of 

points has a well-defined structure as a differentiable 

submanifold of the free boundary solution manifold. The 

Dirichlet problem may then be viewed as the study of the 

nonlinear differential operator restricted to the submani

fold of possible solutions satisfying the boundary condi

tions .

Finally, whereas the theory of linear operators 

could be used to investigate questions in the global linear 

analysis, the entire weight of the Differential Geometry, 

the Differential Topology, and the Algebraic Topology may 

be brought to bear on questions in nonlinear analysis, 

when formulated in the above terms. One element of 

the Differential Topology, the Inverse Mapping Theorem, has 

been utilized in previous works. Yet it is the still 

unt-apped resources which hold the most promise for exploi

tation. More will be said about these possibilities at 

the conclusion of this work.

ELEMENTS OF THE GLOBAL LINEAR ANALYSIS

Having summarized the current setting for the

theory of global analysis, the particular elements of the 
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theory necessary for the reformulation of finite elasto- 

statics may now be presented. The elements of the global 

linear theory will be nresented first. How they extend 

to the nonlinear theory will then be summarized, using the 

results of Palais cited above.

The Banach Space-Valued Section Functor

The initial element of the global linear analysis 

is the capability of associating with any vector bundle 

over a given mathematical manifold a set of Banach spaces 

which can serve as solution and data spaces for linear 

equations. Exploiting the Category theory, this task can 

be most effectively accomplished by the specification of a 

Banach space-valued section functor from the category of 

vector bundles over the given manifold and vector bundle 

morphisms into the category of Banach spaces and continuous 

linear map s.

Definition III.l. (Banach space-valued section functor). 
Denote by M a covariant functor from the category of 
C00 vector bundles over a finite-dimensional, compact, 
C00 manifold, M, (possibly with boundary), and vector 
bundle morphisms into the category of Banach spaces and 
continuous linear maps:

a) /.i is a function which associates with a C00 
vector bundle E, over M a complete normable 
topological vector space M(^) of sections of E, 
which includes C<”(^) and which is a subspace 
of the vector space S(£) of all sections of
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b) M associates with every Cm vector bundle 
morphism f of C00 vector bundles F,, p over 
M,

f:r ----------------y n

a continuous linear map M(f) of the image section 
spaces

M(f): AK?) -------------- >- M(n) .

Term M a Banach space-valued section functor.

An example of such a functor is C .

Given a functor M it is convenient to generate 

from it a set of derivative functors defined as follows. 

Recall that for £ a 0°° vector bundle over M, J^(^) 

denotes the bundle of k-jets of sections of E,, also a 

C00 vector bundle over M.

3<-Definition III.2. (Derivative Functors). Given a 
Banach space-valued section functor M, for every 
C00 vector bundle E, over the compact C00 n-manifold 
M, let

a) M(k)C^) = (seCk(f) : j ks e M( Jk (?) ) } ,

a vector space. Topologize 
requirement that the map 

by the

jk: M(k)(^) M(Jk(5))

be an into homeomorphism, 
normable topological space

is then a



1)) i'.c Mj. (C) to be the completion of Mzv-jCC)
in the a 1)0vc toi>ology, so tliat extends to^'^
a continuous linear isomorphism of MV(C) onto a 
closed subspace of (Jk(f)).

An example of a collection of derivative functors would be 

the functors C^, derived from the functor as

The properties desired for such functors may be 

conveniently expressed in terms of four axioms stated in 

Palais' text. More will be said about them later.

A Differential Operator is Represented as a Linear
Mapping of Banach Spaces

Introducing the section functor is valuable, in that 

it allows the notion of a linear differential operator to be 

conveniently expressed and viewed as a linear mapping on 

well defined vector spaces:

"Y?Definition III.3. (Linear Differential Operator)
A linear differential operator D of order k 
(with C“ coefficients) taking sections of E, into 
sections of p is a linear continuous mapping.

D: C“(^) -------------------- > Cto(p)

which factors through the ktn order jet bundle of 
sections of That is to say, there exists a C“
vector bundle morphism

f; Jk(.) -------------------- , p|

such that D = f^-j^:
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Denote the set of k— order linear differential operators 

from E, into r, by Dif f, p) .

38

Theorem III.l, (The action of linear differential 
operators on section functor spaces.) If M is a 
Banach space-valued section functor satisfying axioms 

through (B!i4) in Palais' work , and if D is 
a linear differential operator of order k from E, 
into p, .then

D: c^c^) ------------- > c00(n)
extends to a set of continuous linear mappings of the 
section spaces £-M (^) I and {M (p) } as

Dr = Mr(D): Mr + k(^) ---------- > Mr(p),

r = 0,1,2,.... When there is no confusion, the exten
ded operator D will be denoted simply by D.

It is with the last theorem that the connection can be seen 

between the Banach section functor setting and the modern 

theory of linear partial differential equations. For if M 

is taken to be the Holder functor Ca, or the Sobolev

P 0 2functor Lq (in particular H = LQ), assuming for the 

moment that these functors satisfy the four axioms, then a 

system of linear partial differential equations may be 

viewed as defining a linear mapping between the well-defined
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vector spaces. The questions of existence, uniqueness, 

and regularity of solution for given data may then be in

vestigated in this setting.

ELEMENTS OF THE GLOBAL NONLINEAR ANALYSIS

Axiom D55: The Banach Manifo1d-Valued Section Functor

The recent significant advance in the theory of 

analysis of interest here, is the fact that if the 

functor Al satisfies one additional axiom, the above 

setting for global linear analysis extends to a setting for 

a global nonlinear analysis.

Axiom III.l. (B§5). If E, is a vector bundle over 
a compact, C00, n-dimensional manifold M, and M 
is a Banach space-valued section functor,

a) then Al(^) CZ C°(^), and the inclusion map is 
linear and continuous.

b) Moreover, if T] is a second vector bundle over
M, and

f: > G
is a C00 fiber bundle morphism, then

0 0f*: CJ(^)-------------------- > CU(rl)

restricts to a continuous map (albeit not 
linear)

M(f) : M(^) ->M(p) .
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yo
Lemma III.l. If M satisfies axioms (B^l) through 
(B§5), then M, satisfies the axioms fB31) through 
(BOS).

■?/ Theorem 111. 2. (The Banach manifold-valued section 
functor.) If M satisfies (BbI) through (B55), then 
A! extends to a covariant functor from the category 
of C fiber bundles and C fiber bundle morphisms 
over compact C n-manifolds into the category of 
Banach manifolds and C manifold maps. That is to 
say:

a) if E is a 6°° fiber bundle over M, A'(E) 
possesses a well defined structure as a C*1 
differentiable manifold modeled on a Banach 
space, and

b) if f is a C00 fiber bundle morphism from the 
fiber bundle Ej, into a fiber bundle v-2i 
then A'(f) is a C mapping of Banach manifolds

M(f): AKEj) -------------------- > -!(E2)

s M(f)s

A Nonlinear Differential Operator is Represented As
a Differentiable Mapping Between Manifolds

In this setting, nonlinear differential operators 

become well defined as manifold mappings:

qa-Definition III.4. (Nonlinear differential operator).
Given fiber bundles Ej and Eg) a nonlinear 
differential operator of order k, from Ej into 
Eg is a mapping D of C00 sections

D: Cco(E1)-------------------- > C00(E2)

which factors through the 
sections of E p, a well-defined 
That is to say, there exists a 
morphism

order jet bundle of 
fiber bundle over M.

i:00 fiber bundle
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f: Jk(E1)

such t ii a t D = f**Jk,:

2

t hDenote the set of k— order differential operators from 

into E2 by Df-_ (E,,E9).

VSTheorem III.5. Let M satisfy (Bg1) through (35 5), 
and for E^, E2, C00 fiber bundles over compact, C00
n-dimensional manifold M, let DEDfk(E^,E2). Then 
D extends to a C map of manifolds, also denoted 
by D,

D: M, (E.) ------------------ > M (Eo),k + r k 1y r k 2 ’
r = 0,1,2,... .

Notice that the ability to extend nonlinear differential 

operators to mappings of manifolds is a property of the 

functor h, as opposed to the particular fiber bundles.

The Derivative of a Nonlinear Operator Mapping 
Extends the Classic Notion of the Linearization

of the Operator

Theorem III.3 insures that the extended differential 
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operator is continuous when viewed as a non]in car mapping 

of ria n i f o 1 u, and its derivative exists and is continuous. 

The derivative of the mapping may be explicitly determined 

and related to an extension of the classic notion of the 

linearization of the operator. Moreover, the relation 

is independent of the particular functor M under con

sideration, so long as it satisfies the axioms.

Tli co rem 111.4, (Tangent space to /-f(Ei))- Let Ej 
be a C” fiber bundle over M. Let M be a Banach 
manifold valued section functor satisfying (B § 1) 
through (B §5) .

a) If seC^fEj) then the tangent space to the 
manifold m(Ej) at s may be identified 
canonically with a Banach space M(TS(E^)),

TCMCE^jg = MCTgCEp)).

Here, T , (En) is a vector bundle over 
derived from Ej and s. Hence, M(Ts(Ej)) 
is a well-defined Banach space.

b) If

f: Ex-------------------- > E2

is a C00 fiber bundle morphism, and if 

M(f): MCE^--- > M(E2)

the induced manifold map, then the differential 
of M(f) at s,

dM(f) : T(M(E )) = M(T (E )) T(A((E2))f =
O J- D D X X. X ’ 2D

AiCTf.s^2))

is given by 
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d(M(f))s = M(6sf).

where 6 f is a C” vector bundle raorphism

6 f: T (E,)s s k 11 *Tf.s(E2)

defined in Palais' work. (Essentially, of is 
the vertical differential of f along s).

Corollary III.l. (Derivative of an extended differen
tial operator). If M satisfies (B§1) through (B§5), 
and if D

D = f# jk : CCO(E1)------------ > C°D(E2)

is a nonlinear differential operator of order k, which 
extends to a C00 manifold map

D: Mk(Ep ------------------->M(E2),

a) then for seCoo(E1), the derivative of D at s 
is given by

dD : T(Mk(E )) = Mp(T (E )) ------ ^{(T (E ))
D ix 1 S K D J. U S Z

O-------------)-[M(6 . f) ] (j.a)j k
b) More generally, if s e Mk(E^) and if and

^2 are vector bundle neighborhoods of s and 
Ds in E| and £2, respectively, then

dD_: T(Mk(E1))?= —> T(M(E2))d„ = M(^)

a UI(SjkL^)J(jka).

45Theorem III.5. (The classic linearization in vector 
bundle terms). Let D e Dfk(E^,E?),

D = f*-ik-

a) If saC^fE^), then

5ik=f: = —» TDs0y
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00

is a C vector bundle morphism.

b) 6- thus determines
Jk5 

operator of order k
a linear differential

A(D) e Diff. (T (E ),T (E )), b h. 5 1 U S Z

A<-D)$ jk sf) * * j'k C”(T (E ))-h- C“(T (E )) Ox iv Z.

Term it the linearization of D at s.

c) if £ is a vector bundle neighborhood of s 
in E, (so that T (Ej) = ^), then for
ocC-^C^J,

A(D) (a) (x) = d/dt { D (s + tcr) (x) } I
I t = 0

Hence, j\(D) . is a global extension of the 
classic linearization of a differential operator.

^■6Corollary III.2. I! D is a nonlinear differential 
operator of order k, and M satisfies axioms (B51) 
through (B § 5) , then for s e C00 (E j,

dD : T(/.L (E,)) = M. (T (E,)) --------s 1 k + r 1 1J ; s k + rvsvlJ>

T(M (Eo))n = M (Tn (E„)), v rv 7/ J Ds rv Ds 2y J

r = 0, 1, 2, ... , is an extension of the classic 
linearization

A(D)s: C^CTgCE^) ------------- ■> C00(TDs(E2))

to the chain of Banach spaces determined by M.

A representation of the linearization of D at s in local 

coordinates is developed in Palais' work. It reduces to 

the classic linearization of a nonlinear differential 
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operator in n-variables about a given function.

The Linearization is Prescribed by Theorem,
as Opposed to Computation

The important point to realize is that the lineari

zation at s of a given differential, operator is independent 

of tlic particular choice of section functor M used in the 

formulation. If one has calculated it once, no matter what 

the setting (Holder, Sobolev, etc.), then one has calculated 

the linearization for all settings. Moreover, the extension 

of the linearization to the various functor spaces is pro

vided by the derivative of the extended operator. This 

derivative will vary from functor to functor; however, one 

is assured that, it exists, and in fact, a prescription for 

it is given by Corollary III.l. No further intricate norm 

calculations are required.

Casting the differential operator and its lineariza

tion in global terms allows one to examine properties .of 

the operator from a global point of view. In particular, 

the symbol of a differential operator is a global object, 

and from it one can meaningfully define a nonlinear e-liptic 

differential operator. t\s these definitions are rather 

intricate, and their presentation at this stage might 

detract from the main purpose, one is referred to
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Palais' text, Reference will be made to them, however, 

once the model for continuum mechanics has been erected, and 

one begins to utilize it.

II0V7 A DIRICHLET BOUNDARY CONDITION MAY BE SET

In setting the boundary conditions of place, know

ledge of ti particular submanifold of the Banach manifold

M(E) is valuable:
47Dct j.niti on 111 . 5 . (A set11 ng i. or the p lace boutdary 

condition). Let M satisfy axioms (B§1) through 
(B§5), and let feM(E). Define the subset /.L^CE) of 
'/■ (E) to be the closure in (E) of the set ofda 11 
sections geM(E) such that for some neighborhood U of 
3M (U depending on g),

f I = £ I • 
1 U 1 U

Theorem III,6. (A characterization of If A!
satisfies axioms (B§1) through (B§5), then for 
feM(E),

a) -CE) is a closed C” submanifold of MCE) 
ana the injection is C .

b) In fact, if s 0 c V. „ g (E) , and c, is a vector 
bundle nei pjiborhood of s0 in E, tb.cn

A 0MCfJ Z) M3f(E) = So + M (^)

where M°(€) is closed linear subspace of
M(^) obtained by taking the closure in M(c) °f

= {seCco(^) : support of s is disjoint 
f r o m 3 M . i .

c) In particular, if E = £, a vector bundle,
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(1) fur 5o lH.,

(2) Tf M = l.J = Hk, then C >-jj > 3 r C €) a
liilliert manifold (a c 1 os cd u subman i f o 1 d 
of the Hilbert space L^(^)).

Corollary 111. 3. (Independence of the subiranifold 
from the particular choice of f) . If gcM..^(b), then

m/'n
Notice that the setting for the place boundary condition set 

forth here is available for all functors /.{ satisfying the 

axioms. Moreover, some of the basic properties of the 

submanifold representing a place boundary condition (for 

instance, the model space being M°(^)) may be expressed in 

'■/°(^) a general way in terms of the functor M. Hence, one 

is not immediately forced into examining features of the 

particular functors.

THE FUNCTION SPACES REGULARLY USED IN CONTINUUM
MECHANICS EXTEND TO A NONLINEAR ANALYSIS SETTING

Finally, and most importantly, the function spaces 

of current interest in Continuum Mechanics may be viewed as 

functors satisfying the axioms, including B55. Hence, they 

extend to a global nonlinear setting.

^7
Definition III.6. Let E, be a C00 vector bundle over 
a C00, compact, n-manifold M with a Riemannian struc
ture <>>r >xeM.

^x
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b)

c)

d)

('1 ) (’riic Co functor). Let C°(r) be the 
comni etc normablc topological vector space 
with respect to the norm

I |s| | = sup <s(x),s(x)>r 1/‘".
xeM *’x

(2) = usual "CK topology".

(1) (The Holder functor, C°') . For 0< a <1, 
define Ca(F) to be tl:c complete norm able 
topological vector space of sections s of £, 
which satisfy a global Holder condition of 
order cc» which is gained by piecing together 
the following local requirement: the local 
coordinate representation of a section is 
bounded to order a in the Holder sense. That
is to say, for any chart (U,6 ) of M and local 
renresentation sn of s, ?hcn there exists a 
constant > 0 such that

lse0(x) " se0(y)l < Ku Hx-yi!

for all x,y 6 (U). A norm for s can be the 
least upper bound of the collection {, 
which exists, since M is compact.

(2) Denote (C )oy C

The Lipschitz functor ). If a is set to 
1, denote the resulting functor by C^“. 
Likewise, set (C= Cx+-*"".

(1) (The Sobolev functor LT). Choosing a 
strictly positive smooth acasurc /' on M, and 
a Riemanr.ian structure < >r on E, , let L^(^) 
be the normable complete tdpolotical vector space 
of all Borel measureable sections s of E, , such 
that

!!sa lP(C) = •/"< 5 Cx) > s d'dx)1/p <co-

(2) Set (LP)k = Lj.

(5) (The Sobolev functor MA). In particular, 
9 . .

L“ is a Hilbert space-valued section functor, 
usually denoted HK.
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Tli cor cm 111,7, The axioms (1’51) through (Ii55) are satis
fied b y

a) CK for all k = 0,1,2, . . .

b) Ck+(X for all k = 0,l,2, and 0 < ex < 1.

c) Ck +1 for all k = 0,1,2,. ..

d) Lp if k>n/p, where n=dimcnsion M,

Thus if it is possible to view the elastostatic 

field equations for a material body as a non-linear differ

ential operator taking sections of a bundle into sections 

of a second bundle, the above theorems will immediately:

(1) show under what conditions the elastostatic field 
equations extend to the desired function spaces,

(2) show under what conditions the extended operator 
is continuous, and in fact C , without resorting to 
intricate norm calculations, and no matter which func
tion space is chosen,

(3) explicitly specify what the derivative of the 
operator is, again without extended norm calculations.

The model for the finite elastostatic boundary value 

problem of place will now be initiated. One may begin by 

showing how7 the configurations and the kinematic state of 

a material body may be viewed as sections of suitable 

bundles, and under what conditions the elastostatic field 

equations may be viewed as determining a differential 

operator.
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iV. XG TX.I K i X: MAT i C I-i. = 1 ? * 11 ?yr;; ; Tilii MAT!. I;.':/ 7 ; G/ I,

r.'oi)i:.i. ;-i.R t:’i: sPACi-: or co::i’i'G(i-<AT>rf),

The .first step in creating a ciua 1 j ta?. ivo no-.’.cl fcr 

ti'.c 1:1 nite elastostatic Dirichlet problem is to ;; elect a 

ra.'! t: lioraa I. i c a 1 ii’oucl for tI;C solution space. The solution 

set cons i s t s o x c. 11 the pos s ib 1 c co nf i gurat i on s o f a 

Eiatcrial body undergoing finite de format ioas . In this 

chapter this set will he- given the structure of an ir.finitc- 

d i mens ion;* 1 differentiable manifold. Its topology can be 

quite complicated. Specification of a Dirichlet boundary 

condition singles our a particular closed sub.i.anifo 1J lying 

in too con i" i gv. r a t i on manifold. The topology of thu solu

tion manifold is sensitivo to changes in the boundary con

ditions, and the shape (topology) of the material body 

itself.

THE C.lIThillfb PC?. ASSIGNING A NATNfNATICAL

STfUCTNAN TO Tilb SGLUTION SrACh

Now dees one tmthemucico 11y represent a conf1gurn-

t i o n of a material body u a d c r g o i n g a finite d e f or sat i o?. ?

One may adopt the def J r it io a cutfig—■•rile’.: sot forvh
bi

by Truemk-ii, Noll, and dang. Let E denote Euclidean

thrce-snace Per convenience, fix the origin and a rectilinear
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f.ica 1 structure to the subset of configurations which is 

adopted in this thesis is that the mathesatical structure 

neither preclude a 11 ern c. t i ve s of ncchrnical behavior which 

ar c pys i ca 11 y conce ivab 1 e for the \>cd y , nor p crmi t alter

natives which are not. To appreciate hew strong this 

criterion is, a mathematical structure which the criterion

for the space of c or f 1 gu vn t i r-?. s will no': be
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•rill- SOLUTION SPACI- JS NOT A TOPOLOGICAL Vi’-CTOR Si'-ASi:

The n:2 cho t leal model for the set of configurations 

for a if-atcrial body subject to finite defornationr, is not a 

topological linear space. Throe reasons aro given for this 

assertion, Tiic first reason is th at the linear spaces 

generally used in the literature to model the set of con

i' Iur;.it ions are too large. They contain c 1 emcnt s v:r.i ch 

cannot correspond to configurations. The second reason is 

tii.it the structure of any topological linear space is too 

simple to accommodate the variety of behavior a t er i a 1

body can physically display under finite deformations. The 

very topology of such a space excludes alternatives of 

racchnn I ca j hchnvior. Thirdly, a topological vector space 

is not i tire enough to acconrmodate the variations in 

behavior wh ic?. occur when one changes the boundary condi

tion, or alters the uh.ape of the specimen. One may expand 

on th.ese ideas in turn.

Usual Topologic: ’.! Vector Spaces are too Large

hhich topological linear spaces are used to model

t; i c set ox c o a.. a g u r .1 > j i i s <;;. c. are t.. <. j c j. a ■? g ?

An exa:r.nlc best illustrates bow such a space emerges as
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.i candidate for the i.gucI, Let a ;r. a2 r 1 a 1 L o cl y u c- v j a v: u d

i i": ?. ref er ghc c ccr, j" i ;'UT’at i on as a solid blood; ;ivcn b/ 
.,12.3b o d y c o i” "1* v: ic ■/ s a ? X ? a j g j c c c v c f r- c c 0 7; c*c ; c> n s

Lot t i'.c 1?ou; 1 d ary o f thc body in t hc t c f ctca ce conf i yur a 15. on 

be spcciiico oy toe pjanos X = ±1, X = ±], X = _1. 

Assvrc the corrcrs of the boundary arc suitably rounded to 

prevciit any roa chcmatical dizficulty. Denote the body 

viewed iii this cor.i’igux'acion as E. Attempts to tiodcl all 

possible deformatiens of the body from the reference con- 

fi:,ur;.tion b?pin by ch a r c t or i z i n y "cho deformations in 

terms of a d i sr. laccmcnt vector field u over D, so that 

a given def or. nut ion XJ(XxX'LX3j may be specified as

v^(X:X2X3) = X1^ u^x'-X^f3) i = 1,2,3.

Let C (B, J) cenote tn e set or all vector fiOits over 

3 having a suitable degree of differentiability, 2-. 

CA'(I?, R3) is a linear space cf vector-valued functions 

wb.ich T;'ir:y be given a topology. The s’osulting togolcgical 

c e with ■ j ; lt # (. 1 :• • '* <•'11 i ■ ’ 1. <■ 11 < o I»<•

the mu.lcl for tlie space of configurations. by a model, one



me n ns tha l tlie finite clastosratic differential ccuatlars 

are cast in terms of an operator equation fror, the spec-: 

a.odelia;; the set of c o n i" i >-u r :.i 11 on s :i y; t c- a space riodclinp the 

Tn general, tho operator 5s not linear. on the 

problei.i is ahstracted in tills way > questions a:>out tnc 

existence and an i c- a <• n es of a solution to the operator cc.ua- 

tioii for given data may be investigated using the techniques 

of nonlianir opcr.. tor theory.

The difficulty with choosing C-''(3,il'J^ or some 

gCiicT.'iiication er it as the ir. ou.ol cor tbic set or con ii dura

tions for a material body undergoing finite deformations 

is that the space is too large. It contains elements 

representing postures wiiicii the material bedy cannot 

physically attain. For insc unco, consider the dlsplacomenv 

v c c t or field

uCX^X^X3) = (zi/SCX1)3 - 4/3 X1, 0, 0)

9 -=Tno mappang is an element of C (E,R") for any f. Under 

t?. is displacement from the reference cc nd 1 gar a t i on , t'ce 

houadary of the body would remain fixed; hoivcver, points 

interior to ti.c body would "fcld" upon one another, a-S can

be discerned liy yrapiiinp tlie fv.neti.on. The. condition 

violates the conic mint of mat erial impenetrability.

Since u cannot represent a possible configuration for the



ir.i e ;• i i i । , it wou Inot lie in the <1 i n of 6 : i i. i i. : n

o ii:e f i a i i >? cl i ostat i c ojarate.r. iici.ct.; if one ■< I, t.:■V 

t ile i'i a । t e <.• 1 o t r: <■. -i c ;•ob i : a . o ate epcrauor fo ’■1 ; ,

one huiU consider the cioiaa. in of de rin.it ion or' the

, 3c i :: t o s t a 11 c op eta to 3' to nc some sunset ol C i f-, I< ), as 

cp/tsod to tlie one ire linear space .

Topological Vector Spaces i- re elude Alternatives of 
Mechanical Echavio c

If or some generalization of it, is too

large a. linear space, could not the niodel for the set of 

cor. fi i or.s bo some other topological linear space? 

Again, the answer is in the negative. The topology of such 

a space is too simple to adequately represent some of the 

alternatives of r.cchn?.ical behavior available for a material 

body. The following alternative hich the ccpclogy precludes 

11 ] us t r fl "u C S "I2 s po 1 Sit. .

I 7- 7 7; 7 V C GC'fOTr.fltlOn uncO/'V G ‘C V; O Cl ill 0 R S 1 0 11 A a 

j i c r.i 17 'jr i'i 7 t i c i 52ell in c ci e o y 5> u i 'c ft d 1 c H: c If o i* i c 1 c 3. n c x fi i b i 7 

tv.'o cc/ai 1 ibY-a tlr.2 co:; f ;q.;j ijo the zero joundary

displacer;.ent problem: its "tv.r.i 1 " configuration end its 

inverted cc nf ig-.i-'r.t i on . The two cqui 1 ibr at in g configaracicns 

differ froin each other by a finite dcforn.ation . The ques- 

tion arisos: is it possible to deforra crom one of the 

ecu i 1 ibrat in a cor. f i cur at ions to the other without violating 



the zero <1 i .■ p 1 :: r. eii’e n ' oe i: <i :r y c r. 1.11 i. on '<Vc a::y ,;tr. y.e :) 

t be u e To vin .i t i eY rot the case o I" the two d .i ::icn I on e 1 

shell, it. i (/el to possible, ;■ s illustrate J in i^^urc IV. 1. 

However, there arc situations v/l.crc it Is

1'1 e to de Corm between two equilibratin'; cor. fi ;;urat i onn 

saiisCyine the sane boundary conditions without violating 

the boundary' condition at soiae s. tape of the dcforiaat i. on. 

An ex maple similar to one set forth by b . Joi;.; illustrates 

th. is sec end alternative of bcb. nvior. Consider a ball 

which is cor.posee of a h oa; o y c v. c o u s , isotropic r.iatcri.al, and 

which possesses a spherical cavity. Assu;i’.c it is possible 

to rotate the inner boundary through a straight angle about 

some axis in a. positive sense. The resulting configuration 

equilibrates a particular birichiot boun:m.ry value j)rcblt:;i. 

f a c* s a. m e o u u u a r y xf a i u c p r c Y> i c iu c a n 1 > o e q u t a i o r ?. tea o y <.'. 

s e c o a ci co n.. i. g 11 r a 11 o n w n i c n is g a. i n c ci t r o i t a c r e f c r o a c s 

state by rotatirc; the rnacr iiouuda.ry through a straight 

angle abotiL the same axis, but in a negative sense. Notice 

that for this situation one may deform the body from the 

first cctu i 1 i brati r. g configuration to the ether; hov. ever, 

at some stage o r the d c 1" or ■“ at i o ?. one j.ust release vice 

boundary condition. This alternative situation is also 

~1 lustrated in figure 2V.1.

Could a topological linear space modol ■ •.dmit tnc 

two a 11 era a.t i v o s ? Nc . for, assume the 1 for th c
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C o n f i r u i' a t i o n

Tho Sc cor.d Equilibratinj
Configuration
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linear subspace modeling the given boundary conditions.

t\.'o points laay be coanectoc by a curve; housver, the 

curve r.iust depart from the linear subspace at seme point.

Topologic;: 1 ly speaking, the two points would lie in 

different components of the linear subspace modeling the 

given boundary conditions.

But, a topological linear space cannot model the

j o 11 c'? * i.* s.a v e . A t o p u .osteal i x n. c a r s a a c o .. s _ a '..'.gi _ y

connected. Konce, the space itself, or any linear subspace 
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possesses 1'iit one ccnpoiicnt. TLc choice o a topo logical 

linear space o !’ any sort as the m a t h c-Ji’.t :i. ca .1 j.cdcl for the 

space of coiiCiguratio:; automatically tchovcs froa: considcr- 

ation the second alternative of ijchavior mentioned shove.

Thus, if ciic wishes to nnintain as -.any alternatives 

o lacchanical behavior as is possible in cnca i:.at h c.u.-; t j c a 1 

model oae must consider spaces havinr more complex topo

logies til an that afforded by the tope logical linear space. 

Ihumovcr, tiic topology of the i?a themat i ca 1 model raise depend 

upon tie geometry o'" the material body, and the choice cf 

place boundary condition, if the alternatives arc to vary 

from body to body, and from boundary condition to boundary 

coiiuitioii,

Topological Vector Spaces are Insensitive to 
Changes in clio boundary Conditions and the Body Topology 

i"hon one ad-aits tiic possibility "chat the topology 

of 2:;c configuration space affects the alternatives of 

beiiavio? wiiich it medals, then the topological vector space 

oxi-lb its some additional features which make it ar. undesir

able candidate. A topological vector space •model is in sen- 

S.ll.-Vc tC C/i I. l: .3 V.'.'-C?* OCCdl 13 C OTiU V cL X' 1 U S "lIkv d 1 1* 1 C il x C "C 

boundary conditions. As seen in the models of Van Buren and 

Bcju, if one models the configurations in terms of a
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ti'ic- saniplc o"c must turn to more complex Eiathcmati cal Kodcls

Sorce Cor,scquonee if the So 1 uticn Space is aot a 
Topological Vector Space

If etc takvs the •r.odol for the space of conf larva. - 

tie '.a to he .anything except a topological liiicar space, tv.o
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ci i i. i' L c 11' i: i c s a. r .1. s c . Firstly, i the con f j y,ura t ion s

ki O i? *' i * O \ i; i • Vr 1" ]'i S I i’ll C lU f C (/ i

i.’ hat. nrecisciy is its st rue. tn r 

c o n I." i u r '■ 11 o n s c ; n o t L e ip.g d e 1 

space, it he co in cis very difficii 

and ;; iii <;u er. e s s i. h c c r ei;i s v/liicli

a toyological 1 Jncar spnee,

call;.', the t.iicorci.is boccaie inapplicable. One is then faced

the p r '.> I) 1 e ;:i of find in p in a t h er. a t i c1 tools to replace

those which have been rendered u x c s s .

iter n a 11 v e s t o a i o p c j. o j i c a ± V octo r S p see

Redoubtable as the previously laentioncd d i f f 1 cu 11 i o s 

a v c . 11 l .:.v .i 1.1 c <;-1 tools are a v a 11 a i.i i. c w 11 j r v" n i er. to o v c c o o .7. a 

the;;;. In chapter three the abstract setting for a nonlinear 

partial differential co nation was extended bc-yo-id t’w.t of a 

non linear operator on a topologies:! vector space. bore intri

cate solution spaces nay be utilized. Koreuver, advances in 

i-cnliae.v functional analysis througl. the in t r o d; i co i or of soii;c 

elements frer.' the Algofruic Topol o;’.y and -die Rif f etcntin.1 Topo- 

lo3y iiavo previ o-'.-di v v; Methods for resolving ques tiu.'is of 

ciclstenco and u.n i of (i s for nonlinear problems cast in the set 

ting of bilais. As might be ant ic ip:: c eel, the d ua 1 it at iv e ned el 

which will be developed here fits well into such a setting.
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s \>.i: !> t ii ■■ . )A I • ■'1 Lli'i i (i i'.’ .'ii'Ax2i; 13 A

!A ta.'.i.i; ?:an i -old

How the ':.!r i i’oid Structure for the Deuce 
(, o n 1 j ;;;; r;; 11 o r.v.’ ill b c u v c i o 1> c cl

’l'i;e 1 h e’:mt i c a ; ;; true tn re re. r .he :;ct of co;' f i. p/.ir- 

"i oao uill now be pre s cii i ch . 'ft is st.oKn that the s<;t

<■ .i ’ v s i.'.e s t cuc t'; r c o 1 an i nt j.n j_ ''c z - u e inoa i e;;c.en „r 2 ;i- 

tiable :.'.anifold v/hich lies as an op<;r. sub .i:; ni f o Id of a 

■lerach space. Charts Cor ^bc •.sanifola say be explicitly 

li j. sp i ayc u , anc> tno i r us c ay a e reiate<1 t o tac usuai r oc c -

dure of chnractcriting the set of configurations in terrs 

of "vector d 1 sp 1 acc.i:ont fields" relative to a reference cotl- 

'■ i .. Il :•t i. c. r, . SAu’C It lies as an co>.;;. ■. u A i;:a i. i v o 1of a 

I ■:; I: .! i' a ’■ p ;: '' '' < 1 '’'' .; I c> 11 0 .1 .'I t I" i i C > 11 i".• >' .lie <h i; I : ;; iI f t ; ', ;;

i'.. td Is not cast of a topological vector space; hovuver, 

locally Lt us one. '."’he rod el in general possesses

a quite c c- u p 1 i c a t c d topology.

Ono obtains the atlas Cor the manifold of C con

figurations subject to no boundary conditions by using, the 

it a ; h .,;.;ut i c a 1 tools of chapter three. The d c v c 1 op::; ent is 

not . : ' x .1. x.- 1 . i y i" o r '.v , Vxl. bee f..: comfcvb of ths

to-'Car only the results of t'n.c various stops of the c eve lop - 

i,icat. and the thcmaticnl elements which rive them meaning



Several steps a"rc inxroi\rcc. 5 a caut uri - a e r. i. :=ri.ic- 

ture o i" the ;:.ar. i i'o 1 d o L" C*' c on 5" i •; u ra 15 aa ■ , firstly, ti.; 

Ser of C configur.ntions iidentified ' t/. ..a Ls-;t of

u iic C scccions o r a vc cv oi’ nunvi to, i r-.s s ii o a <.■ "c i -> 11 s 

in er. tidied as t?.e intersection o e t.vo Gthex su os •.vs. T;.o 

C v iiin.iers ivc sections, I ) , and the C:.r.jccti\'c 

s c c t i c I i s , I n j t p, j ; ') f one v e c t o i- o u .i die. > .. a <_ .. .t -

in ersive s c c c i. o c. s xm to) ace x. u u a. c ... ix o v... .. n c. । < set a _

all C ~ 1 sections o f a part ic 11: . f ; h c s bn a i- c : '.i•:n c e , ?.■ y

tuc in etho os o. ciiiptcr t hi r c e , 1 Mir. ( iian ."it." <. i." t ’.: i"-.

structure as an in/lr.i't-d li.icnsion.-1 d i f f aroat i ab i c nan 11 o 1 •.'.. 

*•. orco \r c r $ v ii i s vj c. r» "i .. c 1 g. is s k c v* n ’l o 1 ? 2 s c n g <■ c n s v. ■ c. r_ i - 

fold in the r>nr.ach space of Csections of r,.

The C injective acetic;.s 1 uj "( r:) ar? show" to

c ci i o a of t a c p o n x. : s J n



Cx(rl), the set o£ C configurations, liuib'' (r,) , i.: ; ;i

set in a Dana ch space; hence, it possesses the c:ri.crurc a

an infinite-dimen s i on a 1 open submaaifo1d.

The topology of the free bound a r y i.: a n 1 f o 1 d o f 
1 

configurations Emb'^(ri) is best understood when one examines

tite submanifolds representing particular Dirichlet boundary 

conditions. IVhen one chooses a given configuration for the 
y

boundary of the body one finds that the set of C conligu- 

rations satisfying the boundary condition constitute a subset 
0

of the free boundary manifold . The subset nay be

given the structure of a closed sub.; as i do Id in Enb''(tj) .

Once again, charts in tho nanifo1d atins may be disp1 aycd, 

Moreover, one may examine in surprising detail how cii;. 

topology of the Dirichlet, configuration mani f o 1 d s n;ay vary

with boundary condition, and with the topology of the 

specimen itself. One may then appreciate the overall attrac

tiveness of the model for the configuration space which is 

presented here:

(1) The elements of the space arc configura
tions and only configurations.

(2) The space has a well defined geometric 
and topological structure, and there 
arc techniques by which one can investi
gate them.

( 5) 'i'h e m .'in 1 f o Id i s «.• n s '■ i. j v ■? <.• m : i •, i> < ■ 
reflect topologically ch'-.ngv ■ a hov.- 
dary condition and the shape (toy1 u;,)-) 
of tl;O spec?ii.ei;. Moreover, tec.raiin-es 
are available t^ det eT'-i.iC t..i.se charges.
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The Main Result for the Free Boundary 
Configuration Manifold

The purpose of the development which follows is to

give meaning to and prove the following assertion about the 
£ 

geometric structure which the set of C configurations 

may possess.
54 „

Theorem IV.1. Let B be a C , compact, connected, 
oriented material body with boundary 3B. Let n 
represent the vector bundle of all possible posi
tions which a material point p may take in R3, 
taken over all points of B;

it : n = B x R3------------ ► B

a) A configuration T of B in R3 may be 
represented as a section sy of the bun
dle n, given by

Sy : B ------------ >• n = B x R3

p „ Sy(p) = (p, T(p)).

Under the representation the set of all 
configurations subject to no boundary con
ditions constitutes a subset, denoted 
Emb^(n), of the set of all sections of
the vector bundle n, denoted C^(n):

Emb^-Cn) C. C&Cn) .

b) The set of C& configurations Emb^(ri) 
has the structure of an infinite-dimen
sional differentiable manifold which may 
be viewed as the intersection of two 
manifolds,

Emb^-(n) = Imm^(ri) f\ Deg^(n), 

and which lies as in open submanifold of the 
Banach space C^(ri) . The model space for 
the manifold is the Banach space C^(t]).
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c) For any configuration sy one may display 
explicitly manifold charts about s^: one 
may specify an open neighborhood USy of 
Sy in Emb^(n) and a diffeomorphism 
of the neighborhood onto an open neighbor
hood in C^(n)

Usx --------- ^(Usx) C^Cn)

which takes Sy into the zero section in 
C^(n), and which is C00 compatible with 
other intersecting charts.

d) In particular, about each configuration Sy 
there is a chart (U,ZE)

Ee Usx--------- - ze(usx) c^Cn)

tip Eg ( ty )

where

Egfty) : B ------ ------ »- n = B x R3

P ----------- (Ee(t))(p) = (p, ux(p))

and ux(p) = YCp) - x(P)

is the "displacement vector field" characteriz
ing the configuration T when x i-s used as 
a reference configuration.

The Set of Configurations is a Subset of a Set of 
Sections of a Vector Bundle

To describe the manifold structure of the set of 

configurations, it is mathematically convenient to view a 

configuration as a section of a vector bundle, The transi

tion is a simple process. A configuration is a mapping of 

the body into physical space.
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(|) : B ----------- »- R3

p ----------- >■<{>(?)

Associate with <|) 

space of the body

a mapping s. from
<P

B into a product

B and the physical space R3:

s , : B ------------ >- B x R3 = n
<P

p ------------ ► s^Cp) = (p,<|>(p)) .

If one views the product space H together with the body 

manifold B,

tt^ : n = B x R3 ------------ >• B

(P,r) ------------ »■ p

one may regard T] as attaching to each body point p of

B the space {p} x B = r)p. which represents all the

possible ways that the single body point can lie in physical

space. The segment ^P is called the fiber of r) at p.

The product space n thereby constitutes a "bundling 

together" of all possible ways each body point of B may 

lie in physical space. n is called a bundle space. Since 

the fiber over each point is a vector space, p is called 

a vector bundle space. The triple consisting of the vector 

bundle space n> the body manifold B, and the projective 

link between them TTp,, is called a vector bundle. The 

structural details of the vector bundle are rendered 

in Appendix IV,1.
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In the vector bundle context the mapping 

associates with each body point p of B a particular

position in physical space. Notice the composition of s

with the projective link IT is the identity map on B

Un's, : B ----------- ► Bn q)

P ---------- *- P-

Mappings of B into n which have this property are 

called sections of the vector bundle tt^. The set of all

sections of it n
through order

which are continuously differentiable
1 SIZj (C form a vector space, denoted C (p) .

The vector space may be given a Banach space structure.

By the association established above, the set of 
o

all C configurations of B in physical space, 
£ £

Emb (B,R3))may be identified with a subset of C sections
Z of p. Denote this subset by Emb (p). One then has the

correspondence 
o . ■ o

Emb (B,R3) <------------ ► Emb (p).

<j> «------------ ► s<|)

Not all sections of tt^ correspond to configura-
0 

tions. Thus, the set Emb (n) lies as a proper subset of
0

the space of all C sections.

Emb£(p) <2 C£(p) . 

To emphasize this fact,
o

C sections of ir_ whichP
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correspond to C configurations will be called C
£

configuration sections. The set Emb (n) will be called
£

the set of C configuration sections, or, on occasion,
£

the set of C embedding sections of ir^.

The Configuration Sections are the Injective
Immersive Sections

One may now begin to capture the manifold structure
£

for the set of C configurations by determining the
£ £

manifold structure for the set Emb (n) of C configura-
£tion sections. In order for a C section of to be

a configuration section the mapping

s. : B ------------ >- n = B x R3
<P

p ------------* s^(p) = (p,<i)(p))

must satisfy a condition of impenetrability. The condition 

can be interpreted mathematically as two constraints:

(1) that there be no "internal collapse", a suffi
cient condition for which is the requirement that on 
the interior and boundary of the body, the determinant 
of the derivative of the configuration be non-zero,

det[(|)*(p)] / 0

paB;

(2) that there is no boundary penetration. That is 
to say, the mapping is one-to-one, or injective over 
the entire body manifold with boundary.
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The first requirement implies that the configuration is a 

immersion of the manifold, which one denotes by

s^ e Imm£ (n ) <=- C8, (H ) .

The second requirement implies that <|) is a injection 

of the body manifold, denoted

£ Inj^Cn) CL C£(n)

If the body B is modeled as a compact manifold, (that is, 

it occupies a closed, bounded region in physical space), 

by adapting the work of R. Abraham"5^" one may show that 

the set of configuration sections is the intersection 

of the two sets of sections determined by the impenetra

bility criterion:

Emb^Cn) = Imm£(n) f\ Inj£(n).

One may then determine the manifold structure of the set of 
0

C configuration sections from the manifold structure of 

the intersecting section spaces.

The Immersive Sections are Sections of a Fiber Bundle

One obtains the manifold structure for tho' 

immersive section by firstly establishing that they consti-

Jl-1 tute a set of C sections of a fiber bundle. The 

manifold structure for the set then follows by applying the 
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methods of chapter three.

The fiber bundle wherein the immersive sections lie

is a subbundle of the first jet bundle extension of the

position vector bundle n. The jet bundle is defined as 

as follows:
Definition IV.2^Let B be a C” material body 
which is compact. Let n be the vector bundle 
of positions. Define the vector bundle J1^),

’’jVn) : Jl(n) ----------- *■ B

in the following way:

a) The set J1 (n) : 
o

(1) For t, seC (n), ^>1 , and for peB, 
define the equivalence relation

(2) set

jet extension of s

Denote by J1(n)p the

t~s}.

Term i,s„ the first 
1 P at p. r

tyS <=> for (a,a ,U) a vector bundle 
chart for n about p, and oto(p) = x,

Pat(x) = PqSCx) 

Dpat(x) = Dpas(x).

Denote by jjSp the equivalence class 

jlap = {teC^n) :

j'Cnjp = <j1sp : sEC^Cn)}.

Term J1(ti) the fiber to the first jet 
bundle of at p.
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(1) As a set, note that J1(n) may be put 
into one-to-one correspondence with 
the set

R3 x L(R3,R3)

(ii) may be given a vector space struc
ture by defining

o
+ jitp - ji(s+t)P • s»teC (n)

p
X;jisp E ji(Xs5p • XeR> seC Cn)

(3) Denote by the bundle of sets taken over
all points p of the body

Jl(n) = u J^nDp.
peB

(4) Define TTj^^ to be the projective mapping

"j'Cn) : J‘tn’  > 3

jisP -------------- '■ ?•

The triple may be given a vector bundle structure. Details

of the structure, and in particular, the vector bundle 

atlas, is presented in the referred work.

Lemma IV.1. J1^) is a vector bundle with
standard fiber

R3 x L(R3R3)

J1(t]) is called the first set bundle of sections 
of n •

The bundle of positions n and the first jet bundle

J^n) are related. For H > 0, the C sections of n
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lie in a nice way in the C sections of J (n):

5-7
Lemma IV,2. Let n be the bundle of positions 
of a C , compact material body B, and let 
J^p) denote the first jet bundle of sections 
of n. Then the first jet extension map

j1 : c^Cn) ---------- 1-

s ------------ ► j1s

is a linear map 
sections of n 
Cp sectigns of 
C^CH) and C 
spaces? j J 
a closed linear submanifold of

£ 
taking the vector space of C 
into the vector space of

J 1 (p). Moreover, when 
(■J 1(H)) are viewed as Banach 

is a homeomorphism of C^(p) onto.

The fiber bundle in which the immersive sections 

lie may now be excised from the first jet bundle of p. 

Recall that the standard fiber for jVn) is the vector 

space R3 x L(R3,R3). If one views the elements of 

L(R3,R3) as three-by-three matrices, one may single out 

the subset of nonsingular matrices,

GL(3,R) = {geL(R3,R3) : det g/0) L(R3,R3).

If one bestows upon L(R3,R3) the structure of a nine

dimensional Euclidean space, the subset GL(3,R) inherits 

the structure of an open differentiable submanifold, which 

is nine-dimensional, and has two components. Roughly 

speaking, GL (3,R) may be viewed as an open, somewhat 

complicated region of a Euclidean space upon which functions 
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may be defined and differentiations may be carried out. 

Notice, however, that GL(3,R) does not inherit a vector 

space structure.

Consequently, if one views R3 x L(R3,R3) as a 

twelve dimensional Euclidean space, the subset R3 x GL(3,R) 

constitutes a twelve-dimensional, differentiable, open sub

manifold which is not a vector subspace.

One can construct a fiber bundle whose standard
* 

fiber is R3 x GL(3,R). It lies as an open fiber 

subbundle in J1^).

Proposition IV.1. Let B be a compact, C”, 
material body. Let q be its bundle of 
positions, and let

’’j-Cn) : J1(n) ----------k B

be the first jet bundle of sections of q. 
Define by the following subset of
J'Cn):

^(3)  {j^stJ^q) : relative to some 
vector bundle chart of J^H), 
jjSp lies in R3 x GL(3,R)}.

Then

a) the set is independent of the
particular charts used in its specifi
cation ,

b) W^3) is an open subset in J1(q)>

c) respects the fibration of J^d); 
hence,

: w(3) > B"(fO) 2 ’j’Cn),
I W(3)
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is an open fiber subbundle in jVn).

The proposition is proven in the reference . As one might

intuitively suspect, may be related to the bundle of

f 3")local configurations over B, and sections of Wv ' may be

related to local configuration fields. As shown in the 
f 31 1reference, a section of the fiber bundle Wv J corresponds 

to the specification of simultaneously a configuration of

B in R3, and a local configuration field over B.

%One may now identify the C immersive sections
o_ i (3'1

with a subset of C sections of NP 3 .

Lemma IV.3. Let B be a compact, C material 
body, let n be its bundle of positions, and 
J1 (n) be the first jet bundle of extensions. Let

I mm (f|)

denote the subset of 
are immersive. Then 
as the set

CL c^Cn)
s,C sections of

Imm^(p) may be
r) which 

identified

Imm£(n) = j 1"1 ! (C^Cn) ) /^ 
, £

That is to say, the C immersive sections are 
those sections of the fiber bundle
which are integrable.

The lemma follows from the definition of and the one- 

to-one nature of the first jet extension map j^ introduced 

in Lemma IV.1.

When the immersive sections are viewed in this way,

the geometric structure for Imm^(n) follows immediately.

using the methods of chapter three.
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The Space of Immersive Sections is a

Differentiable Manifold

One discovers the geometric structure which 
£

Imm (n) supports by examining the spaces which comprise

it in Lemma IV.3. The critical step is the identification
6,-1

of the geometric structure supported by the C sections 

of W(3).

Proposition IV.2. Given the hypothesis of the pre
vious lemma then

C8'"1(W(3))

is an infinite-dimensional differentiable manifold 
which lies as an open submanifold in the Banach 
space C^^CJ1 (n))

The proposition follows immediately. By Proposition 111.7, 
6,-1"C ” itself may be viewed as a Banach space-valued section 

functor which satisfies the axioms for a global nonlinear
(3)

extension. Thus, as W ' is a fiber bundle over B,
6.-1  6.-1 f31the set of C sections, C (Wv 1) supports the struc

ture of an infinite dimensional differentiable manifold,

(3)given by Proposition III. 2,. Moreover, since Wk 7 lies

as an open subbundle of the vector bundle J1(r))1 the
6,-1 f 3’)

differentiable manifold C (Wv }) lies as an open sub-
6,-1 .

manifold in the Banach space C (J (n))•

Hence, without any further effort, the structure

Jt- 1 f 3)of C (Wv is completely specified. In fact, a pre

scription exists for displaying its manifold charts, if 
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one desires them.

The structure of the second component space com- 

prising Imm (rj) follows in an equally straightforward way.

By Lemma IV.2, the first jet extension map is a linear
o 

homeomorphism onto a closed linear subspace; hence, j^(C (n))
o 1 

is a closed Banach subspace of C (J (n)).

Combining these results, one gains the structure
o £-1 f 3)for Imm (n). As C (Wv is an open submanifold in 

o -1 .
C (J (n)), the intersection

j1CC£Cn)J /I

is a submanifold, of the Banach subspace j^(C (n)) which

is open in the relative topology. Since jj is a homeo

morphism, or one-to-one and open both ways, the preimage 

of the intersection

j 1”1< J! CC^Cn)) /I = Imm£(n)

o 5,
is an open submanifold in C (p). Therefore, the C

Stimmersive sections Imm (p) support the structure of an
£ 

open submanifold in the Banach space C (p).

£ The Injective Sections Lie in an Open Set in C (p)

In determining the manifold structure on the set 
o' £

of injections Inj (p), a problem arises. The C 
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injecting sections do not constitute an open subset in the 

Banach space C (n) of C sections of T). An example 

given in Appendix IV.2 establishes this point. The 

injecting sections, however, may be viewed as elements of 
£

a larger subset which is open in C (n), and which may be 
Stused to characterize the C configuration sections. The 

subset is the collection of degree one configuration sec

tions of . They are best defined in terms of the degree 

one mappings from B into R3.
40 

Definition IV.3. Let B be a compact region in 
Rs, and let

y ; B ------------ > R3

be a differentiable mapping of B into R3. Let 
reR3, and for pef~^(r), let

sgn(J(f)(p))

denote the sign of the Jacobian of the mapping 
at p. Define the degree of f at r relative 
to B to be the integer

deg(f,r,B) = Z sgn(J(f)(p)) 
pef-l(r)

If f (r) = , take deg(f,r,B) = 0

For a more rigorous definition of the degree of a mapping, 

especially for the definition of the degree of f when r 

is a critical value, f is continuous, but not 

differentiable, or when B is a compact manifold with 

boundary, as opposed to a region of R3, one is referred 
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to the Schwartz text. The properties of the degree of a 

map given in the reference will be used extensively.

One may easily carry over the notion of degree one 

mappings of B into R3 to sections of the position 

bundle p. Recall one has a bijective correspondence be

tween a mapping ip of B into R3 and a section s^ of 

tt^ given by

s^ : B -------------► n = B x R3

P ----------- >- (P,1P(P))

Hence, one may speak of the degree of the section at a 

point r relative to B in terms of the degree of the 

associated mapping.

From the notion of the degree of a section three 

facts follow. If B is a connected manifold one may 

define unambiguously a subset of the space of sections 
£

C (n) whose elements are of degree one on B. Moreover,
£ 

the subset is open in C (ri) ,' and has the structure of an 

open Banach submanifold. Finally, those degree one mappings 

which are also immersions are precisely the injective 

immersions, or the embeddings. For convenience, these 

facts are formalized as a theorem:

£
Theorem IV.2. Let B be a C compact, connected 
manifold with boundary B and interior 3B. Assume 
B is orientable and oriented.
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(a) The collection

DegjCn) = (s^EC^Cn): d§g(ip, Ip(p), B) = 1, 
for some, hence all peB}

is a well-defined subset of sections in 
c«-(n).

(b) BcR^(n) is an open subset of C^(n), and 
has a structure of an open Banach sub
manifold in C^(n) .

(c) (1) The intersection

Imm^(ri) /I Deg^Cn)

o 
is open in C (n).

(2) Set theoretically,
Imm^(n) /I Deg^(n) = Imm^(r))/I Inj^(ri).

The Space of Embedding Sections is a 
Differentiable Manifold

The manifold structure for the space of configura- 
%

tion sections Emb (n) now follows. As the intersection
£ o

of two open manifolds in C (n), Emb (p) has the structure

of an infinite-dimensional differentiable manifold which
o 

lies as an open submanifold of the Banach space C (p).

Moreover, by using the bundle exponential map introduced
o 

in chapter three manifold charts for Emb (p) may be

displayed. In particular, the manifold charts built off 
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the trivial bundle exponential map may be related to the 

usual representation of the manifold of configurations in 

terms of a set of ’’displacement vector fields” relative to 

a reference configuration. In order to coalesce these 

ideas, they are formalized as a proposition, the details 

of which may be found

Theorem IV.3. Let B be a C compact, connected, 
oriented material body with boundary dB.

a) The set of configurations Emb^(n) has the 
structure of the infinite dimensional 
differentiable manifold

Emb^(n) = Imm^(n) Deg^(ri)

which lies as an open Banach submanifold 
of the Banach space C^(ri) of all
sections of the position bundle p. The 
model space for the manifold is the Banach 
space c£(n).

b) Let Exp be a bundle exponential map for
Up. (For a definition, see the reference
Let s^ be an arbitrary configuration. A
manifold chart for Emb^Cp) at s^ can be
built from Exp: there is an open neigh
borhood Us,h pXp of s^l in Emb^(p) and
a mapping ^sib.Exp the neighborhood onto
an open neighborhood in C^(p),

^s^,Exp: Us^.Exp *" Xsx, Exp , Exp^

t [[sx*(Exp)]*]"b) * * * * * * * * * 1t

which takes sx to the zero section in 
C^(p), and is C” compatible with inter
secting charts.
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c) For the particular case where Exp is 
the trivial bundle exponential map E,

E : TFn ~ nxBn ------------- ► n

(b,c) b + c

the manifold chart at sy associated with 
E is globally diffeomorphic onto an open 
subset DSx,E of cJl(n) :

Esx,E: Emb^Cn) ---------- > Sx,E(Embjt(n)) =

dsx,E C£(n)

(1) Let

u : B ------------ ► R2 3 *

(2) The manifold chart (^sx,E »^Sy,E^
extends to a global characterization corres
ponding to the usual representation found in 
the literature for configurations in terms 
of a subset of displacement vector fields 
relative to a reference configuration. (Note
that the pair (Esv E»Enib^(r))) need not be

a manifold chart for Emb^Cri)) .

denote the C& function such that

P st,sx(P) = <P,u(p)) -

Then u is the "displacement vector field" 
characterizing the configuration t when 
X is used as the reference configuration.
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'cA(n)

FIGURE IV. 2.
o

A Visualization of How Emb (n) may lie as an Open 
o

Submanifold in C (r)).'
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THE DIRICHLET SOLUTION SPACE IS A CLOSED SUBMANIFOLD OF 
THE FREE BOUNDARY SOLUTION SPACE

One feature remains outside the model for the kine

matic elementsi the ability to model a given place boundary 

condition. Until now, the model for the space of configura

tions has been a "free boundary" one. A model for the space 

of configurations satisfying a given place boundary condi

tion will be excised from the free boundary model. Once 

again, the model developed here will differ from those 

usually found in the literature in that it is a manifold, 

as opposed to a subspace of a topological linear space. As 

a consequence, one will gain some distinct features not 

found in the usual models: the topology of the manifold of 

configurations satisfying a given place boundary condition 

can vary with the place boundary condition, and can vary 

with the topology of the body itself. Hence, the model 

presented here has the significant capacity of, for instance 

permitting some alternatives of mechanical behavior for one 

boundary condition, while denying them for another.

The Model for the Dirichlet Solution Space 
for the Linear Elastic Case

How does one incorporate a Dirichlet boundary condi

tion into the formulation of a solution space? One may
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modify the mathematical procedure used to specify the 

Dirichlet solution space for an infinitesimal elastic 

problem.

In the linear theory the usual model for the free 

boundary space of configurations is the topological linear 
& _ , o

space C (o,R ) of C displacement vector fields 

defined over some region B of R3 which serves as a 

reference configuration for the body. One excises the usual 

model for the space of configurations satisfying a given 

place boundary condition, by introducing the boundary 

i SIoperator |. This operator assigns to each C displace

ment vector field g defined on the entire region B the 

restriction Slgjg t^e field to the boundary 3B of 

the body. The operator is linear; hence, it may be viewed 

as a linear mapping of the Banach space C^(B,R3) into the 

linear space C^(9B,R3)

Ld : C£(B,R3) ------------ > C£(dB,R3)
d D

9 91 sb

Moreover, the linear operator is continuous. Finally, 

either by assumption or theorem one establishes the fact 

that if the boundary is of a suitable degree of smoothness, 

say £, then the boundary operator is surjective. Hence, 

given any place boundary condition g with a suitable
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degree of smoothness H, and viewed as an element of 

SI sC (dB,R3), one is assured that there exists at least one

C displacement vector field g defined over the entire 

body which assumes the given boundary condition,

9।9B = g'

The preimage of g under the boundary operator, 

[Iggl’^g) = (geC^CB.R3) ! g|9B = g}.

constitutes the usual model for the set of configurations 

satisfying the given boundary condition in the linear

theory. The surjectivity of the boundary operator insures 

that the set is not empty, The continuity of the operator 

insures that the set is a closed subset of the topological 

linear space C, (B,R3). The linearity of the operator insures 

that the set is a translation of a closed linear subspace in 

C (B,R ), the subspace modeling the zero displacement boun

dary condition. That is to say, if 9e[|ggl ^(g)» then

[I as]'1CbI ■ s * [|gs]"1(o),

where the sum is in the sense of C^(B,R3), and

[Igg]"^0) = {heC^B.R3) : h. =0} = ker(|3g) = [C$'(B,R3)]o 
dB

is a closed linear subspace of C^(B,R3). One denotes the 

£
usual model for the set of C configurations satisfying 
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the boundary condition g by [t/(B,R3)]g,

[CS'(B,R3)]g =

How One Incorporates the Boundary Condition into 
a Nonlinear Model

One may excise from the free boundary finite elasto- 

static Cx configuration manifold Emb tn) a model for 

the finite elastostatic Dirichlet configuration manifold by 

introducing a bundle counterpart to the boundary operator.

Let B be a material body with a non-void boundary 

9B. Let n denote its vector bundle of positions,

: n = BxR3 ------------ ► B

All possible positions of the boundary points of B may be

represented by a second vector bundle D।3B which is the

restriction of the position bundle to the boundary:

it : n । = 9 BxR3 ------------ 9B
, n|9B '98

o ,
A C section of this bundle specifies a position in R

8, for each point of the boundary of the body which is C
£

smooth, Hence one may specify a C smooth Dirichlet
£

boundary condition for B by specifying a C section of 
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the bundle Hi
1 9B

The boundary operator may now be viewed as an opera- 
1tor which takes C sections of the position bundle n 

£
into C sections of the restricted vector bundle H।gB:

|3B : c*tn) ---------- ► cl(n|8B)

When the section spaces are viewed with their Banach 

structure, the boundary operator is linear, continuous, 

and surjective if £ > 0.

The Dirichlet Configuration Manifold Which 
Models Simple Support

Lying as an open submanifold in C (n) is the finite 
£ 

elastostatic free boundary C configuration manifold
HEmb (n). One may consider the boundary operator restricted

to this manifold;

o 
dB. : Emb (n)

*Emb^(n)

o --------- > c^Cn, ).
1 dB

£ £ Since Emb (n) is an open set in C (n), under the restric-
00

tion the operator remains a C mapping; however, it is no
£ 

longer linear. Moreover, its restriction to Emb (n) is

a submersion, or a local surjection of the free boundary
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C configuration manifold,

One may now excise the various Dirichlet configura- 
£

tion manifolds, Let g be a C section of the restricted 

position bundle n|gB which represents a possible Dirichlet 
0 p

boundary condition, Let [Emb (n)]g denote the set of C 

configurations whose image under the restricted boundary 

restriction operator is the section g:

[Embl(Ti)] - [|, r'tg).
aB| I 

1 Emb^Cn)

£
The elements of the set are C configurations associate 

with interior of the body very different postures, yet as 

one approaches the boundary of the body, they all coalesce 

into the same boundary condition g. From a physical point 
£

of view, the set mathematically represents all C smooth 

postures for the body which are conceivable while one main

tains the boundary condition in a simple supporting manner. 

In Figure IV.3, one visualizes some configuration sections 

which would lie in such a set, in the case where B is 

one-dimensional.

The Geometric Structure of the Manifold

The continuous and submersive properties of the 

restricted boundary operator insure tht* the preimage of g
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t- 
0

FIGURE IV. 3.
• Several Elements of [Emb^(n)]ff for n * [0,7r] X R, B = [0,tt] 

and dB = {0,7t} . •
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under the mapping is a closed subset of the free boundary 
£

manifold Emb (n), lies as a closed submanifold, and is 

specifically the intersection of the preimage of g under 

the unrestricted operator and the free boundary manifold:

[Emb^(r))] = [LB| „ J'^g) = (LB)-1(g)/ 1 Emb£(n)
8 I Emb (n)

= [c£Cn)]g/ I Emb£(n).

As in the free boundary case, one may explicitly
£

detail the geometric structure of [Emb (rl)]g and display 

some of its manifold charts. The following corollary

summarizes these aspects:

Corollary IV.1. Let B be a C“ material body 
with non-void boundary 38. Let n be its bundle 
of positions and let । ,

1 3B

13B ■ ----------►c,l(n|3B)

denote the boundary restriction operator. Let 
geC-^tn । ) represent a .Dirichlet boundary condi-

1 3B 
tion.

a) If not null,

[Emb\n)]_ = [| । 
g '3B|

' Emb^(n)

is a C00 differentiable manifold whose model 
space is
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H Z[C (n)] , a closed Banach subspace of C (n).

b) [Embden)],, = (ka^Cg) Emb^(ri), and lies as
5 0° &

a closed submanifold of the C free boundary 
manifold.

c) As a closed submanifold of 
fold atlas for [Emb tn)] 
restriction of the atlas 8 
manifold. In particular,

Emb^(n), the mani- 
follows by a suitable 

of the free boundary 
for ge[Emb£(n)]g,

there is a neighborhood U and a diffeomorphism 
£g given by

Eg ; u ------ , Eg(u) [C£(n)]e,

g -------> Zg(g) = g " g

0 
where the difference is in the sense of [C (n)]o

Part c) of the corollary allows one to compare this model 

for the Dirichlet configuration manifold with that of 
o

I. Beju presented in chapter two. [C (n)] is the linear o
space used by Beju to model the Dirichlet problem. Thus, 

locally about any given configuration s satisfying the 

boundary condition, the Dirichlet configuration manifold 

presented here and Beju's model coincide. However, as one 

considers finite deformations from the reference configura

tion, the two models differ. In particular, the model 

developed here may be quite complicated topologically.

One can envision how the various Dirichlet configura

tion manifolds may inherit such a complex structure from 

the free boundary manifold using finite dimensional 

illustrations. Figure IV.4. illustrates, in finite

dimensional terms, this phenomenon.
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1 
Emo (n)

IbO

FIGURE IV. 4.

A Visualization of How the Dirichlet Configuration Manifolds 
may Ho in tho Proo Boundary Configuration Manifold. ,
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Different Dirichlet Configuration Manifolds 
Need Not Be Homeomorphic

The manifolds [Emb (n)]g for geC (ri | 3 B) 

have one distinct feature which make them most attractive 

candidates for the models for the Dirichlet configuration 

manifolds. They need not be topologically identical, or 

homeomorphic.

Proposition IV.3. Let g and g be sections of 
D। which represent different Dirichlet boundary

1 dB
conditions. Let

p p[Emb^Cn)] and [Emb (n)]-
g b) * * * * g * *

b) the two manifolds need not be identical topo
logically.

It is the non-homeomorphic property of the Dirichlet con

figuration manifolds developed here which stands in direct

contrast to the models which exist in the literature, and

which gives the model developed here the capacity to

reflect changes in the boundary condition and the body

shape.

denote the corresponding Dirichlet configura
tion manifolds. Then

a) the topology of each manifold depends upon the 
boundary condition, and the topology of the 
body itself.1
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One may intuitively visualize how the topology of 

the Dirichlet configuration manifold can change from 

boundary condition to boundary condition using Figure IV.4. 

The topology of a Dirichlet manifold depends intimately upon 

how the subset of configurations representing the given 

boundary condition intersects the "holes" in the free 

boundary manifold. Subsets representing different boundary 

conditions may intersect different numbers of holes. In 

such a case, the manifolds would differ topologically, and 

thereby be non-homeomorphic.

HOW ONE GAINS THE TOPOLOGY FOR THE DIRICHLET 
CONFIGURATION MANIFOLDS

The Dirichlet Configuration Manifold is Identified 
with the Dirichlet Immersive Section Manifold

There are in fact mathematical methods available by

which one can discern information about the topology of the

Dirichlet configuration manifolds, and witness the dependence

upon the boundary condition and body shape. One is able

to employ these methods in the special case of a connected
H body, where one can identify [Emb (H)]

g
with the single

manifold [Imm^(ri)]g, as opposed to the intersection of two

manifolds
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[Emb^CnDJg = [Imm^(n)]g P\ [Degjcn)]g.

The first manifold of the intersection conveys a require

ment which a configuration must satisfy on a local, or 

point-to-point basis: a determinant at each point must be 

non-zero. The second manifold conveys a global requirement, 

or a requirement which involves all points of the body 

simultaneously: no two points of the body must be taken 

into the same point in R3 by the configuration. The 

following theorem indicates certain conditions under which 

the knowledge that the global requirement is satisfied by 

the boundary condition insures that the requirement is satis

fied over,the interior of the body as well by all configura

tions which satisfy the boundary condition.

63
Theorem IV.4 (Interior penetration) Let B be a 

material body with boundary 3B which is compact, 
connected, and for convenience, oriented. Let 
s^EEmb^(n) be a given configuration serving as 
reference. Let

o 
s^Elmm (q), 

and since B is oriented, take the sign of the 
Jacobian of 0 to be positive at all points in 
the interior of B,

sgn J(<f)jt)(p) > 0 for p £ B.

If the boundary value of Si is identical to that 
of the reference configuration,

s*I3b ’ s*laB'
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By the theorem, if one is

tion can be realized by a

requirement manifested by

tely determines

One may thereby in terms of the

single manifold

g : dB

Then

where

material body 
for convenience

be a given 
suppose

* nl<38

place boundary condition section, and

[Emb^CnjJg / 0.

proof: see Appendix IV.3.

proof: see Appendix IV.4.

oriented.
3B. Let

o
Corollary IV.2. Let B be a C 
which is compact, connected, and

Let the boundary of the body be denoted

assured that the boundary condi-
SlC configuration, then the local

£
the inanifold [Imm (n)]g comple- 

£
the Dirichlet C configuration manifold.

5,characterize [Emb (ri) ]g 
o[Imm^Cn)]g:

[EmbS'(n)]g = [Imm^(ri)]g,

then s^ is a configuration section of D, 
o

s,EEmb (n).

[Imm^(n)]„ = (fElmm^Cn) : fi = g) 
8 I dB

is a closed submanifold of the free boundary mani
fold of immersions Imm^(ri).
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The Obstruction Theory is Employed to Gain Information 
About the Topology of the Dirichlet

, Immersive Section Manifold

One is now in a position to utilize the Obstruction 

Theory to gain information about the topology of the 
o 

Dirichlet configuration manifold. Recall that a 0 
0- i

immersive section may be viewed as a C section of the 

f 3)fiber bundle W5, . To examine those immersive sections

which satisfies a given boundary condition g, one is led 

to consider the following diagram, which is a common 

setting in the mathematical Obstruction Theory:

dB

i

z
B

w(3)

w(3)

'' 
B .

Two questions investigated in the Obstruction Theory in 

terms of the diagram are: (1) does there exist at least 

one extension of j^g to all of B which commutes the 

diagram, (as indicated by the diagonal line), and (2) if 

more than one exists, are any two homotopic relative to the 

diagram? When one interprets these questions in terms of 
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the Dirichlet configuration manifold, one sees that they 

provide information about its existence and topology.

An answer to the first question indicates whether 

or not a Dirichlet configuration manifold corresponding 

to the boundary condition g exists. If one is informed 

that there does not exist a diagonal mapping which commutes 

the diagram, then one is assured that the set of immersive 

sections of modeling the boundary condition g is null. 

Consequently, a negative answer to the first question

implies that the section g cannot specify a Dirichlet 

boundary condition. Conversely
8, figuration manifold [Emb (n)3g 

if the Dirichlet con

fer the given boundary

condition is not null, then a diagonal mapping for the 

diagram exists, and the answer to the first question is in 

the affirmative.

An answer to the second question gives one informa

tion about the number of components comprising the Dirichlet 

SIion manifold. Assume that the manifold [Emb (fl)]g

is not null. Then the first jet extension of each section in

the manifold is a diagonal map for the Obstruction Theory

diagram. To say that any two of them are homotopic relative 

to the diagram is to say one can continuously deform from 

one to the other without violating the boundary condition. 

The two sections would, thereby, lie in the same component 
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of the Dirichlet configuration manifold. Hence, if one 

finds that all diagonal maps of the Obstruction diagram 

are homotopic one may conclude that all sections in the 

Dirichlet configuration manifold under consideration are 

connected to each other, or the manifold has but one 

component. Accordingly, the number of distinct homotopy 

classes of diagonal mappings of the Obstruction diagram 

indicates the maximum number of components comprising 

[Emb^CnDJg.

The Topology of the Dirichlet Configuration Manifolds 
can Vary with Boundary Condition and Body Shape

One is now in a position to apply the mathematical 

results which are available in the Obstruction theory to 

gain information about the topology of the Dirichlet con

figuration manifolds. In particular, two elementary obser

vations indicate immediately how the topology of a Dirichlet 

manifold can vary, as one changes the boundary condition, 

and as one changes the topology of the body itself.

One may compare two different Dirichlet configura-
o o

tion manifolds, say [Emb (n)]g and [Emb (n)]— > using 

the Observation theory by examining the two diagrams
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jlg
dB ------—

i
and 

ww(3)

B

9B (3)

ttw(3)

Since the boundary conditions g and g are distinct, one 

finds that the conclusions drawn from the first diagram need 

not be the same as the conclusions drawn from the second.

For example, the number of homotopically distinct diagonal 

maps in the first diagram need not be the same as the number 

of homotopically distinct diagonal maps in the second. When 

rephased in terms of the configuration manifolds, such a

conclusion would imply that the number of components of

[Emb^Cn)]g

[Emb^Cn) ]-.
differs from the number of components of

Hence, different Dirichlet configuration mani

folds can possess different topologies, and thereby admit 

different alternatives of mechanical behavior. Significantly, 

there are results in the Obstruction theory which allow one 

to ascertain when two diagrams yield the same conclusions 
65" and when they do not.

One may also ascertain how the change in the body 

topology affects the topology of the Dirichlet configura

tion manifold. Speaking in general terms, the principal 

mathematical elements which one utilizes in the Obstruction 
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theory to answer the two central questions about a 

diagram, which were presented above, are the cohomology 

groups of the base space, relative to the boundary,

{Hn ( 8, SB ,tt) } , 

where it is a suitable ring of coefficients. In the 

situation considered here, the base space is the material 

body manifold itself. If one alters the cohomology groups, 

one alters the conclusions drawn about the Obstruction 

diagram.

In particular, an Obstruction theory result relates 

the number of generators of the cohomology groups and the 

number of homotopically distinct classes of diagonal maps 

of an Obstruction diagram, under suitable circumstances. 

If one rephases the result in terms of the Dirichlet 

configuration manifold, one may relate the number of 

generators of the cohomology groups of the material body 

manifold, relative to the boundary, and the number of 

components of the particular Dirichlet configuration mani

fold under consideration. Hence, if one alters the 

topology of the material body itself, by drilling a hole 

in it, for instance, one can alter considerably the 

relative cohomology groups, and in turn, the topology of 

the Dirichlet configuration manifold.

Thus the Dirichlet configuration manifold model 

presented here has the most attractive feature of being 
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sensitive to changes in the given boundary condition and 

body topology. Moreover, once one has achieved this 

setting, one is in a position to apply the full force of 

the Obstruction theory to resolve specific continuum 

mechanical problems. This approach promises to be a most 

fruitful direction of inquiry. A comment to this end is 

reserved for the last chapter.

THE DIRICHLET CONFIGURATION MANIFOLD 
WHICH MODELS RIGID SUPPORT

Before concluding the chapter it is worth mention

ing that one can devise other models for the Dirichlet 

configuration manifold which are as sensitive to varying 

conditions as the one presented above, and which have an 

even finer structure. One particularly attractive model 

is the one suggested in chapter three. The configurations 

in the manifold are required not only to satisfy the bound

ary condition, but also to come off the boundary in a 

designated manner.

The motivation for the alternative manifold is the’ 

observation that two configurations for a material body 

may model the same boundary condition but may differ 

markedly even very close to the boundary. A visualization 

of the situation is suggested in Figure IV.5, in which two
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BXR BXR

B
0

g(x) - 0 
f(x) = sin(x) xe[O,ir]

FIGURE IV. 5.

Two Functions on [0,ir]' Modeling the same Dirichlet Boundary- 
Conditions Which are Not Coincident on any Neighborhood of 
the Boundary in the sense.
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real-valued functions defined on [o,ir] model the same zero 

boundary condition, but are not close in the C sense in 

any neighborhood of the boundary.

One formally specifies the subset of configurations 

modeling a given boundary condition and particular way 

of coming off the boundary by means of the following lemma 

and definition:

k Lemma IV.4 (The set (n)) Let 
body which is compact,® connected

B be a material 
orientable, and

oriented. Let 9B denote the boundary of B.
Let p be the vector of bundle of positions of
B in R3. Let C^(ri) denote the Banach space of 
all C& sections of n. Let gEC^(r)). Then the
set

(ck)3g(n) = the closure in

SECk(n) :
Us of 9B

ck(n) Of

an open neighborhood
on which s^ = g^

k
a) is a closed set in C (t))

b) is a translate of a closed linear subspace 
Namely, for

— k
ge(c )ag (n) arbitrary,

(ck)8g(n) = g + (Ck)o(r1)

k kwhere ,(C )o(n) = the closure in C (p) of
z" V 
jseC (p): support of s is disjoint J 
(from 9B J
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o 
Definition IV.3. Let Emb (n) be the free 
boundary C* configuration manifold. Let 
be a configuration section for B. Define 
the set (Emb^K (n) by 

d8

(Emb^)9g(n) = (c^DagCn) Emb£(n).

Notice that although the behavior of the configuration 

sections in the set are severely limited near the boundary, 

it is unrestrained in the interior. The situation is 

illustrated in Figure IV.6. The elements of the set may be 

regarded from a physical point of view as modeling configu

rations for the material body for which the Dirichlet 

boundary'condition .is maintained in a more constrained, 

rigidly supported manner, as opposed to a simply supported 
/7 

manner.

As one may anticipate, the new sets have the 

structure of a differentiable manifold, lies as a closed 

submanifold of the free boundary configuration manifold, 

and also lie as closed submanifolds of the previously 

defined Dirichlet configuration manifolds. Moreover, each 

previously defined Dirichlet configuration manifold may be 

viewed as "partitioned" by the newer manifolds, yielding 

a structure which is finer than its original structure: 

Theorem IV.5 Let g be a Dirichlet boundary 
condition, and [Emb^(n)]g the corresponding 
Dirichlet configuration manifold. For each 
ge[Emb^Cn)]g, let
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q = BXR

0 -IT
B

FIGURE IV. 6.

Several Elements' of » for n = (0,tt] X R , B «= [0,ir]
dB = {0,7T}| .
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(Emb^)9g(n)

be the Dirichlet configuration manifold defined 
above. Then

£
a) (Emb )gp(rl) is differentiable manifold 

whose model is the Banach space C^(n).

b) (Emb^)^ (r|) lies as a closed submanifold 
of the 8free boundary manifold Emb^(ri).

c) Moreover, if Slgg = then (Emb^)^ (n) 
lies as a closed submanifold of the 8 
Dirichlet configuration submanifold 
[Emb£(n)]g.

d) Set theoretically,
(Emb^tn)] = U {(Emb^). (n)}, 

g ge[Emb^Cn)]g 8

1 a disjoint union.

e) The topology induced upon the set [Emb^(r])] 
when it is viewed as a disjoint union of 8 
closed submanifolds is finer than its mani
fold topology.

Proof: see Theorem III.6.

As will become evident in chapter seven, the finer structure 

will be extremely valuable in allowing one to study local 

nonuniqueness problems.

A SUMMARY

To recapitulate, in this chapter the free boundary 

configuration set has been modeled as an infinite dimen

sional differentiable manifold. The set of configurations 
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satisfying a given place boundary condition have been 

modeled in two ways, depending on whether one maintains 

the boundary condition by simple or rigid support.

The manifold structure and topology of these models have 

been developed somewhat and compared to the usual 

topological linear space model. The models developed here 

are shown to be more versatile than the linear space 

models in that their topology may vary in accordance with 

the topology of the body and the boundary condition under 

consideration. The variations in the topology in the 

models reflects variations in the alternatives of possible 

physical behavior available to the body. One may now turn 

one’s attention to the formulation of the dynamic elements 

of the theory.
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V. A FORMULATION OF THE DYNAMIC ELEMENTS AND
THE FINITE ELASTOSTATIC OPERATOR

In this chapter the dynamic elements of the finite 

elastostatic theory arc incorporated into the geometric 

model using the tools available from the global nonlinear 

analysis. The incorporation is accomplished in a two step 

process. First of all, the classical dynamic elements 

must be presented in such a way that one can apply the 

global analysis techniques of chapter three. This require

ment leads one to cast the elements in terms of a fiber bun

dle formulation. Once the dynamic elements are set, the 

global analysis theorems may be applied, and the geometric 

model follows straightforwardly.

One achieves the following results in this chapter. 

The set of body force density fields are shown to consti

tute a Banach space of sections of a vector bundle. The 

stress tensor fields can also be cast into a bundle 

formulation. From them, one can evolve a finite elasto

static operator which serves as the geometric representative 

for the elastostatic equations. The operator links the 

free boundary or Dirichlet configuration manifolds with 

the body force density Banach spaces. The particular 

response of the naterial determines the particular charac

teristics of the elastostatic operator link. With the
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specification of the configuration manifolds, the body 

force density spaces, and the finite elastostatic operator 

linking them, one comp lotos the qualitative model for the 

finite elastostatic free boundary and Dirichlet problems.

Inevitably, the development in this chapter taxes 

tlie reader considerably. The frustration must l>e compounded 

further when the reader discovers, in contrast to the 

dramatic departure soon in the solution manifolds, that the 

results obtained for the dynamic elements do not differ 

significantly from previous models. In truth, the chapter 

plays a supporting role in the overall work. However, the 

role is an essential one, and one must maintain the rigor 

if results are to be warranted. Consequently, the casual 

reader is forwarned to take the chapter with a considerable 

grain of salt, and the involved reader is encouraged to 

review the immense detail of the development at his leisure.

MATKEMATIC A L PRELIMINARIES

The Vector Bundles Used to Formulate 
the Dynamic Elements are Introduced

The dynamic elements of a finite elastostatic theory, 

such as the traction vector field, the body force density 

field, and the stress tensor field, may be given a bundle 
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f orrau 1 at i on . In the classical formulation the traction 

vector field and the body force field arc defined over a 

region of fuel id can space as opposed to the body itself. 

Indeed, if the configuration of the body changes, the region 

of I;uelidean space over which the fields are defined changes. 

Tliis situation is most inconvenient for setting tlic mathe

matical problem. Hence, new bundles arc introduced which 

allow these fields to be viewed as different vector fields 

over the same base space. They arc the vertical tangent 

bundle, and its pullback relative to a given configuration.

The Vertical Tangent Bundle

One introduces the vertical tangent bundle in order

to view fields defined over a region of physical space as

fields defined over the abstract body itself. Let B be a

material body He of

one may identifypositions .

closed subsoace of

at (p , r) : the vecto subspace which i

n

Tnr)

tangent to the fiber

the tangent space

h point (p , r) in n

T(nn)

and let r, = B ;; R be

Tn, . to n(p,r)

Figure V.l displays the subspace. It is called the space 

of vectors tangent to the fiber of n at (p,r)i or the
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space of vertical vectors (to rj at (p,r). The vertical 

subspaces may be bundled togetlicr to form a vector bundle 

over f), the vortical tangent bundle over n . Its standard 

fiber is R3. It is a closed subbundle of the tangent bundle 

Th, and is denoted TFb. The subbundle relationship is 

indicated schematically in the following diagram

■>Tfn = U T(r, )

> n

Note in particular, that there is a canonical identification 

of the fibers of TFr, and the fibers of p: that is, if

IV e n, W determines isomorphism of the ribers
P P

wp: TFti k = T^Phv 
p p p

"p

The Pullback of the Vertical Tangent Bundle

The vertical tangent bundle allows fields defined 

over regions of R3 occupied by the body to be char.icterize 

by fields defined on the body B itself, provided one is
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given a reference configuration. Given a configuration

of B in R3, or equivalently, given a configuration

o f

th c bundle

restriction bund1e to thisTI- o r

s u h in a n i f o 1 d ofn

it

The bundle is

bund1c which he diagramThe makes

(TFG) TFH

n

s
B n

Tn

t s , n.

s <

s .
V

"pul1 cd

Mathematically
■k

s ,
'p

---- >

one may view the body B a submanifold of

has thc

b und 1 e over B.

q, namely the closed

commute. The details of the bundle are given in the foot-
7.7 

noted reference. In particular, note that the bundles

Ts^p and t; are isomorphic, through the isomorphism mentioned 

above.

The two bundles introduced here allow the dynamic ■ 

elements of the elastostatic theory to be placed in a 

mathematical setting to which the global analysis machinery 

may be applied. The elements which will bo placed in the 

setting are: the body force density field, the traction 

vector density field, and the stress tensor field.
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BODY FORCE DP.NSTTY FIELDS ARE SECTIONS OF
71 

THE; VERTICAL TANGENT BUNDLE

Recall that the body force density field is defined 

classically as follows: if X is a configuration of the 

body B in the physical space R3, then the specification 

of a body force density field on X(3) is the specification 

at each point x of X(b) of a body force density vector 

b(x), viewed as an element of R3. Thus the body force 

density field is an R3 valued function on X(B). To 

set the field in the bundle theory, recall that at each 

place x in X(B), the tangent space to R3 at x, TR3^, 

may be identified with R3. Hence, a body force density 

field may be regarded as a specification at each place x 

in X(^) an element of the tangent space to Rat x.

Lot s be the section of the bundle of positions p 

associated with the configuration x* From the isomorphism

between the tangent space TR^ at the place x in x(B)

and the vertical tangent space

may view the body force dcnsi ty

TFnsx(p) at sx(^- one

field, b as specifying

at each configuration section point sx(pj an element

b, of the vertical tangent snace TFpc . Hence, the ~ 5'/ IP J
body force density field may be viewed as a section of the 

restricted vertical tangent bundle TFT11 sxz CB) . Finally,
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pulling back the vertical tangent bundle by sa , one

may express the body force density field as a section of

the bundle rsxn‘ One denotes this fact by writing

b E f(Ts n).
X

In this way one transforms a body force

density field from a field defined over a region of R3 to

a section of the vector bundle "s^r| over the body B 

associated with the configuration section s .

THE CAUCHY STRESS TENSOR FIELD IS
GIVEN A BUNDLE FORMULATION

For a Given Configuration the Cauchy Stress
Tensor Field is a Section of a Linear Map Bundle

The Cauchy stress tensor field associated 'with the

body B in the configuration y t‘'ie material compris-
7^

ing it is classically viewed as a field of linear mappings

of R3 defined over the region X(B) of physical space:

T : XC3) ------------ >- L(R3 R3).

It may also be formulated as a section of a vector bundle 

defined over B. First of all, by the identification of 

R3 with the tangent space to R3 at the place x, the 

Cauchy stress tensor at x may be regarded as a linear 

mapping of tangent spaces
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Tx £ L(R3,R3) = L(TR3x,TR3x).

Let i> e B be the material point occupying the place x in

the configuration X, and let be the section of

a s sociatcd with X, If Isx(p) denotes the isomorphism of

the fibers TRx and Ts Pp provided 

viewed as a linear mapping of fibers

by sx, 

of TS)(p:

T x may be

i i s (p) ) - 15 {n 1 ‘ T , ’ I <. frji E L (Tc n T c n ) • x XIPJ xCpj sxlp-) XnP> XpP

L (T q p T c p ) 5X p> SX P is the fiber at p of a bundle

maps L(TS n,Ts n) over B. Allowing the point

vary, one achieves a mapping

of linear

p E B to

TCSXC-)) : B L Cpsxp > ^’sx'n' 1

In fact, this mapping is a cross section of the linear map

bundle. One denotes this fact by writing

T(s (-)) er (l(ts p,ts p).
A A A

Hence, for a given present configuration section sx , 

specification of the Cauchy stress tensor field is equiva

lent to the specification of a cross section of a vector 

bundle. In fact, the differentiability of the Cauchy stress 

tensor field may be considered in terms of the differen

tiability of the cross section.
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THE FIRST PIOLA-KIRCHOFF STRESS TENSOR FIF.LD
IN BUNDLE FORMULATION

Why the Field is Introduced

At this stage in the formulation the first Piola- 

Kirchoff stress tensor field may be conveniently presented. 

While its introduction is not essential in order to 

formulate the Dirichlet problem, it is necessary when one 

formulates tlic Neumann, or traction boundary value problem. 

By formulating the Dirichlet model in terms of the first 

Piola-Kirchoff stress tensor field initially, the author 

is ant.icipating a. future effort in which the model is 

extended to encompass the traction boundary value problem.

The First Piola-Kirchoff Stress Tensor Field is

a Section of a Vector Bundle

Recall that the first Piola-Kirchoff stress tensor 

field is a mixed tensor field defined over a reference 

configuration '^(B) for the material body which 

characterizes the stress of the body in some deformed
73

configuration 6(B), The bundle formulation of tne tensor 

field proceeds in a manner similar to that of the Cauchy 

stress tensor field. By identifying the tangent bundle to 
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the physical space R3 with the vertical tangent bundle 

to the present configuration section s > and by pulling 

back to a bundle over the body B by the reference

con f.i gurat ion section s , ' K
Ki rcho f f tensor at p e B 

of the vector bundle over

configuration section s :K

one can identify the fir.st Riola

ns a linear mapping of the fiber

B associated with the reference

Tq (s ,v) : Ts p-r,
b K X 5 K 1P

TS

Tsk^x’P} e ^^s^P P>TsKrlp)«

Allowing the point p to vary, TsK (s ,-) may be regarded

as a cross section of a bundle of linear maps, denoted

Tsk(sx>-) e r(L(TSKri,TSKri))

The Piola-Kirchoff Stress Operator is Developed

A pivota. 1 point in the development is now reached.

With the bundle formulation one gains the ability to view

the Piola-Kirchoff stress tensor field T=k(sx.-) in the

configuration s^ as arising from an operator correspondence.

One may easily see how this point of view arises.

configuration of the material body change. Let the present
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say to S(l), and let the new Cauchy stress tensor field be

d enoted As be fore, the Cauchy stress tensor

f 1 c .1 d g c aerates a new first P i o 1 a - K i r c h o f f stress t c no r 

field over the reference configuration K, The new field 

ma)• bc viewed as a section o f t’nc r;undie o f 1 i ncar r.aps 

from tire reference configuration bundle r, into the 

referon co configuration bundle Ts b

'i's (s,,-) c L(Tv r>,Te r,) .

The new P i o1 a -K i r c h o f f stress tensor field is a section

of the same vector bundle as the old one. Hence, in this 

formulation, a change in the present configuration of the 

body manifests itself as a change in section of the fixed 

linear map bundle L(TSi<.r) ,T$ r,) . Consequently, one may assert 

that there exists an operator correspondence Ts which 

associates the sections of r, which correspond to 

configurations, sections of the linear map bundle L (Ts T|, Ts . 

Symbolically, one may write

7c.k : {set of configuration sections}-----------> f(L (Ts ^r;, Ts ^n))

The correspondence will be called the Piola-Xirchoff stress 

tensor operator, and will serve as the basic element with 

which one incorporates the elastostatic field equations 
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into the geometric riodcl.

In order to set the clastostatic field equations

in terms of the first Pio 1 a-Kirchoff stress operator, it 

is convenient to make one more mathematical identification.

If a connection is specified on the bundle of configurations 

n, and if the reference configuration section s is 

such that its first jet extension is invertible in the jet
"Z//

bundle sense, then the covariant derivative of s , V^s.^., 

determines a vector bundle isomorphism between the tangent 

bundle body B, and the bundle Tg^p. Hence, a section 

of TSi^p is uniquely identifiable with a vector field over 
7S"

3. Ivith this identification, the first Piola-Kirchoff 

tensor field relative to the reference configuration section 

s for a present configuration section s , T.~ (s
K i ° X’ °K X

may be identified with a section of the bundle of linear

maps from the tangent bundle over B into the bundle of 

configuration p,

Ts (sy)(-) = TSk(sx,-)-V^s^C-) e r(L(73,TSKq)).

Thus, the Piola-Kirchoff stress operator may be viewed as 

a correspondence Ts which associates with configuration 

sections of the body B sections of the vector bundle 

L(TB,TSkp),
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TSk : (set of configuration sections} ------------ ► r(L(TB,TSKn))

s* ------------ -

The elastostatic operator will be developed from this 

operator.

THE MATERIAL RESPONSE SPECIFIES THE 
PIOLA-KIRCHOFF STRESS OPERATOR

Once one is assured of the existence of a PiOla-Kirchoff 

stress operator, one may examine ways of specifying it. 

The stress operator is specified in analytical terms by 

mathematical constitutive relation which characterizes the 

particular response properties of the material comprising 

the body. By employing some elements of the global 

analysis one may see how the material response of the body 

manifests itself in the geometric model. One finds that . 

it determines the specific way in which the Piola-Kirchoff 

stress operator "links” the various configuration manifolds 

to their corresponding spaces of stress tensor fields.

A Smoothly Responding Material Specifies 
the Piola-Kirchoff Operator as a Mapping 
Defined on the Configuration Manifolds

How can the geometric model reflect the property that 
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the mat erial c oir.pr i s i. n g the material body I-', smoothly 

responding? To say tliat a material body B has a "smooth 

response" means that a smooth present configuration of 3
7 results in a smooth Piola-Kirchoff stress tensor field. In

mathematical terms this means that a configuration section

s
X

of the bundle r, if C00 gives rise to a Piola-Kirchoff

the vector bundle L(TB, Ts n), is also C”. Hence, for

the purposes here, if the body B has "smooth response".

the Piola-Kirchoff stress operator T q takes the elementss|<

of the C00 manifold of configurations, Embc°(r;) , into

the space of C00 sections of L(T3,TS|<p), or

TSk : Emb^Cn) <= C^Cn) C00(L(TB,TSi<r1)) .

The Piola-Kirchoff Operator is an lSu Order Differential

Operator When the Body is Elastic of Degree 1

To say that the material body B is simple elastic

of degree 1 is to say that at each point the Piola-Kirchoff 

stress tensor depends only upon the first derivative of
77

the present configuration. Any other configuration luentical 

to the present configuration up to order 1 at a particular 

place generates the same stress. This condition may be 

expressed in global analysis terms as stating that the
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Piol a - K1 rchof f stress correspondence is deter rainedK

by a constitutive relation which depends only upon the

1st" order jet of the configuration section at each point.

From the definition in chanter three, mappings

which take smooth sections of a bundle into smooth sections

of another bundle and factor through the jet section map, 

or a. covariant derivative map, are called differential 

operators (with Cro coefficients). Thus, one may express

the conditions imposed upon the 

by the material response in the 

in the following way:

Pio 1 a-Kirci.off stress ope'..tor 

language of global analysis

Definition V.l. Let B be a material body, p 
the position bundle of B in R3, and TB the 
tangent bundle to B. To say that B is a smooth 
clastic material body simple of grade 1 is to say 
that the first Piola-Kirchoff stress tensor operator 
relative to any reference configuration is deter
mined by the response function associated with the 
material body which is a differential operator of 
order one:

a) That is to say takes the manifold of
smooth configuration sections, an open submani
fold of the smooth sections of the vector bundle 
p, into the smooth sections of a linear map 
space:

irSK : Emb^Cn) <2 Ca) b) c°(p) ---------- > c” (L (TB , Tg^p) ) ,

and,

b) the constitutive relation for 7= factors 
the FinniTOid of C local configuration 

sections by means of a fiber bundle
morphism;
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w I'i c r c

1iSk : IV ------------ >- L(TB,TSi<n)

is a fiber bund 1c morphism, and

(hSK) ; : > Cro(L(TB,TS|<n))

is the indue;;, mapping on the section manifolds. 
One has the diagram

To say that the stress depends only upon tlic 
gr .■! d i on t of the deformation is to say that the 
P io1 a -Kirchoff constitutivc rc1 at ioa factors 
through the manifold of local configuration sec
tions of grade one in a special way: thc factoring 
is accomplished by the covariant derivative on p:
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The bundles arc as defined in chapter three.

One may also specify a material response of higher order 

in similar terms.

Complex as these diagrams may appear tiieir rais on 

d'etre is quite simple. They show in a precise, succinct 

way how the constitutive relation for the material 

manifests itself in the geometric model as specifying the 

link between the (kinematic) manifold of configurations 

and the (dynamic) space of stress tensor fields. Indeed, 

if the material body were not simple of degree one, but 

rather simple of degree ]<) or composed of a material with 

fading memory, then the specification of the Pio1 a - Kirchof 

stress opera.tor Jink would be radically different. The 

operator could no longer be viewed as factoring through the 

manifold of local configuration sections; rather, it would 

factor through a higher order bundle, or a series of
78 bundles. The situation is characterized in global analysis 

terms when the operator is characterized as a differential 

operator of higher order, or a more general integro

differential operator. The question will be examined further 

after the geometric model is presented.
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A Lofal Hep riv.cut .a t i on j'or the ‘iatcriai It cpo 11c

Formi 1 ating the stress operator Ln terms lil;c the 

diagrains above is excellent for investigating its global 

properties, and in particular, existence and uniqueness 

questions. This advantage wi11 be seen shortly. However, 

in order to gain some insig'nt into the diagrams, and more 

importantly, in order to utilize results from Continuum 

Mechanics in the geometric model, one must have the ability 

to represent the stress operator in terms of the classical 

analysis. At this stage, then, it is instructive to show 

what the stress operator looks like in terms of a coordinate 

specification. By so doing, one will discover how the 

classical representation for the response function relative 

to a given reference local configuration field determines 

the fiber bundle morphism h^ which occurs in the global 

diagram.

If one chooses a coordinate chart (ci >U) on the 

body B with coordinate functions X, and trivializations 

((«OXYO^> ao’ on H> with coordinate functions (X,x), 

for x the classical "place" coordinate functions for 

R3, and using the induced charts on TB^ and

L (TB , T 3 „ r,) , any differential op c r ts t o r o f order one fro m 

F| into L(TB, TS|<rl),



•• cm(n)------------ > cco(L(Ti;,T5Kr,j)

r.i;iy be rep re s on ted as an operator on the polynomial space 

built on R3 into the space of linear maps of R3 into 

itself:

[C<xoxyo)RT*cxo] • E- [J* Ccxoxyo)J"1 : ao(U) X R3 X L(R3,R3) -> ao(U) X L(R3,R3)

(X, x, F) ------^(X, f(X, x, r))

In particular, if the differential operator factors through 

the covariant derivative, as is the case with the Pio1 a- 

Kirchoff stress tensor operator, the representation is 

somewhat simplified: for

’n
implies that the local representation of the operator is 

[(aoXYo)ST*ao]f[(cxoxYo)CT*ao]":l : ao(U) X L(R3,Rd) -> ao(U) X L(R3,R3)

(X, (X, f(x, r)).

For the Piola-Kirchoff stress tensor operator relative to 

the reference configuration s , 

the local representation is of the following form 
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[(aoxYo)f<T*ao]liS|<[(cioxYo)ev'r*aor1 : a0(U) X L(R3,R3) -> rj.oV><) X L(I<'J,I<3)

(X , 1') (X, I'j)

The tensor - va lued function /as (X,F) is the classic repre

sentation of the Piola-Kirchoff response function relative 

to the choice of charts. One gains the usual interpreta

tion of a\ s as the representation of t It e clastic 

Piola-Kirchoff response function relative to a field of 

reference local configurations upon realising that, given 

a connection on n, the admissible charts on L(TB,r,) are 

in bijective correspondence with the fields of the first 

jot bundle of sections of p which are invertible at 

each point. These invertible fields may be indentified 

with fields in the bundle of frames of B, which in turn 

are identified with the fields of reference local 

configurati ons.

THE GEOMETRIC MODEL FOR THE FINITE ELASTOSTATIC PROBLEM

The finite elastostatic field equations may now be 

set into the geometric model through the introduction of 

a finite elastostatic operator. The operator specifies

a link between the manifold of C configuration sections 

and the space of smooth body force density sections. The 
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methods of chapter three then allovz one to extend the link 

to configuration sections which have lessor degrees of 

sinootimes s ,

The Finite Elastostatic Operator

The bundle formulation of the divergence operation

allows one to develop the finite elastostatic operator. 
80In the theory of vector bundles, the divergence operation 

"div" may be viewed as a linear mapping which takes the 

smooth sections of the linear map bundle L(TB,n) into 

smooth sections of the position bundle T],

div : c” ( L (TB , r,) ) -------- >• C^Cr,).

From this operator and the bundle isomorphism 

between p and T,. p, one obtains the bundle counterpart 

to thc divergence operator over the reference configuration. 

It is a linear mapping "Div" which takes smooth sections 

of the linear map bundle L(TB,TS!<ri) into smooth secti.ons 

of the bundle Ts ti.

Div : C "(L (TB,TSkf1) ) ------ > C^iT^p).

Moreover, in the language of the global analysis of chapter 

throe, it is a linear differential operator of order one
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Consequently if a P i o 1 a - X i r cho 1'f stress tensor field

IV (s ) is viev.’ed in the bundle forinu 1 ation as a siaooth 
X

section of the above linear map bundle, its divergence i. s

a we 11-de fined s moo til section of the- bundle Te r,,5 K

Div(?c (s )) £ C^CT^.n) 
"K X r'

Tims, if the material comprising the body "has a siaooth 

response, one may define an operator which links the 

m a n i f old of Cc o n f i g u r a t i o n s e c t i o n s w i t h smooth vector 

fields over t.lie body by

Div '8Sk: Emb^Cn) -------- >- C^CTs^)

s -------- )- D i v (y s ( s ) ) .
X s< X

This operator serves as the finite elastostatic operator 

for the geometric model developed here.

The specifications placed upon the Piola-Kirchoff 

stress operator by the material response may be carried 

over to the finite elastostatic operator. In particular, 

if the material body is simple, elastic of degree one, then 

the finite elastostatic operator may be characterized in 

global analysis terms as a particular kind of differential 

operator of order two.

Div -s = Div (as ) -V :cmo (p) ------ > (1sKn)rs rs K I | Is.
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The factoring may be viewed in terms of the diagram

?'iore generally, if the material body is simple, elastic 

of degree k, or a body with fading memory, then the 

finite elastostatic operator would be characterized as a 

differential operator of higr.or order, or as a more complex 

integro-differentia1 operator.

The Finite Elasostar.ic Model over the Classical Functions

Once the nature of the finite elastostatic operator 

is specified in global analysis terms, the results of 

chapter three may be employed to construct a geometric 

model for the finite elastostatic problem over the classi

cal functions. The model for the simple elastic body of 

degreeone will now be presented.

Let [Emb^Cn); 2, - 0,1,2,...} 'and (C^CTs^n); f-0,1,2...} 

denote the families of configuration section manifolds and 

body force density spaces of varying degrees of differentiability. 



The f.eometvic model over the classical functions is 

completed when one specifics which configuration manifolds 

arc linked with which body force density spaces by the 

finite clastostatic operator. brom Van Buren's model one 

secs that the proper choice of compatibility condition 

on tiic orders of differentiability is critical to csta- 

i?l i sh i nr; the link. Indeed, if one is interested in 

questions of existence, one must be extremely careful not 

to mismatch the solution and data spaces, if one is not to 

include unnecessarily data for which no solution exists. 

In fact, the matching problem is so significant that it 

constitutes one of Van Buren's assumptions for his model.

If one employs the global analysis setting of 

chapter three to establish the link, the compatibility 

is automatically incorporated into the model in the exten

sion of the finite clastostatic operator. For, the classi

cally differentiable sections of p are characterized by 

the Banach space-valued section functor C°. The functor 

satisfies the axioms for a global nonlinear setting. 

Consequently, if the material body is simple, elastic of 

grade one, its finite clastostatic operator

Div E‘mb (nj ------ > C (T5Kr^ ,

co 
a d.i f f event ini operator of order two, extends to a C 

nonlinear mapping defined over the manifolds of C
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con f i f,u ra I: ions

P -f. a o
i)iv Ts : limb”' " (n) -------- >- n) ^ = 0,1,2,...

A prescription for the extended operator is given by • 

tii co rem, as opposed to intricate norm calculation, its 

d if f crcnt i ab 11 i ty is assurcd , and ti.c compati bi 1 ity 

domain and range is assured.

For the simple, clastic body of degree one, the 

triples

Div TS|<: Emb£+2(rD -------- >C5'(TSkp) £=0,1,2,...,

consisting of a configuration section manifold, a body 

force density space, and a finite elastostatic operator 

linking them constitute the geometric model for the finite 

elastostatic free boundary problem, built over the 

classical functions. Roughly speaking, the model consists 

of two manifolds with a nonlinear differentiable mapping 

linking them. The model may be pictured in terms of 

f1nitc-d1monsiona1 elements as in Figure V.2. Notice 

that the particular way in which the configuration mani- 

folds arc linked to the body force spaces by the fin1tc 

elastostatic operator depends upon the material response. 

In the simple, elastic, dc;;rce one ease, it is the 

d i f f or ent. i1 -o"por.rcor-of-ordcr-1v;o nature of the f inite 
£ + 2 elastostatic operator which dictates that the C



V. 2 .

A Depiction of the Geometric Model for the Free Boundary 
.'robiet using Pinite Dimensional Elements.
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confif.urations are e<;‘.i i 1 ibratcd by C" body forces. If the 

rr:;itori;il response of the body were different, for e-xarplc, 

clastic of a hi ph er de <> roe, the extension of the finite

elasrostatic operator would have linked spaces of entirely

different degrees of differentiability.

Using the results of chapter four one nay excise

from the free boundary model a geometric model for the
£finite clastostatic Diricnlet proolcn. Given a C place

£ £boundary condition geC (r, the manifold of C

configurations modeling the boundary condition in a simple 

supporting manner

[Erab^Cn) ] g

manifold.

C

he closedfree bound

One therebysubraani f o 1 d con

gains the fa o i

£-0,1Div

T h is f the c

D i r i c h 1

* c\tSkp)

finite clastostatic

closed submanifold of the free boundary

olds, its

: [Emb

illustrated in

o 
[emb^CrO ]

Firure V.3.

Ono may envision how the qualitative questions 

manifest themselves in the geometric model. The existence
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S-s>

FIGURE V.3

Visi:ali:ation of zho Geometric Model for the Finite Elnsto- 
Laric Dirichlet P r o b 1 c- n using Finite Dimensional Die: c. 11 s . 
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qucs t i on for the finite clastostatic Diric?.let prob 1 crr:

reintivc to ti;e bofy force density asks if it is 

possible to Find a configuration section s sacisfylnp

the boundary condition and c<iu i 1 i i)ra t in;' s, . In1 ■ b

terms of tiie geometric model, the body force density

Sb ihay be vicwcd as a point i n t li c section spacesect i o n

The existence question then bcco e s , docs sb

have a preiinar,c under tlie finite clastostatic operator

Div 'l's K in the closed submanifold [Hnib*

global uniqueness question may be phrased as, docs there 

5,+ 9exist more than one preimagc of S’o in [Emb ‘'(q)](T? The

local uniqueness question inquires whether or not it is 
2,+ 2possible to separate configuration sections in [Enb (n) ]n

equilibrating s- by neighborhoods. An example of these 

situations is depicted in Figure V.3.

One quickly appreciates the topological and 

geometric nature of the reformulated questions. One can 

easily anticipate how the geometric and topological theory 

of differentiable mappings on manifolds can be employed to

resolve the m.

A COMPARISON WITH BEJU'S GEOMETRIC MODEL

It is instructive to compare the geometric model

Presented here with those existing in the literature. A 
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comparison will be made witli the r>iodcl of I. Be jo. One 

finds, pleasantly enoui’Ji, tiiat tiic finite c 1 a r. <: o t a t. j c 

operator!; arc coiuparnblc, and that the critical dis

similarities in the models stem from the basic d i. ff c rcnccs 

in tlie way the configuration manifolds are pictured.

Beju's representation for the finite c 1 a s to s t at i. c 

operator is as a global operator defined over the body B 

wliosc argument is a displacement vector field. One may 

gain sueli a representation from the bundle finite 

elastostatic operator developed above. The procedure is

a particular instance of choosing a chart for the manifold 
o

of configurations Emb'v(r|). Recall from Chapter four
£,charts on Emb (p) about any section can be explicitly 

displaying using the bundle exponential map. In particu

lar, if is a reference configuration and Exp 

bundle exponential map on TFp, there is an open set

v,, aoouL s in me namroxd Emb (p) , an onenExp,s K v u >
r ’ K 

neighborhood of vector bundle sections about0 11X0,5,,
H * k 

the zero section in the Banach space C (n)> and a

dir teomornni snr unking tnemc xn , s. > K

Emb'”' (p) s Cy'(r,)
L, A ; J *

which takes the configuration st, into the zero suction

in o)r . The pair ) is a manifolLxp,s r 1 Exp.s ’ isxn, s Jr ’ K 1 1 k x ‘ K
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cliart tor limb (r)) about s .
k ' whi ch may bc vicwcd as

aa a o c i a t i n a, with cacl’i section ncarby a vector

field of rj near the zero section.

In particular, if one chooses the trivial exponen

tial map, E} on TFq the map 2 can be globalized, 
o

and one may parametrize the entire manifold Emb’v(h) in 

terms of ndisplacer.icnt vector fields" relative to s :1 K

Qp : Emb^Cn) -------- >- fir (Emb^Cn)) = D <Z C (r. j ,
t, s , r t, s , r t-. s , r’ ’ K’ ’ k’

s<i--------------------------------------------------- "J

where s u = s . , and the sum is in the sense of a 9
C (q) . fiis the classic representation of the C

£configurations relative to s as C displacement vector

fields. Recall, that although this parametrization exists, 
£(Emb (rj , fir need not be a. manifold chart at s ,

c > si t <
since Emb^Cq) may not bo contractible to s .

If one represents the finite e1 as to stat i c operator 

introduced above in rerms of the parametrization, one 

achieves an operator whose argument is a. displacehient vector 

field

-1 + 2 ?Div T fi : Dr e C~ z(q) -------- > C^(ri)
b .5 I. * SK ’ K ’ <

Div Te (s + u) 5k k X 1 
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The operator so gained in Bcju’s free boundary operator A, 

jii'iios the i’ody foj’cc part. The critical di. rfcrcnce b c t e n 

the two operators Li. c in thoir Jciaaiiis of definition: tiic 

operator gained here is dcfir.-'id only over an open 
9, +1* sulimani 1 o 1 d o; C ‘ (n) , as opposed to the topological 

1 j. n c a r s p ace,

The principal (liffcrencc between the nod cl presen

ted here a nd tiie iieju's 'model lie:; with tiic Dirichlet 

problciii. lii Beju's model, t’;e subnani folds representing 

di f Cerent Dirichlet solution spaces are d i f f c or;.o rph i c . 

lienee, Be j u reduces all Dirichlet prcb 1 er.i models to a 

single geometric model by introducing a homogeneous boundary 

condition space, and a suitably modified clastostatic 

operator f. In tiie model presented here, the 

different Dirichlet configuration manifolds are topologi

cally distinct, in general. Hence, it is impossible to 

reduce all finite elastostatic Dirichlet problem models 

to a single homogeneous model. Coiiiments have already been 

made about the significance of this difference in the 

previous chapter.
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VT. Till- GEOMETRIC MODEL FOR THE FREE BOUNDARY PROBLEM 
BUILT OVER THE SOBOLEV SPACES

WHY THE GEOMETRIC MODEL MUST BE MODIFIED

In the previous chapter the geometric models for 

the finite elastostatic free boundary and Dirichlet pro

blems for the simple, elastic material body were completed. 

One now begins to examine the question of how one gleans 

information from them.

Previously Used Mathematical Methods are Useless

The question cannot be quickly dispatched. For 

when one replaces the hybrid geometric models involving 

topological vector spaces by a model whose solution mani

fold possesses no linear structure, one loses not only 

many of the hybrid model results, but also the very use of 

the tools, theorems, and techniques which made them 

po si. I) 1 c . In order to utilize the models developed in the 

previous chapter, one must discover alternative mathe

matical methods to replace those rendered useless.
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The New Methods Require More General Settings

The alternative methods and tools are only now 

evolving as abstract theorems in infinite-dimensional 

geometry theory and algebraic topology. Some of the tools, 

like the implicit function theorem used by Van Buren, can 

be applied immediately to the geometric model built over 

the classical functions to obtain existence and unique

ness conclusions. However, most of the tools cannot be 

applied effectively to the geometric model as it now stands. 

In order to accommodate them, one must modify the models. 

For example, to employ the Morse Theory, or the Lusternik- 

Schnirelman Theory effectively, it is most profitable to 

extend the models to ones built over functions having a 

more general form of continuity and differentiability. 

Tliis situation parallels that in Beju's model, where, in 

order to effectively apply Langenbach's results, Beju 

generalized his data space to the Hilbert space of square 

integrable fields.

The Holder functions and the Sobolev functions 

mentioned in chapter three are particularly attractive 

candidates to use in the extension. Indeed, since much 

work on the existence and uniqueness problems for the 

linear infinitesimal elastostatic problem has been done 

using the Sobolev function spaces, it is of value to
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cast the nonlinear problem in the same setting.

The Regularity Question Arises

But how does one gain existence or uniqueness con- 

elusions for "concrete", classically C configurations 

for a material body from a generalized function setting? 

The procedure one develops consists of two steps. Firstly, 

one chooses a generalized setting for the geometric model 

which yields as easily as possible conclusions for the 

existence and uniqueness questions for the finite e1 asto- 

static problem. One then attempts to pull back the results 

to the classical function setting by proving theorems which 

state that if the given data are in fact differentiable
o 

then the generalized function solution is in fact C 

differentiable. Theorems which accomplish this purpose are 

called "regularity theorems," and the investigation of which 

conclusions can be pulled back and which cannot is called 

"the regularity question". Hence, one witnesses the three 

fundamental areas of investigation in a geometric model: 

existence, uniqueness, and regularity.

What the Development Accomplishes

In short, this chapter casts the geometric model 
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for the free boundary in a more general mathematical setting 

which will allow one to more effectively apply contemporary 

mathematical methods to draw physical conclusions about 

existence and uniqueness questions. The model one obtains 

has features similar to the classical function model. It 

sets the problem as a differentiable mapping between mani

folds. The specification of the configuration manifold, 

data space, and finite elastostatic operator is given by 

Definition VI.1, Theorem VI.1, and Theorem VI.2, which 

constitute the main results of the chapter. The generalized 

configuration manifolds have the same homotopy type as the 

manifolds; hence, alternatives of rcechanscal behavior 

are not gained or lost by the mathematical generalization. 

However, the topology and geometry of the generalized con

figuration manifolds are more sophisticated than that of 

its classical function counterparts. The more sophisticated 

structure permits the more effective use of the mathematical 

tools. In chapter seven, the Dirichlet model will be 

similarly generalized.

In this chapter and the next, the reader will 

encounter a development which is more mathematically than 

physically motivated. However, as illustrated in Bej u's 

model, the development is a necessary step if one is to 

glean physical conclusions from the model. The relevance ■ 
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of the development will manifest itself in chapter eight, 

where one actually perceives how to glean information from 

the model.

PROBLHMS ONE ENCOUNTERS IN EXTENDING TUI- 
FREE BOUNDARY MODEL

The Extension of the Infinitesimal Elasticity Model Relies 
Heavily Upon Its Linear Structure

How does one go about extending the free boundary 

model to a generalized function setting? One may examine 

the extension of the infinitesimal elasticity model for 

clues .

The extension of the linear elastostatic place 

boundary value problem to a generalized function space 
82^ setting is an intricate, but straightforward process. The 

solution spaces and data spaces are completed to form two 

families of Banach spaces of generalized functions. The 

families are linked by the extension of the infinitesimal 

elasticity operator, whose properties are usually gained 

by a series of intricate calculations.
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The Problems in Extending the 
Finite Elasticity Model

Two problem areas arise in extending the finite 
o 

elastostatic model: the generalization of the C" 

configuration manifolds, and the extension of the elasto

static operator.

The problem one encounters with extending the con

figuration manifolds rests in their lack of linear struc- 
p 

ture. The extension of the linear solution spaces C (p) 

for the infinitesimal elastostatic problem rely heavily 

upon their linear structure. The manifold of con-
n 0

figurations Emb^fp), which lies only as a subset of C (p) 

and possesses no linear structure, cannot be extended in ' 

the.same manner. Rather one must pursue the extension 

more carefully.

A parallel problem arises in the extension of the 

finite elastostatic operator. If the operator were
* Q

defined over the entire Banach space C (p), its extension 

to a generalized function setting would be given 

immediately by theorem. However, its domain of definition 

SIconsists only of the open set Emb (p). Hence, the 

extension is not a trivial matter.

Although the nonlinear problem does not extend to 

the generalized function space setting with the speed and
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dispatch that the linear problem does, one is not relegated 

to a hopeless position. The tools provided by the global 

nonlinear analysis provided in chapter three still allow 

one to set the configuration manifolds, and extend the 

finite elastostatic operator in a precise manner. Both the 

Holder functions and the Sobolev functions may be viewed 

in terms of Banach space-valued section functors: the 

Holder functors of exponent a, C^+a, and the Sobolev 
2 ,

functors L= Hk. By Theorem III. 7 , both functors 

satisfy the axioms for a global nonlinear setting. Thus 

the tools of the global nonlinear analysis may be employed 

to assist in the extension of the configuration manifolds 

and the elastostatic operator, and to insure the proper 

matching of the solution manifolds and the data spaces. 

Most importantly, one may accomplish the extensions by 

use of theorems, as opposed to extensive norm calculations.

THE EXTENSION OF THE DATA SPACES

Since the body force density section spaces

Cr(Ts^p) built over the classical functions maintain their 

linear structure, their extension to the Sobolev spaces 

follows immediately by theorem from the methods of chapter 

three. The Sobolev functor H° is a Banach (in fact, Hilbert) 
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spacc-valucd section functor which satisfies the axioms 

through B§4 of the global linear analysis. Hence by 

theorem, one is assured that the classical force density 

section spaces Cr(TSKr]) may be extended in a continuous 

way to a chain "ClI r(Ts (n))} of Banach spaces of force 

density sections with more generalized differentiability 

and continuity properties. For the convenience of the 

reader the extension is summarized as a corollary, which 

one may establish from the work of chapter three:

83
Corollary VI.1. Let B be a smooth, compact, 
material body. Let T] = B x R3 be its bundle 
of positions, sK be a reference configuration 
section for B, and let Cr (TS[<ri) denote the 
space of Cr body force density field relative 
to sK.

Then

a) for each integer r, the Sobolev space
Ht(TS1<ti) of sections of which are
square integrable to order r over B is 
a well defined Hilbert space,

b) the classical body force density section 
spaces Cr(TSK.r]) inject in a continuous, 
linear manner into the corresponding Sobolev 
space:

i: Cr(Ts^ri) ----- -y r = 0,1,2,3 , . . .

c) one has the following embedding theorems
which indicate the relation between the 
classically differentiable sections and the 
generalized sections: for k, r, into 

(1) ikr: > Hr(r|), for k>r>0.



(2) ir^ur(n) *■ C (11) > r t- > 2 + , 9, >J) .

The family of spaces {llr(p)} serves as the geometric 

model for the body force density sections built over the 

Sobolev function spaces,

HOW THE FREE BOUNDARY
EXTENDS TO THE

CONFIGURATION MANIFOLD
SOBOLEV SPACES

5, 
The manifolds of C configurations may be extended

o 
to open submanifolds of the Sobolev spaces H (rj) . The

S, definition of the classical Emb (p) manifolds themselves 

provide the clue for constructing the extensions. Moreover, 

the fact that one may employ the methods of chapter three 

permits one to construct the extensions without being in

undated with a plethora of norm calculations. The essential 

elements of the extension are contained in the following 

definition and theorem.

Definition VI.1. Let B be a smooth, compact, 
connected material body which is orientable and 
oriented. Let p be the vector bundle of positions 
of B in R3. Let W^"^ be the open fiber sub
bundle of non-degenerate one jets in J 1(p) . Let 
Degj(p) denote the open submanifold of continuous 
sections of p which are of degree one. 

a) Let

.11 : Hr(p) ------------ ► iF^CJ^p))
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denote the continuous linear homconior plii sin 
onto a closed subspace which extends the one 
jet extension map from the classical (CrJ 
section spaces. For r > 3, define

Imm Hr(ri) = i x " 1 (Iir 1 (W ( 3 ) )

Term Imm Hr(p) the Hr-^enoralized immer
sive sections of p.

b) For r > 2, let

iro : IIr(Ti) ------------> C°(p)

be the continuous, linear inclusions speci
fied in Corollary VI.1. Define

DeglHr(p)

and term it 
sections of

= ipo (Deg°(p)),

the Hr-generalized degree one 
n.

c) For r > 3, define

Emb Hr(p) = ImmHrCp) HDeg^Cp)

to be the Hr-generalized embedding sections 
of p, or the Hr configuration sections.

Theorem VI.1 . Under the hypotheses of Definition VI . 1

EmbHr(p) Hr(p)

is an open C00 submanifold having the following 
properties which reflect the fact that it is an 
"admissible" extension of Embr(p):

a) The continuous linear inclusion

i: Cr(p) ----------- Hr(p)
. -CO . _restricts to a C inclusion

i: Embr(p) ----------- ► EmbHr(p),

for r > 3.
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b) For r >_ 3, £ > 0 integers satisfying the 
relation r >”3/2 + 8, , then the continuous, 
linear inclusion

ir£ : HT(n) ------------ ». c?-(n)

(1) restricts to a
CO

C inclusion

ir^ : EmbHr(n) ------------ ► Emb^(n).

Hence, elements of EmbHr(ri) are embeddings 
of B into R3 in some classical (C^) 
sense.

(2) Moreover,

i^^CEmb^CrD) = {seHr(n) : i^Cs)eEmb^Cn)} = EmbHr(ri).

That is to say, all elements of Hr(r,)^ which 
are embeddings in any classical (C^) sense 
are in EmbIIr (F)) .

c) For k > r > 3 integers, the linear, con
tinuous inclusion

ikr : nk(n) ------------ >- i^Cn)

00
(1) restricts to a C inclusion

ikr : EmbIIk(n) ------------ >■ EmbHr(n).

(2) Moreover,

ik^(EmbHr(r|)) = {sEHk(r]) : E EmbH1 (rj)} = EmbHk(ri) .

That is to say, all elements of H (n) which 
are H^ embeddings for some r, 3 < r <_ k, 
are H embeddings.

d) EmbH00(ri) = Einb^Cn) .

The proof of the theorem follows straightforwardly from the 
S'/

work of Palais. Moreover some insight into the topology of

the extended configuration manifolds can be gained from the 
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following theorem relating the homotopy type of EmbH (p) 

and Emb°(p) :

35
Theorem VI . 2 . For k >_ 3, the inclusion map 

Embll^(p) ------------ > Emb°(p)

is a homotopy equivalence.

The particular details of the extended manifolds 

Embll^(p) have not been included in this work, as they are 

not particularly germane to the development of the model. 

Rather, it suffices to say that within the chain of Sobolev

k spaces over p, {H (p)}, there exist open submanifolds

which generalize the Cr domains of definition of the finite 

elastostatic operator.

THE EXTENSION OF THE FINITE ELASTOSTATIC OPERATOR

It remains to see how the finite elastostatic opera

tor extends. If traditional methods were employed to resolve 

this question, one would now be faced with a profusion of 

norm calculations. However, using the global nonlinear 

analysis methods set forth in chapter three, one may now 

establish by theorem, as opposed to calculation, those 

domains to which the finite elastostatic operator extends, 

and the degree of differentiability of the extended operator 

over these generalized domains.
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For a smooth materially uniform clastic material 

body simple of degree one, the finite Piola-Kirchoff clasto- 

static operator relative to a reference section s is a 

diffcrentia 1 operator of order two defined over the C 

configuration sections. That is to say,

Div TSk : nmb°O(n) C°o(n) ------------ > C^CT^n),

and

Div TS|< = Div(hS|<)jtVn E (HSk) J2 

satisfies the diagram

for

hsk : (K2t3)) ----------- ►T^r,

00 f 31a C fiber bundle morphism on W2 , an open fiber 

subbundle of the vector bundle J2(t|). Taking n = 3, p = 2, and 

choosing k=2 > 3/2, Theorem III.2 and Theorem III.7
2 2assure that the functor = H satisfies the axioms B§2

and B§5. Hence, one is assured that the fiber bundle
00 00

morphism HSk extends to a C mapping of the chain of C 

manifold of generalized sections:
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H2 + S(HSk) ’ H2 + S(W2(3)) ----------- " H2 + S(TSkH), s = 0,1,2,..

The extension of the j2 map is also well behaved when restric

ted to open submanifolds:

Lemma VI.1. The continuous linear map 
. li2 + s + 2/ x ,.2 + s,t2,j2 : H (n) ----------- ► h (J (n))

restricts to a c” inclusion

j2 : EmbH4 + S(n) ----------- ► H2 + S(W2C3)),

for s = 0,1,2,...

Combining the results, (and, indeed, without any further 

calculation), one is assured that the finite elastostatic 

operator

Div TSk : Emb"(n) ----------- ► C°0(TSKn)

extends to a nonlinear mapping of manifolds 1

H2 + S(HS|<)-j2 : EmbH2 + S + 2(n) --------+ H2 + S(TSKn)

for s=0,l,2,..., which is c”. Thus, one is assured that 

the generalized operator is continuous, and has continuous 

Frechet derivative at every point in the domain of 

definition.
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THE EXTENDED GEOMETRIC MODEL FOR THE FREE BOUNDARY PROBLEM

Viewing the finite elastostatic operator simply as 

a nonlinear differential operator of order two, the above 

equation asserts that the most general data over the Sobolev 

spaces consistent with the c” extension of the finite 
i 

elastostatic operator is that lying in H2(TSKn), the space 

of sections whose derivatives through order two are 

Lebesque square integrable over the body B:

Div TS|< ; EmbH4(n) --------- H2(TSkt]).

For an arbitrary second order operator, this is as 

far as the global analysis permits the operator to be 

extended. However, since the finite elastostatic operator 

is a particular type of differentiable operator, a divergence 

operator, one may proceed at least one step further in the 

extension. Since a divergence operator of order two is a 

composition of a linear differential operator of order one 

and a nonlinear operator of order one, and since a linear opera- 

tor extends continuously to all H (q) spaces, k 0, the 
CO finite elastostatic operator may be extended to a C map 

3 
from the generalized H configuration manifold into data 

which is in H^ (n):
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Theorem VI.2. Given a finite elastostatic operator 

Div TSk = Div(hSi<), : Emb“(p) ---- ,

a divergence operator of order two, then the 
operator extends to a C00 map

Div TSk : Einb:i2+S+1(n) ----- , H2+S_1(TSi<n), s=0,l,2,... (VI-1)

In particular, the most general data for the 0“ 
extended operator lies in Hi(Ts n)

Div TSk : EmbH3(n) ------------ >- H^Ts^r,)

The proof of the theorem is given in the reference.

The collection of configuration manifolds, data 

spaces and finite elastostatic operator link set forth in 

equation (VI.1) constitutes the geometric model for the 

finite elastostatic free boundary problem built over the 

Sobolev spaces. The model possesses four features which are 

sufficient significant, so as to warrant the attention of 

the reader. Firstly, it is a geometrical topological model. 

As in the classical function setting, the final result for 

the free boundary geometric model built over the Sobolev 

sections is a family of differentiable manifolds linked by 

well prescribed differentiable mappings. One may therefore 

view existence and uniqueness questions from a geometric 

and topological perspective. The perspective will be 

examined in chapter eight.

The second feature is that, unlike Van Buren's model, 

the model presented is a global model. If one restricts the
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model to a small region about given configuration, the model 

presented here reduces to the classical infinitesimal 

elasticity model built over the Sobolev functions. The 

model, hence, represents a particular "piecing together" of 

infinitesimal elasticity models. How the patching process 

is carried out is determined by the topology of the material 

body itself, and the material response.

Thirdly, many of the properties of the model are 

specified by theorem, as opposed to extensive calculation. 

Not least among them are that the finite elastostatic operator 

is differentiable, and that, in fact, a prescription for its 

derivative is set forth in chapter three.

Finally, one should appreciate how the proper match

ing of solution and data spaces follows automatically by 

theorem when one can employ the global analysis tools. In 

particular, one can appreciate how tenuous is the position 

of postulating that the generalized problem is "suitably 

set" in terms of spaces which are given a_ priori .

In summary, setting the free boundary problem in 

finite elastostatics is more involved than its counterpart in 

the infinitesimal case. When the finite elastostatic 

operator may be extended, it is defined only over a portion 

of an entire Sobolev space. The topology of its domain 

of definition is thus more complicated than that of the
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Hilbert space in which it lies. Complex as this situation 

is, however, theorems arc available from the global analysis 

which permit the generalized problem to be set with surpris

ing precision, and with a minimum amount of information. One 

may now look forward to the utilization of the model, which 

will be discussed in chapter eight.
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VII. THE GENERALIZED SETTING FOR THE FINITE 

ELASTOSTATIC DIRICHLET PROBLEM

THE MAIN RESULTS

The Generalized Dirichlet Configuration Manifold for 

a Simply Supported Boundary Condition

The tools provided by the global nonlinear analysis 

permit one to excise from the free boundary model a geo

metric model for the finite elastostatic Dirichlet problem 

built over the generalized function spaces. Two geometric 

models for the Dirichlet problem are constructed. They 

correspond to whether one simply supports or rigidly 

supports the Dirichlet boundary condition.

The first part of the chapter concentrates upon the 

simple support model. One shows that the classical (C ) 

configuration manifold for a simply supported Dirichlet 

boundary condition, which was introduced in chapter four, 

has a generalization to the Sobolev function spaces. The 

generalized manifold has a well-defined structure; moreover, 

it lies as a closed submanifold of the generalized free 

boundary configuration manifold introduced in chapter six. 

The topology of the Dirichlet configuration manifolds may 

be quite complex; in addition, two configuration manifolds 
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for different Dirichlet boundary conditions need not be 

diffcomorphic. The details of the manifold structure, 

and the relationship to the free boundary configuration 

manifold are presented in Theorem VII.3, and Theorem VII,4.

How the extended finite elastostatic operator 

behaves upon restriction to the Dirichlet submanifolds is 

then examined. Using the tools available from chapter 

three, one may show, by theorem, as opposed to norm 

calculation, that the generalized finite elastostatic 

operator maintains its differentiability properties when 

restricted to the submanifolds. Thus, one achieves a 

geometric model for the fintie elastostatic Dirichlet pro

blem built over the Sobolev generalized functions. It may 

be viewed as a differentiable mapping linking infinite 

dimensional manifolds in a nonlinear way. The section 

closes with some comments on how existence, uniqueness, and 

regularity questions reveal themselves as topological and 

geometric questions in the model.

The Generalized Dirichlet Manifold for a 

Rigidly Supported Boundary Condition

The extended geometric model for the Dirichlet 

problem for which the boundary conditions are maintained 

by rigid support is constructed in the second part of the 
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chapter. For this case, elements of a particular configura

tion manifold not only satisfy the given Dirichlet boundary 

condition, but also represent a particular way of "coming 

off the boundary." In Theorem VII.4, one shows that the 

generalized configuration manifold for a rigidly supported 

boundary condition lies as a closed submanifold of the 

generalized configuration manifold for the simply supported 

boundary condition. When one restricts the finite elasto- 

static operator to the new submanifold, one finds that, once 

again, its differentiability properties are maintained. 

Hence, one may construct a second geometric model for the 

Dirichlet problem, one which models a rigidly supported 

boundary condition.

One Model Refines the Other

In the last part of the chapter, one investigates 

the relationship between the two geometric models for the 

Dirichlet problem. By Theorem VII.4, one finds that one 

may view the Dirichlet configuration manifold for a given 

simply supported boundary condition as the disjoint union 

of those configuration manifolds which are associated with 

the various ways of rigidly supporting the same boundary 

condition. By so doing, one may bestow upon the Dirichlet 

configuration manifold representing a simple support, a 
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geometric and topological structure which is finer than 

that which it was shown to possess in the first part of 

the chapter. The section ends with some comments which 

indicate that, with a finer structure on the solution 

manifold, one may probe deeper into questions on the 

uniqueness and local uniqueness of solutions to Dirichlet 

problems.

THE GENERALIZED SETTING FOR THE PLACE 

BOUNDARY OPERATOR

In Chapter four the specification of the boundary 

condition of place was given a bundle formulation through 

the introduction of the boundary restriction operator. In 

the bundle formulation, the specification of a boundary 

condition of place amounts to the specification of a cross 

section g of the bundle of positions restricted to the

boundary of the body, n|^D- The assignment of a boundary ' I 9 B
condition is accomplished through the introduction of the

boundary operator which is a linear differential 

operator which takes C00 sections of the bundle of positions 

r) into C*” sections of the boundary restricted bundle

Di :
I 9B
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l9B : C > C ^IdB^

9 9 | 9B

Two questions now arise which must be resolved before one 

can consider the generalized Dirichlet models. Firstly, 

how does the boundary operator extend to the Sobolev spaces? 

Secondly, if one is given a boundary condition g, when can 

one be assured that there exists at least one configuration 

section of a suitable generalized differentiability class, 
v

say geEmbH (n), which when restricted to the boundary of 

the body coincides with the boundary condition:

9 IBB = g?

The extension of the boundary operator to the 

Sobolev spaces is not a trivial result. In general, it is 

impossible to find any section of the bundle of positions 

which can model the given boundary condition without some 

condition being placed upon its differentiability. It 

becomes necessary, therefore, to investigate what conditions 

on the boundary configuration section are sufficient to 

guarantee at least one extension with the proper degree of 

differentiability. Until recently, the only available 

alternative was to conjecture that certain reasonable
87 

assumptions on the boundary conditions were sufficient.
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However, with the advent of the linear global analysis, 

sufficient conditions have been deduced by theorem.
88 99

llormander, Atiyah, and others have shown that if one allows 

the Sobolev spaces to be defined for non-integer orders, 

the boundary restriction operator extends to a continuous 

linear mapping of the Sobolev space of order k >_ 1 into

the Sobolev space of order k-1/2:

he : nkCn) uk-l/2/-r.|
I d d

The significant result for the purposes here, however, is 

that the linear global analysis allows one to prove that 

the continuous linear extension is in fact surjective.

Theorem VII.1. Let r, be a vector bundle over 
a compact manifold M with C00 boundary 9M. 
Then for k-l/2>_0) the linear continuous mapping

|9M : Hk(p) ----- > Hk"1/2Cn|3M)

admits a linear continuous section, and hence is 
surjective.

The conditions sufficient for modeling the boundary 

conditions for a differential operator whose domain of 

definition is an entire Sobolev space follows immediately 

from this theorem. Given such a differential operator of 

order r, whose free boundary model is

D ! Hk(n) -------- > Hk’rCn), 
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and given a place boundary condition gE(n|gB), if the 

derivatives of on the boundary 3B, (the "tangential 

derivaties" locally), are Lebesque square integral on 3B, 

at least through order k-1/2, the one is assured that there 

exists at least one mapping of B into R3 of suitable 

differentiability (9EH^(q)) which "models" the boundary 

condition, in the sense that

fl|dB = g’

In particular, for the models of the finite elastostatic 

problem found in the literature, where the domain of defini

tion of the finite elastostatic operator is an entire 

Sobolev space, the usual axiom of requiring the tangential 

derivatives of the given boundary condition to have the same 

order of differentiability as the solution is now seen to 

be more than adequate,

When one adopts a more rigorous model for the finite 

elastostatic problem, one in which the generalized configu- 

manifold of the finite elastostatic is not an entire Sobolev 

space, then the previous simple existence theorem for model

ing boundary conditions becomes narrowed. One can achieve 

the following modification:

Theorem VII.2. Let B be a materially uniform body, 
simple of grade one, compact, connected, orientable, 
and oriented. Let 3B denote the boundary of the 
body. Let
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n = B X R3 

denote the bundle of positions, and let 

n13b = 9B x r3 

denote the bundle restricted to the boundary of 
the body.

a) Then for k 3, k integer, the boundary 
restriction map extends to a C°° sub
mersion

|9b : EmbHk(n) -------> EmbHk-1/2(n|gB)

Hence, (1) if g£EmbHk'" 2 (p | 3 g) has a, 
preimage in EmbHk(p), every g 
near g has a preimage in 
EmbHk (p) 

(2) If geEmbHk(p) is such that 
9|dB = then every g nearby 
it in EmbHk(p) has a boundary 
restriction nearby g.

b) However, for

|9’1(EmbHk-1/2(P|8B))={seHk(p) : s|3BeEmbHk-1/2(p|9B)/ 

then

EmbHk(p) C |g"1(EmbHk-1/2 (p | 9B)), 

and the containment is proper.

What the proposition asserts is that although simple 

differentiability conditions on the boundary value g are 

sufficient to guarantee the existence of some mapping of B 

into R3 which models g and has the proper degree of 

differentiability, (i.e., it lies in Hk(p)), one cannot be 

assured that the mapping is in fact a configuration (i.e., it 
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lies in EmbH^(r))). One can only be assured that if one 

finds a boundary condition g which can be modeled by a 

configuration, then boundary values g" nearby g can be 

modeled by configurations. It appears that if one wishes 

to impose additional conditions to insure the modeling of 

the boundary value by configurations, these conditions will 

be imposed upon the body itself, as opposed to just the 

boundary conditions. It is conjectured that the additional 

conditions concern the topology of the material body. At 

present, however, the problem of the additional conditions 

is left as an open question.

THE EXTENDED GEOMETRIC MODEL CORRESPONDING TO SIMPLY 

SUPPORTED BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

The Generalized Dirichlet Configuration Manifold 

Corresponding to Simply Supported Boundary Conditions

In spite of the difficulties one encounters in 

modeling a given boundary condition g in terms of a con

figuration, if one can be assured that g can be modeled by 

a configuration with the proper degree of differentiability, 

one can deduce a structure for the set of all configurations 

satisfying the given boundary condition. It is a closed
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c” submanifold of the free boundary solution manifold:

Theorem VII.3, Let B be a connected, C*”, com
pact, materially uniform body simple of grade one 
which is orientable and oriented. Let the free 
boundary finite elastostatic problem be given, rela 
tive to a reference configuration section, by

Div TS|<. : EmbHk(n) ---------- Hk'’1/2(n)

Let gEHkr-1/2 (n I gB) be a given Dirichlet boundary 
condition. Then for

[EmbHk(n)]g = {s£EmbHk(n): s|9B = g} 

either

(1) [EmbHk(n)]g = 0
or (2) [EmbHk(r|)]g is a closed C submanifold 

of EmbHk(n).

Moreover,
[EmbHk(T])]g = |9B1Cg) A EmbHk(n)

for

Ib-1(g) = {sEHk(n) : s|9B = g}.

The proof parallels that given for Ck case in chapter four.

Such parallel results emphasize the "categorical" nature of 

the global nonlinear analysis setting, as mentioned in 

chapter three.

From the proposition one sees that one may slice 

out of the free boundary solution manifold for a finite 

elastostatic problem for a given material body submanifolds 

[EmbH Cn)]g, which can serve as solution manifolds for the 

finite elastostatic problem subject to the given place 
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boundary condition. Since [EmbH^ (rj) ] g is a submanifold 

as opposed to a topological vector space, its topology may 

be quite complicated, For two different boundary conditions 

g and g the Dirichlet solution manifolds [EmbH^(ri)]g and 

[EmbH^ (q)] ■g- need not be diff eomorphic, The topology of the 

Dirichlet manifolds, and thereby alternatives of mechanical 

behavior, may vary with the boundary condition and the topo

logy of the body. In short, one may obtain results which 

parallel those obtained for the C . case in chapter four. 

One may thus picture the generalized Dirichlet manifold 

using finite dimensional elements as shown in Figure VII.1,

The Geometric Model for the Dirichlet Problem Built

Over the Sobolev Spaces

One may erect the geometric model for the finite 

elastostatic Dirichlet problem over the Sobolev spaces by 

examining how the extended finite elastostatic operator 

developed in chapter six behaves under restriction to the 

Dirichlet configuration manifolds corresponding to a simply 

supported boundary condition. For a connected, compact 

material body simple of degree one. Theorem VI.2 indicates 

that the finite elastostatic operator extends to a nonlinear, 

but C00 mapping between the generalized free boundary 

configuration manifolds and the Sobolev data spaces:
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FIGURE VII. 1.

A Visualization of the Generalized Dirichlet Configuration 
Submanifold Using Finite Dimensional Elements.
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Div Ts { EmbH2^) -------- H*(TS n) =1,2,... .
K K

If one specifies a boundary condition g, the restriction 

of the extended finite elastostatic operator to the 

generalized Dirichlet configuration manifolds [EmbH^(n)]g 

determined by g determines a mapping

[EmbH^nHg
[D1vTSk] [EmbH2+£(n)]g H^CTSKn), £=1,2,..

Since [EmbH2+&(p)Jg is a closed submanifold of the free 

boundary solution manifold, the finite elastostatic operator 

maintains its differentiability properties upon restriction. 

Hence, one is assured that the restricted operator is a non

linear, c” mapping between differentiable manifolds.

The triples, consisting of the restricted finite 

elastostatic operator, the differentiable manifolds of 

possible solutions satisfying the given place boundary con

ditions, and the spaces of data constitute the generalized 

geometric model for the finite elastostatic Dirichlet problem 

built over the Sobolev spaces.

One can anticipate how questions of existence, 

uniqueness, regularity, and local uniqueness can be viewed 

in terms of this geometric model. The question of the 

existence of a solution for the given data and place boundary 

condition manifests itself as the question of whether there 
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exists a point on the differentiable manifold of solutions 

satisfying the boundary conditions which is mapped by the 

finite elastostatic operator into the given point in the 

data space. The question of uniqueness of solution manifests 

itself as the question of how many points on the solution 

manifold are mapped into the given data point. Regularity 

reveals itself as the following question: if the data point 

is an element of a "more regular" (Cr) subspace of the 

data Sobolev space, will the point which maps into it under 

the finite elastostatic operator be simultaneously an element 

of the solution manifold and an element of a "more regular" 

(Cr+^) subspace of the free boundary solution Sobolev space? 

Finally, the question of local uniqueness reveals itself as 

the question: if a solution is given to a Dirichlet problem 

for given data and boundary conditions, do there exist 

neighborhoods of the solution and data points upon which the 

finite elastostatic operator is one-to-one and c” both ways? 

The important fact to notice is that the questions of existence, 

uniqueness, regularity, and local uniqueness, which were 

originally viewed in terms of the analytical model, have now 

been transformed into topological and geometric questions in 

the qualitative model.
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How Existence and Uniqueness Questions Appear in the 

Geometric Model

One can now appreciate the fact that by causing 

the finite elastostatic Dirichlet problem in the above form 

all the tools of the Algebraic Topology, the Differential 

Topology, and the Differential Geometry may be directly 

employed to probe the questions of existence, uniqueness, 

and regularity of solution. In particular, the Inverse 

Mapping theorem, which was used by VanBuren to investigate 

questions of local uniqueness, represents but one tool in 

the vast resource. Other tools which can be used will be 

considered in chapters eight and nine.

THE EXTENDED GEOMETRIC MODEL CORRESPONDING TO RIGIDLY 

SUPPORTED BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

The Generalized Dirichlet Configuration Manifold 

Corresponding to Rigidly Supported Boundary Conditions

Attractive as the above model for the Dirichlet 

problem is, there are questions of local uniqueness which 

it cannot resolve because the structure imposed upon the 

manifold of configurations is still too simple. It is of 

value to see how the global nonlinear analysis provides an 
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alternative way of viewing the solution manifold which 

provides some additional structure. Roughly speaking, the 

global analysis results allow the configuration manifold for 

a given boundary condition to be viewed as partitioned into 

a family of mutually disjoint closed submanifolds. Each 

closed submanifold represents a "judiciously overdetermined" 

set of possible configurations for the Dirichlet problem 

which, not only model the given boundary condition, but also 

represent a particular way of coming off the boundary. Phy

sically speaking, the situation corresponds to a circum

stance where the boundary condition is maintained not in a 

simple supporting manner, but in a more constraining rigid 

supporting manner.

One recognizes the finer structure by realizing that 

although two configurations in the above defined Dirichlet 

manifold may model the same boundary condition, they may 

differ markedly even very close to the boundary. The two 

sections may come off the common boundary condition in very 

different ways. A visualization of this situation is 

suggested in Figure VII.2, in which two real-valued functions 

defined on [0,7r] model the same zero boundary condition, 

but do not maintain the closeness in the H"*" sense in any 

neighborhood of the boundary.

For many questions concerning the given Dirichlet 

problem, it is inconsequential whether one chooses one or
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0 TT 0
B B

f(x) = Aosin4x

g(x) = 0

x e [0 ,tt]

FIGURE VII. 2.

Two Functions Defined on [ 0, tt ] Which are Not Close in the 
111 Sense.
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the other of the two sections to model the given boundary 

condition. It is sufficient simply that the boundary 

condition can be modeled. However, there are some questions 

where the specific choice can make a marked difference.

This consequence is particularly true in situations where 

the original solution manifold for the given Dirichlet pro

blem has many components.

If there are many ways to model the same boundary 

condition in terms of configuration sections coming off the 

boundary in different ways, is it possible to subclassify 

the configurations into collections which represent this 

feature? If so, do these subcollections possess a geometric 

structure? The answers to both questions are in the 

affirmative. From Palais’ work, one has the following 

definition of the subcollections, and theorems about their 

geometric, structure.

Lemma VII.1. (The set (H^)gg(r))). Let B be a 
material body, which is compact, connected, 
orientable, and oriented. Let B denote the 
boundary of ’ B. Let n = B X R3 be the vector bundle 
of positions of B in R3. Let H^(r)) denote the
Hilbert space of all sections of p 
continuous in the H^ sense, and let 
the set

which are 
g EHk(n) . Then

(Hk)

(a)
(b)

33(n) = the closure in Hk(r)) of

is a closed set in Hk(r));

sECk(q) : an open 
neighborhood Us of
9 B on which sius = 

fl |US

is a translate of a closed linear subspace of 
Hk(n) •
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Namely, for
_ i,
ge(H K)9g (n) arbitrary,

(Hk)an(n) = 9 * (Hk)o(n), 
oy v

where

(Hk)0(r|) = the closure in Hk(n) of

seCk (n) : 
support of s is 
disjoint from 3B.

and the sum is in the Hk(n) sense.

The elements of 39 (n) are those

model the same boundary condition as

sections which not only 

g , (1 - e . g | 3 B = g | aB) ,

but also come off the boundary in the same way as g (i.e.

alu- = 3|u-)- Notice that although the behavior of sections

in this set are severely limited near the boundary of B, 

they are unrestrained in the interior. The situation is 

visualized in Figure VII.3.

Using the space introduced in Lemma VII.1 as the 

basic building block, one may construct the Dirichlet con

figurations manifolds corresponding to rigidly supported 

boundary conditions and investigate their properties.

Definition VII.2. Given the conditions of the 
previous lemma, let EmbH^(p) denote the manifold 
of configuations of B in R3. Let g be an

configuration,

9EEmbHk(p).

Define the set
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FIGURE VII. 3

Several Elements of 
and 3B = {0,ir}.

for H ' t0,71-] X R, B = [0,ir]
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(EmbHk)9fl(n) = (Hk)3g(n) n EmbHkCn)

Theorem VII.4. Given the conditions of the previous 
definition, let

fl|sB = S.

and let [EmbHk(r])] denote the Dirichlet solution 
manifold for the boundary condition g which was 
previously defined. Then

(a)

(EmbHk)9g(n)

is a closed C submanifold in EmbHk(r]) which
is also closed relative to the Dirichlet solution 
manifold

[EmbHk(n)]g

(b) (1) Ifqe(EmbHk) (n) , then
3 9 

(EmbHk) (n) = (EmbHk) (p). 
d if d y

That is to say, the specification of the 
manifold is independent of the particular 
element used to characterize it.

(2) If g (EmbHk) (n), then 
da

(EmbHk) -Cn) /I (EmbHk) (n) = 0 
d g d a

That is to say, manifolds modeling different 
ways of coming off the same boundary condi
tion are disjoint.

(c) Set theoretically,

[EmbHk(n)] = | I (EmbHk) (n)

ge[EmbHk(n)]g

(d) The topology induced upon the set [Embll (d)]„ 
when it is viewed as a disjoint union of s 
closed submanifolds is finer than its mani
fold topology.

The proof of the theorem parallels that of Theorem IV.5.
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As a consequence of the above theorem the previously

defined Dirichlet solution manifold may be viewed as parti

tioned into a disjoint set of closed submanifolds. A visual

ization in terms of finite dimensional figures of how the 

partitioning can occur is offered in Figure VII.4. By a 

"finer topology" one means that open sets in the manifold 

topology for [EmbH (ri)]g may be constructed from open sets 

in the "disjoint union" topology for [EmbH (n)]g, but not 

vice-versa. The finer structure allows one to differentiate

between points in the Dirichlet solution set [EmbHk(n)]g

to a degree that would otherwise not be possible. For in

stance, points which could not be separated in the usual 

structure could be separated in the finer structure. This

property will be most important in resolving local unique

ness questions. The reader is again referred to Figure VII.5

for a visualization of this assertion.

The Generalized Geometric Model for the Dirichlet 

Problem Corresponding to a Rigidly Supported Boundary 

Condition

One can anticipate how the geometric model for the 

Dirichlet problem corresponding to a rigidly supported 

boundary condition can be posed in terms of the Sobolev 

spaces.
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FIGURE Vll. 4.
n

The Dirichlet Solution Manifold [Embll (n)]g for the Boundary 
Condition g now Viewed as a Disjoint Union of Submanifolds, ' 
(EmbIlP')3g(n) .
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o 
[Hmbll (n) ] [r

an open set in the 
manifold topology of
[Ihnbir(n)]g

(n)

The open set viewed in 
the finer structure as 
a composite of finer 
open sets.

SIa) Open Sets in [EmbH (n)] from the Manifold Topology and 
the Finer Disjoint Union Topology.

usual viewpoint:

curve points are 
not separated in tl 
manifold topology.

In the finer struc
ture each point of 
the curve lies in 
its own open set.

b) How points in'the 
in the usual manifold 
joint union topology.

set [EmbH p) ] 
topology can be®

which are not separated 
separated in the finer dis-

FIGURE VII. 5.
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v
Theorem VII.5. Let k 3, and lot [Emb (n)] be . 
the Dirichlet configuration manifold for the^ 
simply supported boundary condition g. Let 
ge[EmbHk(n)]g. Then

DivTs „
k| (EmbH2 + \ (n) 

dy

(EmbH2*^ (D) H^T,. T]),

SI = 1,2,...

is a nonlinear C mapping from-the smooth, 
differentiable manifold (EmbH^ (n) into the 
topological vector space H2+ (Tc ^i) .

bK

The theorem is established when one shows that under restric

tion, the finite elastostatic operator maintains its smooth

ness properties. By Theorem VII.4d), the disjoint union 

topology of [EmbHk(T])]g is finer than its manifold topology. 

Consequently, any property the finite elastostatic operator 

has on [EmbH (r))]g with respect to its usual manifold 

topology, in particular continuity or smoothness, it 

possesses over (EmbHk) (p) in the finer topology. Thus, 
99 

if the finite elastostatic Dirichlet problem can be 

modeled as a smooth, nonlinear differential operator linking 

the Dirichlet configuration manifold corresponding to a 

simply supported boundary condition with the generalized 

data space, its restriction to the finer submanifolds 

corresponding to particular ways of rigidly supporting the 

boundary condition is also smooth. Therefore, the triple 

specified by Theorem VII.5 may be taken as the geometric 



model for the generalized finite elastostatic Dirichlet 

problem with boundary condition g modeled near the 

boundary by the configuration g.
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THE TWO GEOMETRIC MODELS ARE RELATED

How the Finer Structure can be Used to 

Examine Local Uniqueness Questions

One can now appreciate how a finer, but more com-, 

plicated as the one for the Dirichlet problem under rigid 

support can be valuable in dissecting problems which are 

locally nonunique (degenerate) when viewed in terms of the 

model for the Dirichlet problem under a simply supported 

boundary condition. Consider a situation where a finite 

elastostatic Dirichlet problem corresponding to a given 

simply supported boundary condition does not have a locally 

unique solution. That is to say, a slight perturbation of 

a given equilibrating configuration while keeping the boun

dary configuration fixed in a simply supported manner results 

in a new equilibrium configuration. In order to gain some 

insight into the nature of the nonuniqueness, one might 

inquire if it is possible to impose additional constraint 

upon, the boundary of the body which would eliminate the 

local nonuniqueness.
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Figure VII.5 b) for the finer structure of the 

rigidly supported Dirichlet problem provides a visual clue 

as to how to constrain the material body physically in 

order to possibly remove the degeneracy. If a solution to 

a given Dirichlet problem with simply supported boundary 

condition is locally nonunique, the solutions to the problem 

manifest themselves geometrically in the configuration 

manifold [EmbH^(r])]g as a curve, like the one pictured in 

Figure VII.5 b). The various points on the curve, or 

equilibrating configurations, cannot be separated using the 

the manifold topology of [EmbH^ (ri) ] g . However, if one 

imposes the finer structure of the rigidly supported model, 

also pictured in Figure VII.5 b), one may be able to separate 

points of the curve of equilibrating solutions. If a parti

cular rigidly supported Dirichlet configuration manifold 

contains but one point of the curve, one is then assured 

that the corresponding rigidly supported Dirichlet problem 

would have a locally unique solution. For instance, one 
v 

might find that the configuration manifold (EmbH (n) is 

transversal to the curve, while (EmbH )fS-.(F|) is not. One 
dg 

would then know that the local nonuniqueness of the equili

brating configuration in the simply supported problem is of 

such a nature, that in order to resolve the degenerate 

situation, one would have to (1) rigidly support the boun

dary, as .opposed to just simply supporting it, and
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(2) rigidly support it in a particular way, (as dictated 

by g as opposed to g), An example of this circumstance 

is suggested in Chapter eight.

A SUMMARY

In summary, it has been shown that the Dirichlet 

problem on finite elastostatics may be given an extended 

geometrical formulation over the Sovolev function spaces 

as a nonlinear, differentiable mapping between infinite 

dimensional differentiable manifolds. Two ways of formula

ting the geometric model have been presented, one corres

ponding to a simple support of the boundary condition, the 

other corresponding to a rigid support. The relationship 

between the two models have been examined, and the value 

of the finer structure provided by the latter model in 

analyzing local uniqueness questions has been anticipated.

The casting of the mathematical model for the finite 

elastostatic Free Boundary and Dirichlet problems is now as 

complete as is necessary for this thesis. One may now begin 

to concentrate on how one can exploit the contemporary 

mathematical methods and tools now becoming available in the 

Algebraic Topology, Differential Geometry, and Differential 

Topology to glean information from the models, and actually 

resolve questions of existence and uniqueness.
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VIII, GAINING LOCAL INFORMATION FROM THE MODEL

In chapters six and seven, the geometric models for 

the finite elastostatic free boundary and Dirichlet problems 

built over the Sobolev function spaces were completed. The 

erection of the models represents the principal effort of 

the thesis. In the remaining two chapters of this work one 

considers how one gains information from these models,

As mentioned in the previous chapters, when one 

releases the topological vector space structure on the 

solution manifold one loses many of the mathematical tools 

and methods previous models had been able to exploit to 

answer local and global questions. What alternative methods 

replace them? How does one employ the new methods? Which 

conclusions carry over to the new models, and which are 

altered? One cannot hope to answer these questions in this 

work. However, one will find in this chapter and the next, 

that new mathematical methods are emerging which will 

replace those rendered inapplicable, Moreover, one will 

gain an insight into how to employ them to gain existence 

and uniqueness information. Finally, one can anticipate that 

many of the local existence and uniqueness conclusions may 

be carried over and even augmented, while the global con

clusions are severely altered.
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In this chapter one examines how one gains local 

information from the models. The first part of this chapter 

concentrates upon the development of the geometric model for 

the free boundary and Dirichlet infinitesimal deformation 

problems. The finite elastostatic models are linearized 

using the methods of chapter three. Upon restriction to 

small deformations the finite elastostatic model presented 

here reduces to the well known linear infinitesimal elasti

city models, which have proven so successful. Two points 

are worth noting about the derivation of the infinitesimal 

models. The linearization may be accomplished (1) by 

theorem, as opposed to computation; and (2) simultaneously 

for several settings of the elastostatic problem (Holder, 

Sobolev, etc.).

From the linearized models one obtaines local unique

ness results which parallel those developed in the previous 

models. In addition, the geometric nature of the models 

allows one to exploit differential topological tools to 

dwell deeper into the local existence questions, and aug

ment the previously drawn conclusions. As an example, ways 

of modifying Van Buren's invertibi 1 ity hypothesis (Hypother, 

sis 4) are examined through the introduction of the index of 

a nonlinear Fredholm operator. A mathematical result of 

particular relevance to this investigation is the infinite
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dimensional version of Sard’s theorem proposed by Smale.

As a consequence, several questions about Fredholm mappings 

under current mathematical consideration, and heretofore 

regarded as abstract in nature, now become quite relevant.

Finally, other tools for investigating local 

uniqueness questions are mentioned. Principal among these 

is the algebraic degree of a nonlinear mapping. A sequence 

of Dirichlet elastostatic problems is envisioned in which 

the branching of a family of secondary equilibrating con

figurations from a given one is anticipated by means of a 

change in the degree of the finite elastostatic operator. 

All in all, one gains some appreciation of the wealth of 

untapped resources which the models make available,

As the mathematical tools with which one explores 

the models are only now emerging, the comments made in this 

chapter are necessarily general. They are meant to indicate 

how the models introduced here permit one to formulate local 

uniqueness and existence questions in a geometric manner to 

examine how one uses the abstract tools to explore the 

questions, employing specific examples when available, and 

finally to anticipate which questions show promise, and are 

resolvable.
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THE GEOMETRIC MODEL FOR THE FREE BOUNDARY AND

DIRICHLET INFINITESIMAL DEFORMATION PROGLEMS

One can derive from the geometric models for the 

finite elastostatic free boundary and Dirichlet problems 

models for the infinitesimal deformation problem about a 

given initial configuration. The derivation of the 

linearized model is quite geometric in spirit.

The Geometric Models for the Infinitesimal Problems 

are Derived from the Finite Elastostatic Models

For a compact, connected, oriented simple material 

body of degree one, the geometric models for the finite 

elastostatic free boundary problem, and the simply supported 

and rigidly supported Dirichlet problems are, respectively:

0.-7 o
Div Ts : EmbH Z(n) ----------- H (Ts p), £ = 1,2,,,,,

K K

Div Ts , , : [EmbH*1*2 (n)]_------- H8, CT5 n) , 1=1,2, . . .
Kl[BmbH,'t2Cn)Jg g K

0*9 0Div Ts : (EmbH^2) Cn) -------  H^T n),t=l,2,...
KI (EmbH 2) (n) 99 K

As established in Theorem VI,2, Theorem VII,2, and

Theorem VII.4, the finite elastostatic operators are 
£ + 2differentiable mappings, At a given H differentiable
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configuration, say s, the derivative of the operator is

a continuous, linear mapping of the tangent space to the 
£ + 2H configuration manifold at s into the tangent space 

to the body force density space at Div Ts (s). Symbolically 

one may write

d(DlvT5K)(s): T 2 (n) ) s —> T (H1 (TS|c (n) ) DlvT (s),

d(DlvTs , , )(s): T([EI»bHlt2(n)] )s ------ >

T(H\TSK(n)))DivT^Cs)i

0 4, 9 
d(DivTs | )(s): TCCEmbH Z)aa(n))s ------->

Kl (Embir+2)9gCn) d9

o
T(H (TsK(n)))DlvTsK(s)j

and one may visualize the derived models geometrically in 

terms of finite dimensional elements as shown in Figure

VIII, 1,

jt+2 
The Derived Models are the H Extension of the

Classic Linearized Models

One may relate the derived models to the classical 

linearization of the finite elastostatic models about the
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FIGURE VIII. 1.

A Visualization of the Finite Elastostatic Free Boundary 
and Simply Supported Dirichlet Models Using Finite Dimensional 
Elements.
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given initial configuration, The nonlinear analysis tools 

presented in the latter part of chapter three permit one to 

establish by theorem what the tangent spaces in the derived 

models look like, and what the derivative of the finite 

elastostatic operator is. For convenience of the develop- 
£+2ment the initial H configuration is taken to be smoothly

Hilbert space, its

a copy of the Hilbert space itself, andspecify , It is but

differentiable, say s^,

As the generalized data space H (Ts^ri) is a 

tangent space at any point is easy to

the identification is a natural one:

T(HZ(T = Kn,,DlvTSK(st) =

The tangent space to the configuration manifold at is

obtained in an equally straightforward manner, By

Theorem VI.2, Theorem VII.2, and Theorem VII.4, the model

spaces for the free boundary, the simply supported Dirichlet

and the rigidly supported Dirichlet configuration manifolds 

are, respectively, H^+2(n)> [H^+2(n)]o, and (n),

where "o” is the zero section in q. By Theorem III.l, the

tangent spaces at s^ are isomorphic with the model spaces.

Hence, one has the identifications

T(EmbH£ + 2(n))Si(j « H£ + 2CD) 

TCEEmbH^^Cn)] ) P [H* + 2(n)]0 

T((En,bH£-2)8g(n))s,Jj CH**z)aoCri),
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although the identifications are not canonical,

Finally the derivatives of the finite elastostatic 

operators are prescribed by Theorem III.4. If A(DivTS|<.)Slp 

represents the classic linearization of the finite 

elastostatic free boundary operator at s^, (see 

Corollary 111.1) ,

A(DivTSK)Sip : C”^) -------- Cro(TSKn),

a linear differential operator of order two, then the 

derivative of the linearized operator extended to the 

H function spaces is the H extension of the 

linearization,

dCDivT^Hs^,) = H£+2(A(DivTSK)Sl(j): T(EmbH2'+2(n)) - H£+2(t])

SL = 1,2,... .

Applying the theorems in a similar manner to the Dirichlet 

problems, one determines that the derivatives of the finite 

elastostatic Dirichlet operators at s^ are the Sobolev 

extensions of their classic linearizations:

d(DlvTSKl U.2 h, = HU2(A(0ivTs , ) )
K| [EmbFR 2Cn)]g 1 [EmbH^2 CnDJ

T([EmbH£+2(T])]g)Sip « [H£+2(n)]0 -------- H£(n)
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d(DivTSK JL+ 2 ili^(Embir+2)9g(n) V
HU2(ApivTs

Idimbn^bagCn)),^:

T((Bl»bii,1*2)gg(n))s » (uU2)3o(n) ------ H^Cn)

The Derived Models are the Geometric Models 

for the Infinitesimal Deformation Problem 

at the Initial Configuration

Viewed in this manner, the differentiation of the

finite elastostatic models at reduce to the geometric

models for the infinitesimal elastostatic free boundary and

Dirichlet problems about the initial configuration s^, 

built over the Sobolev function spaces, The identification 

may be made more transparent if one takes the reference 

configuration sK to be the initial configuration, and if 

one represents the derived model in terms of a local 

coordinate representation about it. For example, let

EmbH^ + 2(r)) be the solution manifold for the finite elasto^ 

static free boundary problem, and let sK denote both the 

reference configuration, and the configuration about which 

the linearization is formulated. Let the finite elastostatic 

operator be specified in terms of a response function as

Definition V.1)

Div TSk = DiVCHSK)*’VT1.
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For any point peB, let (yoxl, Y0»u) be a vector bundle 

chart on p. Let the parametric representation of the 

finite elastostatic operator about p relative to the 

induced charts by (see Chapter IV)

8ct(hsK“<x-F”>

for he the local sKa coordinate representation of the response

function, relative to the induced charts

CrsKY 0 TY0) HSK • CTS|< a TYo)-1: y0 (U) xL (R3 R3) L(R3R3)

x F (hsK)i(x»F)

By theorem, the classical linearization of the operator 

has the parametric representation

009 (9 j^h^C^F), ) = 9 (Aihx)) : C°0(n) Cro(n)
a IF=1

S- + 2The H extension of the linearized operator is the infi

nitesimal elastostatic free boundary operator for the 

infinitesimal deformation problem about the initial
^5 configuration sK, built over the Sobolev function.spaces.

Thus for small deformations about a given configuration, the 

finite elastostatic model presented in this work reduces 

to the linear elastostatic model for small deformations 

superimposed upon a given strain. One thereby gains the 
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reassuring result that, for local questions, the conclu

sions drawn by the currently existing infinitesimal 

theories are sustained by the model developed here.

The Models for the Dirichlet Infinitesimal 

Deformation Problems are Restrictions of the 

Free Boundary Infinitesimal Deformation Model

As one might intuit, the geometric models for the 

rigidly supported and simply supported Dirichlet infinitesi

mal deformation problems at s^ are not independent of each 

other, or of the free boundary infinitesimal deformation 

model. One may establish that the manifest themselves as 

restrictions of the linearized free boundary problem to 

various subspaces of the tangent space at sip. Figure VIII.1 

anticipates this idea.

The simply supported Dirichlet configuration mani

fold lies as a closed submanifold of the free boundary one. 

Its tangent space at sK may then be viewed as a linear 

subspace of the free boundary tangent space at sK:

T([EmbH£+2(n)] )s CT(EnibHb2(n)) £=1,2,.,., 
g Dy/ 3 \p

or equivalently, in terms of model spaces for the manifolds 

IH£+2(P)]O H£+2(n) £ = 1,2,.,.,
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Moreover, the submanifold nature of the Dirichlet configura

tion manifold insures that it "splits" locally relative to 

the free boundary manifold. Consequently, the derivative 

of the Dirichlet finite elastostatic operator may be viewed 

as a "partial derivative" of the free boundary operator, or 

more properly, as the restriction of the derivative of the 

free boundary operator to the tangent subspace to the 

Dirichlet submanifold. The model for the simply supported 

Dirichlet infinitesimal problem at sip thus may be dis

played as

d(DivTs l £ 2 ) (sip)
Kl [EmbH^CnHg

= d (DivTS|<) (Sip)

T([EmbHA+2(n)] )
8 sip

TCH»CTSKn)>DivT

In a like manner, the model for the rigidly supported 

Dirichlet infinitesimal problem at s, whose solution mani

fold lies as a closed submanifold of the simply supported 

one, may be cast into the form
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d (DivT_
5K (EmbHjU2

) (sip) = d (DivTS|<) (sip) 
dg(T1) T((E™bH,lt2)3g(n))sjj

T((EmbH»*2)gg(r,))s^T(HE(TSKn))DivTsK(s<j)

Although the relationship between the free boundary 

and Dirichlet models developed here seems an obvious one, 

it is by no means trivial. As will be seen presently, one 

gains a valuable tool for examining local uniqueness ques

tions when one can "judiciously overdetermine" a system by 

imposing stronger and stronger boundary conditions.

The Infinitesimal Deformation Models are the Sobolev

Counterparts to Van Buren's Infinitesimal

Deformation Model

One may also develop a relationship between the 

linearized models developed here and the infinitesimal 

models developed by Van Buren. The infinitesimal elasto- 

static operators developed above closely parallel those of 

Van Buren, with the only difference being that the Sobolev 

functor is used here, as opposed to the Holder functor. 

Most particularly, notice that the derivative of the finite 

elastostatic free boundary operator introduced here, and
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Van Buren’s infinitesimal free boundary operator are 

respectively, the Sobolev and Holder extensions of the 

same classical linear operator, A(DivTs )sK* This parallel 

is precisely what is required by Theorem III,4. By the 

theorem, Van Buren's free boundary infinitesimal deforma

tion model would result if one were to extend the geometric 

model for the finite clastostatic free boundary problem 

introduced in chapter five to the Holder function spaces, 

as opposed to the Sobolev spaces, using the methods of 

chapter three. Naturally, the finite elastostatic free 

boundary model which would be so obtained would still differ 

from Van Buren's finite deformation.

A Comment on How the Local Models were Derived

Two points are worth noting about the derivation of 

the infinitesimal deformation models presented here. 

Firstly, the linearization of the models are gained by 

theorem as opposed to intricate norm calculations. By 

using the tools of the nonlinear analysis, one may remove 

much of the computational aspects of the linearization 

procedure, which tend to confuse the local problem rather 

than clarify it. Secondly, the linearization process 

presented here is "categorical" in nature, That is to say, 

the theorems by which one linearizes the model may be 
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applied without modification to models, cast over the 

Sobolev function spaces, the Holder function spaces, or any 

other function space setting whose associated functor 

satisfies the axioms introduced in chapter three. Hence, 

one may begin to see most clearly which aspects of the 

linearized problem are independent of the particular func

tion setting chosen, and which are not. Such insight is 

invaluable for understanding the models and using them 

effectively.

HOW THE LOCAL UNIQUENESS QUESTIONS MANIFEST THEMSELVES

The Meaning of Local Uniqueness and Local 

Existence Assertions

It is advisable to standardize what is meant by a 

local uniqueness or local existence assertion in elasto- 

statics. Let s^ be the body force density equilibrated 

by the configuration for a given elastostatic problem.

To say that the finite elastostatic operator is locally 

unique about s^ means physically that if one perturbs 

the equilibrium configuration s^ by a suitably small 

deviation while maintaining the body force s^, and any 

Dirichlet boundary conditions which may be imposed by the 

problem, then the resulting condition of the body is not an 
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equilibrium state, but a dynamic one. In this sense, the 

configuration s(p is the only one in its immediate vici

nity which equilibrates the body force density s^. Hence, 

it is the only one in its immediate neighborhood which is 

associated with s^ by the finite elastostatic operator. 

Notice that if one releases the restriction on the size of 

the perturbation it is possible to achieve a second equi

librating configuration for s^. However, it will be 

related to s, by a finite deformation. Also notice that 

the local uniqueness assertion involves the boundary con

ditions imposed. It is conceivable that for the free 

boundary problem the finite elastostatic operator is not 

locally unique at s^, but for one of the Dirichlet pro

blems the operator is locally unique.

If a configuration is equilibrated by a body

force section s^ in a given elastostatic problem, and 

if one perturbs the body force section by a small deviation, 

while maintaining any boundary condition which might be 

imposed, then one is assured that there is at most one 

configuration nearby the initial one which will restore 

equilibrium. The prohibition "at most" is necessary because 

there may exist no configuration nearby the original one 

which restores equilibrium. To assert that every body 

force section nearby s^ is equilibrated by a configura

tion, and that the prohibition "at most" may be removed.
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is to as sort that the finite elastostatic operator possesses 

a local existence property at s^. Notice that, once again 

the boundary condition enters into the formulation of the 

assertion. It is conceivable that for a given material the 

finite elastostatic operators for the Dirichlet problems 

exhibit no local existence property, while the free boundary 

operator does. Notice also that the local existence ques

tion has an elastodynamic manifestation as inquiring which 

acceleration fields may be induced upon the body by perturb

ing the equilibrating configuration while maintaining the 

boundary condition and initial body force. To fully com

prehend this point of view one must be familiar with the 

relationship between the elastostatic and elastodynamic 

problems.

A Geometric Representation of Local Existence and 

Local Uniqueness Assertions: Van Buren’s Approach

How may one geometrically represent a local exis

tence or uniqueness property for a finite elastostatic 

operator? As a beginning, one may adopt the specification 

introduced by Van Buren, in which the properties find 

expression in the immersive and submersive characteristics 

of the finite elastostatic operator.
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17
Recall that a mapping between two manifolds

f :X ---------- Y

P f (P)

is an immersion at a point p of X if the mapping takes 

a neighborhood of p in X onto a neighborhood of a 

submanifold of Y about f(p) in a diffeomorphic way.

The mapping is a submersion at p if there is a neighborhood 

of p in X which is taken onto a neighborhood of Y about 

f(p) by the mapping. When one applies these concepts to 

the geometric models for the finite elastostatic problems, 

one finds that the (analytical) assertion that a given equi

librating configuration is locally unique .is satisfied by 

the (geometric) assertion that the finite elastostatic 

operator is immersive at the given configuration.

Similarly, if one is given a body force density, and a con

figuration equilibrating it, the (analytical) assertion that 

the finite elastostatic operator possesses an equilibrating 

configuration for all body force densities gained by a small 

perturbation from the given one is satisfied by the 

(geometric) assertion that the operator is a submersion 

about the given equilibrating configuration.
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The Sobolev Counterpart to Van Buren's Result

A criteria for determining when the finite e1asto- 

static operator exhibits immersive or submersive charac

teristics follows if one invokes the inverse mapping
<18

theorem. The theorem relates these characteristics of the

operator to properties of the derivative of the operator.

When restated in the context of the finite elastostatic 

operator the local uniqueness and existence criteria is 

given by the following theorem

Theorem VIII.1. Let

DivTSK : Embll£ + 2(n) ------ H£(TS|<n), SI = 1,2,...

be a finite elastostatic free boundary problem 
for a smooth, materially uniform, simple, connected 
body. Let s^ be a configuration equilibrated 
by a body force density s^. Then

a) a sufficient condition that s<p be a locally 
unique equilibrating configuration for s^ is 
that the finite elastostatic operator is an 
immersion at s^, for which a necessary and 
sufficient condition is that the derivative 
map

d(M’Tst>s( '■ T(E«ibH^2(n))s<, -------- H^tT^Cn))

is injective (one-to-one), and its range 
splits.

b) a sufficient condition that the finite 
elastostatic operator possesses a local 
existence property at s^ is that it be a 
submersion at s^, for which a necessary and 
sufficient condition is that the derivative 
map

d(DivTS|<)Sip : T(EmbH£+2(p))Sip ------ H£(n) 
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is surjective (onto), and its kernel splits;

c) a sufficient condition that for each body force 
in some Il^Cn) neighborhood of s^ there 
exists a unique equilibrating configuration in 
some neighborhood of sip is that the II + 2 
extension of the linearized elastostatic 
operator at s^

d(DivTS|<)Sip : TCEmbH£ + 2(n))S1p------ H^Cn)

be a one-to-one and onto linear mapping.

The theorem represents the counterpart to Van Buren's 

results for the geometric models built over the Sobolev 

function spaces. It indicates that one, indeed, can gain 

local information about an elastostatic system from the 

models presented here, and that the principal local existence 

and uniqueness result carries over to the Sobolev setting.

AUGMENTING VAN BUREN'S RESULTS: THE SMALE-SARD THEOREM

Some Difficulties with Using Van Buren's Theorem

As mentioned'previously, it is difficult to use

Van Buren's result or its Sobolev space counterpart.

Firstly, the theorem provides a criteria which, if satisfied 

assures that the finite elastostatic operator possesses 

local existence and uniqueness properties. The theorem 

does not, however, insure that criteria are satisfied. To 

overcome the difficulty Van Buren adopted his fourth axiom, 
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the invertibi1ity hypothesis. The vulnerable aspects of 

this axiom were examined in chapter two.

A second difficulty is the restrictive nature of 

the geometric representation of local existence and 

uniqueness properties. To equate these properties with 

the submersive and immersive character of the finite 

elastostatic operator is too stringent. For example, the 

theorem would not allow one to attribute local existence 

and uniqueness properties to the one-dimensional nonlinear 

mapping.

f(x) = x3 

about the origin. In general, there are many elliptic 

differential operators which are locally unique, yet fail 

to satisfy the criteria of the theorem.

To examine if Van Buren's local existence and 

uniqueness results can be augmented, and if less stringent 

conditions can be imposed upon the elastostatic operator, 

one may employ some additional mathematical tools. One 

promising opportunity lies in a generalization of the Sard . 

theorem to infinite dimensional manifolds made by S. Smale. 

After some preliminaries, the results from his work will be 

summarized, and applied,
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The Kernel and Cokernel Spaces for the Linearized 

Elastostatic Operator

In characterizing the immersive and submersive pro

perties of a finite elastostatic operator, two subspaces 

of the tangent spaces play a pivitol role; the kernel of 

the derivative operator, and the cokernel, or complement 

to the image of the derivative operator. The kernel of the 

derivative of the finite elastostatic operator is the 

linear subspace of the tangent space T(EmbH CTl))slp which 

consists of those elements which are taken into the zero
o 

element of H (p) :

ker{d(DivTS|<)SlJ;)} = {ueT (EmbHJU2 (n) ) : [d (DivTSK) SipJ u=0)

O T(EmbH£ + 2(p))Sip.

0
Since H (p) is a Hilbert space, the cokernel of the deriva- 

tive operator may be defined as the subspace in H (p) which 

is the orthogonal complement to the image of the derivative 

operator under the inner product,
coker[d(DivTS|<)s^] = [Im (d (DivT^) ^J1 H (n) ,

The dimensions of the kernel and cokernel spaces can 

characterize when the finite elasostatic operator exhibits 

local uniqueness or local existence properties. In order 
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for the finite clastostatic operator to bo immersive at 

sip its derivative must possess a zero dimensional kernel. 

To be submersive at s^, its derivative must possess a 

zero dimensional cokernel. The local existence and unique

ness result gained in Theorem VIII.1 rests upon the condi

tion that the dimensions of the kernel and cokernel spaces 

of the derivative operator be simultaneous zero, a rather 

restrictive condition.

The Index of a Fredholm Mapping

The important point to notice about the relation

ship between the kernel and cokernel spaces and the 

immersive and submersive properties is that the certain 

algebraic quantities associated with the operator (the 

dimensions of the kernel and cokernel spaces) characterize 

certain geometric/topological properties of it (immersion 

and submersion). The augmentation of Van Buren’s results 

provided by the Smale-Sard theorem rests upon the relation

ship between another algebraic quantity,the index of a 

mapping, and the geometric and topological properties of 

its image and preimage.

In the theory of finite dimensional linear spaces, 

if one is given a linear operator between two vector spaces
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L : V -------- W,

then the index of the operator is the integer which is the 

difference of the dimensions of the kernel and cokernel 

spaces of the operator:

index L = dim ker L - dim coker L

)
Roughly speaking, the index measures the size of the kernel 

of the operator relative to the cokernel.

When one passes to the theory of infinite dimen

sional linear spaces, the index is defined only for a 

subclass of linear operators, the Fredholm operators:

100
Definition VIII.1. A (linear) Fredholm operator
is a continuous linear mapping between Banach spaces

L : Ej -------- E2

which has the properties:

a) dim Ker L < 00
b) Image L is closed
c) dim Coker L < 00

For L Fredholm, define the index of L to be 
the integer

index L = dim Ker L - dim Coker L

The definition allows one to specify a particular 

class of mappings between infinite dimensional manifolds, 

the nonlinear Fredholm mappings.

101Definition VIII.2. Let

f : M -------- N
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be a differentiable mapping between Banach (infi
nite dimensional) manifolds.

a) f is a Fredholm map if at each point x^M 
the derivative map

Df(x) : TXM ------- > Tf(x)N

is a linear Fredholm operator

b) If f is a Fredholm mapping, on each compo
nent of M define the index of f to be 
the index of Df(x) at some, hence all, x 
in the component.

When one views the definition in terms of the 

geometric model for the finite elastostatic free boundary 

problem, and Theorem VIII.1, one sees that finite elasto

static operators which satisfy the Sobolev counterpart to 

Van Buren's invertibility hypothesis are particular examples 

of Fredholm mappings, namely those f such that

dim Ker Df(x) = dim Coker Df(x) = 0

Thus the class of finite elastostatic operators which are 

Fredholm mappings augment Van Buren's class.

The Smale-Sard Theorem

In finite dimensional theory Sard's theorem gives 

one information about the extent to which a function between 

two manifolds fails to be submersive, If

f ; m ----- > N

is a differentiable mapping between finite dimensional
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manifolds, one terms xeM a regular point if the derivative 

map

Df(x) : TXM -------> Tf(x)

is surjective, and a singular point if it is not. The 

image under f of a singular point is called a critical 

value; all other points in the range of f are called 

regular values. Sard's theorem relates the extent to which 

the range space consists of critical values to the dimen

sion of the spaces involved, and the differentiability 

of the map.

I OIL 
Theorem VIII.2 (Sard). Let U be an open subset 
of RP, and let

f : U -------> Rq

be a Cs map, where s>max (p-q,0). Then the 
set of critical values in Rl has measure zero.

Smale's work extends Sard's theorem to a particular class 

of mappings between infinite dimensional manifolds, the 

nonlinear Fredholm mappings.

■ 103
Theorem VIII.3. Let

f : M ------ ) N

be a Cq Fredholm map with

q >max ( index f,0)

(on each component). Then the regular values 
of f are "almost all" of N; that is to say, except 
for a set of the first Baire category.
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Of particular interest are the following corollaries to the

theorem. 
loH-

Corollary VIII.2, If

f : M ------- > N

is a Fredholm
almost all yeN,

map, q>(index f,0), 
its preimage f-1(y)

then for 
is a

submanifold of M whose dimension is equal to
index f, or is empty.

106
Corollary VIII.3. If

f : M ------- > N

is a Fredholm map of negative index, its image 
contains no interior points.

Local Uniqueness Results for the Free Boundary Problem

When one applies the Smale-Sard theorem to the 

geometric models for the free boundary and Dirichlet elasto- 

static problems, one achieves results which greatly enhance 

Van Buren’s work, and generate some rather provocative ques

tions which appear quite promising and, most importantly, 

resolvable. The first corollary permits one to relate the 

index of a Fredholm elastostatic operator to (1) the 

existence of equilibrating configurations for a given body 

force, and (2) the extent of local nonuniqueness. The 

second corollary gives one a nonexistence theorem.
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Proposition VIII.1 (Free Boundary Version) Let

Div TS|< : EmbH£+2(n) ------- > H^CTg^T])

represent a free boundary finite elastostatic 
problem. Suppose on each component of EmbH^+2(p)
the finite elastostatic operator is a Fredholm map.
Then for almost all body force density sections 
s^eH^ (Tg^r)) , the set of configurations equilibra
ting s^K" in each component of EmbH^+2(r)) is a
submanifold of (finite) dimension index DivTS|< 
or is empty.

Proposition VIII.2. (Free Boundary Version) Under 
the hypotheses of the previous proposition, if the 
index of the finite elastostatic operator is nega
tive on any component, then almost all body force 
densities are incapable of being equilibrated by 
configurations lying in that component.

The theorems indicate that the more informative

quantity with which to study local uniqueness properties of 

the finite elastostatic operator is the index of the map, 

as opposed to the separate dimensions of the kernel and 

cokernel spaces. The index is constant on each component 

of the solution manifold, whereas the dimensions of the ker

nel space, for example, can change abruptly from configura

tion to configuration. If the index of the operator is 

greater than zero on any component, then the finite elasto

static operator is locally nonunique about most equilibrating 

configurations in that component. Finally, the actual value 

of the index gives one a measure of the extent of local 

nonuniqueness.
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Local Uniqueness Results for the Dirichlet Problems

One may also formulate the propositions for the 

Dirichlet settings and obtain local existence and uniqueness 

results. One of Smale's own applications of the generalized 

Sard theorem is a local uniqueness theorem for the nonlinear, 

elliptic Dirichlet problem of second order built over the 

Holder function spaces,
106

Corollary VIII.3, (Holder Space Version) Let fi 
be a bounded region in Rn with smooth boundary 
an .

(1) Let

$ : Cs + 2(Q) —> Cs(fi) s > 0
$(u)

be a nonlinear partial differential 
equation of second order defined in terms of the 
map

F : J2(n) ------- > R

by $(u)(x) = F(j2u)(x) = F (x ,u (x) , Du (x) , D 2u (x) )

(2) For C01^) the space of functions on fi 
which are Holder continuous of order a, let

foeC2+a(n)

and define

C2 + a(H") = (fEC2"*"01^) : fi = f l } 
fo ldfi 'd'fi

Then:

(a) If F is a (strongly) elliptic operator 
then the induced map

$ : C2 + a(H) ------- > Ca(n")
•*■0
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is a Fredholm map of index zero.

(b) For almost all geCa(O) the set of 
u C2 + ot(Q) such that

1 o
(u) (x) = g (x)

is discrete.

The corollary enhances the local uniqueness results of

Van Buren by allowing one to release somewhat the stringent 

requirement that the derivative operator be invertible at 

each configuration. Moreover, the second assertion of the 

corollary indicates clearly how the local uniqueness con- 

cousions do not necessarily give rise to global unique ones.

Similar theorems may be formulated for the geometric 

models for the Dirichlet settings presented here. For full 

generality, they are formulated in a manner paralleling 

Coro 1lary VI11.2.

Proposition VIII.3. (Simple support version) Let 

g : 36 -------- n|8B

specify a boundary configuration which models a 
Dirichlet boundary condition, Let

SKI lEmbH£ + 2(n)]g
lEmbHZ*2(n)]g H^CTg n)

K

specify a simply supported Dirichlet problem, 
Suppose on each component of the configuration 
manifold the Dirichlet finite elastostatic operator 
is a Fredholm map.
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a) Then for almost all body force density sec
tions s^ell^(ri), the set of configurations 
in each component of [EmbHX' + (p) ] equili
brating it and satisfying the boundary condi
tion is a submanifold of (finite) dimension 
Index (nlvTSK| ),

1 [Embll (ri)]g

or is empty.

b) In particular, if the index is zero on any 
component, then the set of equilibrating con
figurations which satisfy the boundary condi
tion is discrete.

Proposition VIII.4 (Rigid Support Version) Let

9 ’• B ------ > n

designate a particular configuration which models 
the Dirichlet condition g, and let

DivTs , : (EmbH11*2) (n) —*H^(TS n)
Kl(EmbH£+2).a(q) 99 K

o a
specify a rigidly supported Dirichlet problem. 
Suppose on each component of the configuration 
manifold the finite elastostatic operator is a 
Fredholm map.

a) Then for almost all body force density
sections S|)eHx'(n) the preimage under the 
finite elastostatic operator in each component 
of the configuration manifold is a submanifold 
of (finite) dimension index (DivTs i

M (EmbH£+2) (n)
or is empty, dy

b) In particular, if the index is zero on any 
component, then the preimage is a discrete 
set.
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How the Local Uniqueness Conclusions of the

Various Models are Related

The local uniqueness conclusions drawn from the 

free boundary and Dirichlet models are not independent of 

each other. Since the finite elastostatic operators for 

the Dirichlet problems arise as restrictions of the free 

boundary operator, one gains the following results linking 

the indices of the operators.

Lemma VIII,1. Let geEmbH^+(p) be an con
figuration, and

9 I = §•
1 3B

Then the indices of the finite elastostatic operators 
associated with the rigidly supported Dirichlet 
problem, the simply supported Dirichlet problem, 
and the free boundary problem, when defined, are 
ordered by the relation

index (DivTs . ) <
Kl (EmbHX'+2)9g(n)

index (DivT
(n)]g

index DivTS|< .

As one imposes stronger and stronger boundary conditions, 

the index of the elastostatic operator decreases,
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A provocative avenue of inquiry opens as to the 

role played by the boundary condition in affecting local 

existence and uniqueness conclusions. One may examine 

elastostatic problems which are locally nonunique in the 

free boundary setting, but locally unique in the Dirichlet 

boundary setting. Little work has been done on this aspect 

of the existence and uniqueness problem, The principal 

efforts in the literature are directed towards determining 

what conditions can be imposed upon the response function 

for the finite elastostatic operator to insure local 

uniqueness in any, hence all Dirichlet problems. Neither 

the manner in which the place boundary condition is imposed, 

nor the the possibility of local uniqueness holding for one 

boundary condition, but not another usually enter into the 

treatment.

How Three Locally Nonunique Situations Manifest Themselves

Using the primitive tool provided by the relation-, 

ship among the indices of the three finite elastostatic 
/ 

operators one may begin to examine how local uniqueness 

conclusions may vary with boundary conditions. For example, 

one may discern between three types of locally nonunique 

situations associated with the finite elastostatic problem. 
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Let a simple elastic material body be in a configuration 

Sip equilibrated by a body force s^,. The first type of 

local nonuniqueness results when the free boundary finite 

elastostatic operator is not locally unique at sip, but 

a simply supported Dirichlet finite elastostatic operator 

is. In terms of the geometry of the configuration manifolds 

the situation may be visualized in the following way. To 

say that the free boundary operator is not locally unique 

at Sip is to say that associated with the body force s^ 

are many configurations in the free boundary configuration 

manifold, of which sip is but one. The index of the free 

boundary finite elastostatic operator would be greater 

than zero; the preimage of s^ would be a manifold of 

dimension index DivTS|<. Geometrically, it would be 

impossible to separate Sjp from other equilibrating confi

gurations using open sets of the free boundary configuration 

manifold EmbH^+2(q).

However, if one restricts to a suitable simply 

supported Dirichlet configuration submanifold [EmbH^+2(q)J 

containing s^, local uniqueness would be characterized 

by the zero index of the associated Dirichlet finite 

elastostatic operator. Geometrically, one could separate 

Sip from other equilibrating configurations using open sets 

£+2 of [EmbH (n)]g- A visualization of this nonunique 

situation is given in Figure VIII.2.a), using finite dimen

sional elements.
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FIGURE VIII. 2.

Geometrically Visualizing Three Situations of Local Nonuniqueness.
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One is well acquainted with physical situations 

corresponding to this type of local nonuniqueness. For 

example, if a homogeneous isotropic hyperelastic solid 

subject to no boundary conditions possesses an equilibrating 

configuration sip for a zero body force density field, 

then any. rigid body motion from the configuration will 

result in a new equilibrating one. If the free boundary 

operator is Fredholm, its index would be six, indicating 

the extent of local nonuniqueness at sip. However, if sip 

is a natural state, then the imposition of a simply supported 

place boundary condition suffices to insure that sip is 
101 

locally unique.

A second type of local nonuniqueness results when 

both the free boundary and simply supported Dirichlet 

finite elastostatic operators are locally nonunique at s^, 

but the rigidly supported Dirichlet problem is locally 

unique. If the elastostatic operators are Fredholm, the 

situation would reveal itself as one where the indices 

of the free boundary and simply supported Dirichlet finite 

elastostatic operators, though ordered, are both positive, 

while the index of the rigidly supported Dirichlet operator 

is zero. Geometrically, the situation is one where s^ 

may not be separated from other equilibrating configurations 

using open sets in [EmbH^+2(p)]g, but may be separated 
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from them using open sets in (EmbH^+2)„ (p). A visualiza- 
d9 

tion of this instance is given in Figure VIII.2.b),

A physical situation corresponding to this type of 

nonuniqueness can be conjectured. Consider a homogeneous, 

isotropic cylinder subject to a Dirichlet boundary condi

tion. Suppose the boundary condition is so chosen, and the 

response of the material is such that the cylinder admits 

an interior buckling as depicted in Figure VIII.3.a). 

Assume that the buckling may be axially symmetric. Then 

for any cross-sectional plane of the cylinder the locus 

of possible buckling of the centerline of the cylinder would 

be a circle centered about the axis. Given any buckled 

configuration s^ satisfying the boundary condition and 

a zero body force, any perturbation of the buckled point 

around the circle would result in a new equilibrium con

figuration, as depicted in Figure VIII.3.b). As the 

propagation of the buckled point could be made as small 

as desired, the simply supported Dirichlet problem would 

exhibit local nonuniqueness at s^.

However, if one further constrains the boundary 

condition by requiring that the equilibrating configuration 

come off the boundary in a definite, nonisotropic way, 

by rigidly supporting the boundary condition, for example.
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a) An Instance of the Buckling is Envisioned.

b) A Plane Showing the Locus of the Possible Buckling.

c) The Locus of the Buckling Under Suitably Chosen Rigid Support.

FIGURE VIII. 3.

An Instance of Nonuniqueness in the Simply Supported Dirichlet 
Boundary Condition.
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then it may be possible to reduce the equilibrating 

buckled configurations in the plane section to antipodal 

points of the circle, as visualized in Figure VIII.3,c). 

As such equilibrating configurations are related by a 

finite deformation, the equilibrating configurations 

are locally unique in the rigid support setting.

The third type of local nonuniqueness occurs 

when the finite elastostatic operator has a nontrivial 

index in all three settings. A geometric visualization 

of the configuration manifold for this situation is 

given in Figure VIII.2.c). A physical situation corres

ponding to it arises from the previous example. If one 

chooses a rigidly supported model for the boundary 

condition where the way in which the configuration comes 

off the boundary is itself required to be isotropic, 

then one again loses the local uniqueness property.

As cursory as these examples are, they do emphasize 

the fact that for the nonlinear models presented here, 

local uniqueness conclusions drawn for one boundary 

condition need not hold for another.
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They indicate how one can dissect a locally 

unique elastostatic situation by judiciously imposing 

stronger and stronger boundary conditions. Moreover, 

the index is revealed as a simple algebraic indicator 

for characterizing when one attains a locally unique 

situation, or the extent of non-uniqueness. As more 

mathematical information becomes available on the compu

tation of the index of a mapping, how it depends upon 

the topology of the domain of definition, and how it 

behaves under the restriction of the mapping, a more 

complete understanding of how one can analyze nonunique 

finite elastostatic problems will emerge.

I 

Questions Outstanding in the Application of the 

Smale-Sard Theorem

Several promising areas of investigation arise when 

one views the Smale-Sard theorem in the context of the 

elastostatic problem. The first deals with the availability 

of studying finite elastostatic operators which are 

Fredholm. A second deals with determining when the operator 

is Fredholm. A third seeks ways to characterize local 
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existence and uniqueness properties of Fredholm maps. 

One can formulate questions in these areas which 

appear resolvable in the immediate future. Firstly, how 

restrictive is the precondition of Fredholmness on the 

finite elastostatic operator? Secondly, if one knows that 

the derivative of a finite elastostatic operator is a 

Fredholm operator at one configuration, under what condi

tions can one view the finite operator as itself a Fredholm 

mapping? Thirdly, if one is given a finite elastostatic 

operator with the Fredholm property, can one determine its 

index without direct knowledge of its kernel and cokernel 

spaces ?

Surprisingly, these questions currently are the 

focus of much mathematical activity. However, they are 

disguised in terms of abstract investigations. For example 

the first two questions are subjects of interest in the 

inquiry into whether, in the class of all mappings between 

Banach manifolds, characterize those which are Fredholm, 

and those which can be approximated by Fredholm mappings. 

The reader is referred to the literature to examine the 

extent to which abstract results have been obtained, but 
10% UO 

have yet to be applied.

Resolution of the third question has been advanced 

significantly by the identification of the index of the 

mapping, the mapping itself, and the algebraic topological
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HL properties of the solution manifold, Although the speci

fic results are too complex to present here, it deserves 

mention that results like these point once again to the 

intimate relationship between the operator, the topology 

of the configuration manifold, and the existence and 

uniqueness properties.

OTHER MATHEMATICAL TOOLS

Local Uniqueness and the Degree of a Mapping

The application of the Smale-Sard theorem represents 

but one example of the powerful mathematical resources which 

become available with the introduction of the geometric 

models for the finite elastostatic free boundary and Dirichlet 

models, Another prominent tool is the algebraic degree of a 

nonlinear mapping.

In chapter four one found that one may associate 

with a mapping between finite dimensional manifolds

f : UcRn -------- Rn

an algebraic quantity, deg(f, q0?U), which characterized, 

roughly speaking the number of solutions PoeU which satisfy 

the equation

fCp) = qo.
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For more precision, the reader is referred to Definition 

IV. 3,

The definition of the degree of a nonlinear mapping 

between infinite dimensional manifolds is under current 

mathematical investigation. The degree of a Fredholm
H3 

mapping of a Banach space was defined by Smale in 1965, 

When the Fredholm map has index zero, the degree of the 

map is an integer whose definition parallels the finite 

dimensional definition. When the index of the map is 

non-zero, (a locally nonunique situation), the degree is 

no longer an integer; rather, it is a more abstract, but 

equally comprehensible quantity. Much work has been done 

on generalizing the definition to Fredholm mappings between 

manifolds, and consequences, like an infinite dimensional
n't 

version of the Fredholm Alternative, and a rank theorem.

Notably, the theory of the algebraic degree of a 

nonlinear mapping between topological vector spaces has 

received much attention in some special areas of hydro

dynamics and elastodynamics, when the dynamic operator is 

a particular type of compact perturbation of the identity,^ 

Some investigations of the onset of secondary flows as one 

varies the Reynolds number have been made, in which the 

onset is modeled as a bifurcation phenomenon in a nonlinear 

eigenvalue problem. Also, problems in the buckling of 

shells which arise in the Elastica theory have been
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m,fi8 
similarly modeled. In each case, the hydrodynamic or 

elastodynamic operator is strongly elliptic, (hence, 

Fredholm of index zero), for each value of the parameter. 

By intricate computation, usually, one establishes that 

for some values of the parameter, the degree of the 

operator has one integer value, and for other values of 

the parameter the degree has a second value, By theorem 

or computation one may then determine the value of the 

parameter at which the discontinuity in the degree occurs, 

It is at these values of the parameter that new motions 

branch off from previously known ones, The chief feature 

of the nonlinear eigenvalue problem, in contrast to the 

linear one, is that the new motions continue to exist and 

grow as the parameter increases.

A Local Uniqueness Problem in Elastostatics 

is Viewed in terms of the Degree

One may envision a family of Dirichlet elastostatic 

problems which display an onset of secondary, locally unique 

equilibrating solutions, One may view them in terms of the 

geometric models presented here as bifurcation problems, to 

which the algebraic degree theory may be applied.

Consider in greater detail the example proposed by 

F, John mentioned in chapter four, It exhibits a body 
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displaying locally unique, but globally nonunique equilibra

ting configurations for a given Dirichlet problem. The body 

consists of an infinite cylinder with concentric cylindrical 

boundaries of radius < R2, respectively. If the material 

comprising the body were isotropic, and if the body admits 

an equilibrating configuration in which the inner cylinder 

is rotated through a straight angle, then the body admits 

at least two locally unique equilibrating configurations to 

that particular Dirichlet boundary value problem. The 

situation is pictured in Figure IV.1.

Now suppose that the material comprising the body 

is such that the inner cylinder may be rotated through one 

straight angle, but not through two. One would then have 

a situation where the elastostatic Dirichlet problems in 

which the inner cylinder is rotated through an angle 9 

in an interval C©i»02) would possess two locally unique 

equilibrating configurations, while those Dirichlet problems 

in which the inner cylinder were rotated through an angle 

in the interval [0,©j) or (02,271] would possess a unique 

equilibrating configuration. The situation is visualized 

in Figure VI11.4.

How would such a problem appear in the geometric 

models presented here, and how would one characterize the 

behavior? The boundary conditions would determine a 

one-parameter family of simply supported Dirichlet
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configuration manifolds,

{[EmbHS' + 2(n)]g(6) , 6e[0,27t)},

lying in the free boundary manifold, Assume that for each 

Dirichlet boundary condition the finite elastostatic

operator is Fredholm, Then the locally unique character of 

the equilibrating configurations would be reflected in 

the index of the elastostatic operator. For each value of 

9, the corresponding Dirichlet finite elastostatic operator 

would be zero, and the preimage of the body force density 

would be a zero dimensional manifold. Allowing the para

meter to vary continuously, one generates a one dimensional 

submanifold which may be quite complicated topologically,

The onset of the second equilibrating configuration > 

would be signaled by the degree of the elastostatic operator, 

For some values of the parameter the degree of the associan 

ted Dirichlet finite elastostatic operator would be unity, 

while for other values it would deviate from unity, The 

parameter values at which the discontinuities in the degree 

occurs would mark the boundary values at which the second 

equilibrating configuration appears,

Some Outstanding Questions About the Application of the Degree

The above conjecture reveals several very important 

questions concerning the application of degree theory to
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a) The Critical Angles at Which the Number of Dirichlet 
Equilibrating Configurations Change.

b) Two Equilibrating Configurations for 
within the Nonunique Region.

a Boundary Condition

c) The Equilibrating Configuration for a Boundary Condition 
Outside the Nonunique Domain.

FIGURE VIII. 4.

A Situation Where the Number of Equilibrating Configurations 
Vary with the Boundary Condition.
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elastostatic problems, and some provocative areas for 

further inquiry. The primary question is how precisely 

can one compute the degree of the finite elastostatic 

operator, and how does one determine when and where it 

changes? As mentioned previously, much work has been 

done on this question for Fredholm mappings which are
HI 

particular types of compact perturbations of the identity.

If the elastostatic operators have the particular form 

referenced, the eigenvalues of the operator linearized 

about a trivial solution constitute the values of the 

parameter at which bifurcation occurs. Moreover, an exami

nation of the higher order terms of the operators indicate 

at which of these parameter values a discontinuity of the 

degree in fact occurs; hence, where branching occurs, and 

how many branches form.

Current mathematical investigations center about 

characterizing the degree of a Fredholm mapping which links 

infinite dimensional manifolds, as opposed to topological 

vector spaces, and in particular maps which do not possess .
(5.0 

the form alluded to above. Ways of determining the degree
/A/ 

from algebraic topological information also appear imminent. 

Finally, the higher order degrees, which arise when the 

index of the finite elastostatic operator has non zero 

index (hence, is not strongly elliptic) remains a provoca-. 

tive, yet completely untapped resource,
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A CONCLUDING REMARK

Embryonic as these developments are, they show 

what promise resides' in the geometric examination of local 

uniqueness and existence questions. The above examples 

permit the reader the opportunity to experience, at least 

in general terms, how the geometric models developed here 

provide the vehicle by which heretofore abstract mathema

tical results are rendered quite relevant. The avenues of 

inquiry which follow, only a few of which were mentioned 

here, promise a more complete local uniqueness theory of 

elastostatics, and stand as fruitful vistas for future 

work resulting from this thesis.
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IX, GAINING GLOBAL INFORMATION FROM THE MODELS

Can one gain global information from the models 

for the elastostatic problems presented in this work? If 

so, will the conclusions one draws from them differ signi

ficantly from the results gained from previous models? In 

this chapter, one is introduced to the mathematical methods 

which are becoming available for application to the new 

models, and which can replace those methods rendered 

inapplicable in chapter four.

The examples permit one to anticipate significant 

departures in the approach to investigating existence and 

global uniqueness questions. With the previous models the 

burden of the existence and uniqueness conclusions rested 

primarily upon the material response. The methods 

introduced in this chapter permit one to incorporate an 

intimate dependence upon the boundary conditions, and the 

body topology as well. The chief feature of the applica

tion of the methods is the importance which is placed upon 

the nontrivial topological nature of the manifold of 

configurations.

The Methods Which Will be Considered in this Chapter

The examples presented in the chapter study the 
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existence and uniqueness questions for bodies composed of 

hyperelastic materials. Two methods of analysis are 

considered for application: the Lusternik-Schnirelman 

theory, and the Morse theory.

When a body is composed of material possessing a 

hyperelastic response the geometric model permits one to 

view the existence and uniqueness questions as a problem of 

the existence and number of critical points of a function 

defined over the configuration manifold. One identifies 

the elastostatic Dirichlet equations as the Euler-Lagrange 

equations of an action integral. The action integral 

determines a function which is defined over the Dirichlet 

configuration manifold, and the equilibrating configurations 

are critical points of the function. The existence of a 

critical point for the function insures the existence of an 

equilibrating configuration for the Dirichlet problem, 

and the number of critical points characterizes the global 

nonuniqueness of the problem.

When the hyperelastic Dirichlet problem is viewed 

in this manner, the abstract methods of the critical point 

theory may be engaged to resolve existence and global 

uniqueness questions. The Lusternik-Schnirelman theory 

and the Morse theory represent but two of these methods.

One does not go deeply into the application of 

these methods in this chapter. Rather the purpose they
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serve is to illustrate how one can gain global information 

from the geometric models presented in this work, and how 

the information one gains can differ significantly from 

the information gained in previous models.

Comments in this chapter are limited to hyperelastic 

materials. However, some mathematical methods are becoming 

available for resolving existence questions for bodies 
123

composed of nonhyperelastic materials. An example is the 
/2Y

generalization of the Leray-Schauder degree. Consideration 

of these methods will be reserved for future study.

Why the Global Conclusions will Differ from 

Previous Models

The application of critical point theories to study 

existence and uniqueness questions in the abstract Dirichlet 
125

problem, though rather new, is not novel. The methods have 

even been applied to some previous models of elastic systems 

What makes their application to the models presented in this 

work distinct is the topological complexity of the models 

themselves. The significant feature of the methods which 

are illustrated is the intimate relationship they establish 

between the algebraic topological properties of the solution 

space and the existence and uniqueness conclusions. In 

I5LC
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previous models the solution space has been trivial from 

an algebraic topological point of view; hence, existence 

and uniqueness conclusions have depended primarily upon 

the properties of the material response. In the models 

presented here, the solution space is a manifold, as 

opposed to a topological space. Its topology can be 

quite complex, and the manifolds for different Dirichlet 

boundary conditions need not be homeomorphic. Consequently, 

when one applies the critical point methods the variety 

of possible existence and global uniqueness conclusions 

one draws from them is greatly enhanced. They come to 

depend as intimately upon the choice of boundary condition 

and the specimen topology, as upon the nature of the 

material response.

With the completion of the illustrations one ends 

the general study of the geometric models. The models 

have been shown to be well defined, capable of providing 

information about finite elastostatic systems, and most 

importantly, potentially able to generate results quite 

different from previous models. One may now turn to the 

study of particular elastostatic problems in terms of the 

models. In this spirit, the chapter ends with some 

specific questions which can be resolved, and whose resolu-^ 

tion will be a concrete contribution to the theory of 

existence and uniqueness in finite elasticity.
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CRITICAL POINT THEORIES AND THE GLOBAL 

CONCLUSIONS FOR HYPERELASTIC MATERIALS

Ari Equilibrating Configuration is a 

Critical Point of a Function

When a continuum mechanical body is composed of 

material exhibiting a hyperelastic response, one may geo

metrically view the equilibrating configurations for a 

Dirichlet elastostatic problem as critical points of a 

function defined on the Dirichlet configuration manifold. 

The function arises as the action integral determined by 
15-7 the strain energy function associated with the material.

For convenience of the development, let the body 

force density be zero. Relative to the reference configura

tion section, one may associate with the hyperelastic 

material a strain energy function whose derivative generates 
pd the Piola-Kirchoff stress tensor field. In terms of the 

free boundary model, one may view it geometrically as a 

real-valued function defined over the classically 

differentiable configurations. In the notation of chapter 

five, one may write the function as

ES|< : Embk(n) ------- BxR
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If the material response is smooth, the function takes C” 

configurations into C functions over the body. In 

general, the function depends upon the higher order deri

vatives of the configuration section. For example, for a 

simple elastic body, ES)< is a nonlinear differential 

operator of order one ,

^SK = (aSK^'VT]' 

where

aS|< : L(3)(TB, n) ----- BxR

represents the usual specification of the strain energy 

function as a morphism over the bundle of local configura

tions.

One may associate with ES|<. an action integral. 

Geometrically, the integral defines a function on the mani

folds of classically differentiable configurations. The 

function is c” if the material response is smooth. One 

may denote the function as

JZs< : Embk(i]) ------- R

SK (s^) (p)dpSK(p) 
B

dpsK denotes the volume element on B determined by the 

reference configuration. If one takes into account the 
iM

axioms of chapter four, the action integral function extends 

to a C00 function on the free boundary Sobolev configuration
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manifolds,
L v

J SK : EmbH (n) ------- R, k > 3

Upon restriction, the action integral function determines 
00

a C function on 'the Dirichlet configuration manifolds, 

for example,

JZSk:| : (EmbHk)a (n) ----- R
I (EmbHK)9g(T]) 9

The derivative of the action integral function is 

given by theorem from chapter four. Choosing s^ a smooth 

configuration for convenience,

C I/1 If

dJ S<(s^): T((EmbHk)9g(n))s^ « Ho(n) --------- R

by a ----------- [dJ^KCs^DJo = f [A(JES|<)s^a(p)dpS|<(p)

2 sAs one might expect, the derived operator dJ K is the 
130

Euler-Lagrange operator in integrated form. The equilibra

ting configurations for the elastostatlc Dirichlet problem 

are precisely those which render the derived operator 

trivial,

dJZsK(s ) = 0 ET*((EmbHk) (n))s 
v ■ 9g
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Hence, they constitute the critical points of the action 

integral function.

One thus achieves a representation for the 

generalized elastostatic Dirichlet problem as a function 

on the extended Dirichlet configuration manifold. Its 

critical points are the equilibrating configurations for 

the Dirichlet problem. The existence of critical points 

insures the existence of elastostatic configurations for 

the body. If the critical points are isolated, then the 

static configurations are locally unique. The number of 

critical points characterizes how globally nonunique the 

elastostatic problem is.

HOW ONE ENGAGES THE LUSTERNIK-SCHNIRELMAN THEORY

The Idea of the Lusternik-Schnirelman Theory

How many critical points may an action integral 

function possess on a Dirichlet solution manifold, and 

what are their Character? In order to resolve the question, 

one may engage the various "abstract" critical point 

theories which have emerged in the modern mathematical 

literature. Two theories will be discussed in this 

chapter. The first theory was developed by Lusternik and
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Schnirelman in 1934. It has recently been extended to 

Banach manifolds of arbitrary (infinite) dimension.

The Lusternik-Schnirelman theory allows one to 

determine the critical values of the function, and to asso

ciate with each critical value an integer which charac

terizes the topological nature of the corresponding 

critical point set. In general, if one judiciously chooses 

a class of subsets of the manifold, determines the maximum 

value of the function on each set of the class, then 

minimizes the maximum values for all sets in the class, one
133 

gains a critical value for the function. The Lusternik- 

Schnirelman theory provides a particular choice for the 

class of subsets over which to carry out the minimax 

procedure. One finds that the choice intimately involves 

certain topological features of the subsets of the manifold. 

The features may be characterized by an algebraic topological 

invariant, the (L-S) category of the set.

The (L-S) Category of a Set

To define the invariant quantity, one begins by 

identifying when a subset of a topological space is "trivial'1 

or contractable.

134
Definition IX.1. A closet set A of a topological 
space X is contractable over X if the injection 
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of A into X is homotopic over X to a constant 
map. That is to say, there is a continuous map

H : Axl ----- X

having the properties

H(-,0) = 1A : A ----- A <= X,

: A ------- {P} £ X

Not all subsets of a topological space are contractable. 

One introduces an algebraic quantity which characterizes 

the extent to which a subset is not contractable. The 

quantity is the (L-S) category of the set.

135
Definition IX.2. The (L-S) category of a closed 
set A in X, denoted catx(A), is the least 
integer n such that A can be covered by n 
closed subsets of X each of which are contract
able. Denote the category of X in X by cat (X). 

Lemma IX.1. If A is contractable in X then

catx(A) = 1.

The (L-S) Category is an algebraic indicator of the 

topological complexity of a space. If a space is trivial 

topologically, its (L-S) category is quite low. For example, 

Cat(Rn) = 1 reflects the contractability of Euclidean space. 

Cat(Sn) = 2 indicates that Sn, though still rather simple 

topologically, is more complex than Rn. As one might 

intuit, the (L-S) category of a space is closely related to 

its homology and cohomology. The following theorem
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illustrates how knowledge of the cohomology of a space 

provides information about its category.

Z3<?
Proposition IX.1. Let X be an arcwise connected 
metric space. Let H^iCX.F) denote the 
cohomology group of X with coefficients in a 
field F. Let

cuplong(X)

denote the largest integer 
rieHki(X,F), ki>0, 1 < i

n such that for
< n, the cup product

rlv---vrn * 0

Then

cat(X) >. cuplong(X) +1.

(L-S) Category and Critical Points

In what follows consideration is limited to manifolds 

modeled on a Hilbert space which possess a Riemann structure. 

The limitation is imposed for convenience; however, it is
v consistent with the previous work. For example, EmbH (ri)

is a Hilbert manifold, and inherits a Riemannian structure
k as an open submanifold of the Hilbert space H (n).

137 
Definition IX.3. Let M be a Riemannian manifold 
modeled on a Hilbert space. Let f be a smooth 
function on M. Let Vf be the gradient associated 
with its derivative by the Riemann structure. For 
c a real number, define the set of critical points 
Of f at level c by

Kc = {peM : f(p) = c, Vf(p) = 0}.
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Which values of f may be critical values?

An attractive collection of candidate values arises when 

one minimizes the maximum values the function f may take 

over sets of M of suitable category.

Definition IX.4. For k an integer, let 
denote the set of all subsets of M of (L-SJ 
category k. Define 

ck(f) = inf {sup f(p)j. 
AeF^CM) peA

If rk(M) = 0, take ck(f) =

The fundamental results of the Lusternik 

Schnirelman theory are that under suitable conditions the 

values {cm(f)} are critical values for f, and moreover, 

the (L-S) category of the critical point set KCm(f) 

possesses a lower bound which may be determined. Conse

quently, one gains information about how nontrivial the 

critical point set of a function is topologically.

The Palais-Smale Condition (C)

From one’s experience with non-Fredholm operators 

in the previous chapter, one may correctly intuit that not 

all functions defined over arbitrary infinite-dimensional 

manifolds will admit a Lusternik-Schnirelman theory. In 

1965, R. Palais extended the theory to a class of infinite
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dimensional manifolds and functions defined on them which 
139

can include the elastostatic models presented here. Let 

M denote an infinite dimensional manifold modeled on a 

separable Hilbert space. Assume that M possesses a Cn 

Riemann metric whose geodesics may be extended indefinitely, 

(that is, M is a complete Riemannian manifold). Consider 

those smooth functions f defined on M which satisfy the 

following condition (C) .

WO
Condition IX.1. (Condition (C)). If S is a 
subset of M on which f| is bounded, but on 
which ||Vf|| is not bounded away from zero, then 
there is a critical point of f in the closure 
of S.

For example, the condition is satisfied if f is a 

proper map. In particular, if M is compact (hence, 

finite dimensional), any smooth function satisfies the 

condition.

The Main Results of the Lusternik-Schnirelman Theory

Under the Palais-Smale condition (C), one achieves 

the following theorem which identifies the critical values- 

of f and determines the lower bounds on the (L-S) 

category of the critical point sets.
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Theorem IX.1. Let (M,f) satisfy condition (C).
Let {cm(f)} and Kc be as defined previously. 
Let K be the entire critical point set of f 
on M. Then

(a) Cj^ (f) = imf (ftp) : peM}, and 
Cj (f) = Mln {f(p):peM} if f is 
bounded below.

(b) For each integer n 1,

cn(f) < cn + l(f)'

(c) If < ck(f) < ”, then is a critical
value for f

(d) If some c]<(f) = ”, then f is unbounded 
on K, and K is infinite. In fact,

cm(f) < sup (f(p) : pcK}.

for all m.

(e) If 0<m<n <_ Cat (M) , and -0O<cEcm(f) = cn(f)<«> 
then

CatM(Kc) >_ n-m + 1.

From the Lusternik-Schnirelman theorem one may gain 

information about the existence and number of critical 

points of a function defined on the manifold. The follow

ing corollary illustrates the type of abstract existence and 

global uniqueness theorem one gains.

Corollary IX.1. Let (M,f) satisfy condition (C), 
and let f be bounded below.

(a) Then f assumes a minimum on each component 
of M.

- (b)' In particular, on each component Mo of M,
there are at least as many critical points 
of f as the Lusternik-Schnirelman category 
Cat]4(M0) for that component.
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The Significance of the Lusternik-Schnirelman 

Theory for Elastostatics

The Lusternik-’Schnirelman critical point theory 

provides one method for resolving existence and global 

uniqueness questions for the finite elastostatic Dirichlet 

problem for a hyperelastic material. The manifold M is 

taken to be the manifold of possible configurations satis

fying the given Dirichlet boundary condition. The 

function f is taken to be the action Integral function. 

The critical points of the function are the equilibrating 

configurations for the elastostatic problem. The conclu

sions on the existence of critical points for the function 

and the lower bounds on their number informs one about the 

existence and the extent of global nonuniqueness of the 

solutions to the finite elastostatic Dirichlet problem.

This value of the Lusternik^Schnirelman theory 

has been recognized by architects of previous continuum 

mechanical models. Melvyn Berger has shown that if one 

models the buckling problem for a two-dimensional elastic 

body by means of the Elastica theory as a nonlinear eigen

value problem, the application of the Lusternik-Schnirelman 

theory successfully resolves some existence and global 
!H3 

uniqueness questions. In fact, he foresees the Lusternik- 

Schnirelman theory as producing the nonlinear generaliza

tion of the Sturm-Liouville theory for the eigenvalue problem,'
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Results for the Models Developed Here
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If one applies the Lusternik-Schnirelman theory to 

the models for the elastostatic problem developed in this 

work, will the existence and global uniqueness conclusions 

differ significantly from those of previous models? 

Corollary IX.1 indicates that they will differ quite 

significantly. The basis for the assertion is the intimate 

involvement of the topology of the solution manifold with 

the number of critical points which the action integral 

function can sustain. For the models presented here, the 

solution manifolds can be highly nontrivial topologically. 

Hence, the quantity Cat]q(M0) may differ quite markedly from 

unity. For the previous models, where the solution manifolds 

are topological vector spaces, the quantity is precisely 

unity.

It is instructive to examine this point in detail. 

For a given boundary condition, the Dirichlet configuration 

manifolds for the models presented here may have many 

components, each of which are of a different, nontrivial 

topological character. A nontrivial topological character 

signals a large category. Hence, Cat^CMg) can vary for 

each component, and, most importantly, differ from unity.
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Corollary IX,1 then indicates that the number of critical 

points which the action Integral function possesses may 

vary from component to component, and may have a lower 

bound which is greater than unity. Moreover, since the 

Dirichlet configuration manifolds need not be homeomorphic 

in these models, the .existence and uniqueness conclusions 

will change as one varies the boundary condition, or alters 

the specimen topology. In other words, the conclusions on 

the existence and global uniqueness of equilibrating con" 

figurations from the models presented here would be rich 

and varied.

Contrast these results with those which one would 

gain from previous models, The Dirichlet solution manifolds 

are affine subspaces of a Banach space. They are all 

diffeomorphic to a closed linear subspace, A subspace of 

a Banach space is contractable, Thus, the category of all 

Dirichlet solution manifolds would be unity, Consequently, 

Corollary IX.1 could indicate the existence of equllibra-. 

ting configurations for these models, but could convey no 

information on the global uniqueness question, Moreover, 

since all Dirichlet configuration manifolds are diffeomorphic 

in these models, the Lusternik-Schnirelman theory could not 

anticipate how the number of critical points of the action 

integral might change as one varied the boundary condition.
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In short, the Lusternik-Schnirelman theory provides 

a concrete indication of how the existence and number of 

equilibrating configurations of a Dirichlet elastostatic 

problem can depend as intimately upon the topology of the 

configuration manifold as upon conditions imposed upon the 

elastostatic operator itself. From the nontrivial topo

logical character of the Dirichlet configuration manifolds 

of the models presented here, one gains information on the 

global uniqueness questions which is unavailable to previous 

topological linear space models. Finally, the manifesta-, 

tion of the variations in the topology of the configuration 

manifolds as one changes the boundary condition, or alters 

the specimen topology, as changes in the least number of 

equilibrating configurations is most provocative. It 

heralds a deeper insight into the confounding problem of 

the interdependence of the solution of a nonlinear problem 

and the shape of its boundary and domain,

THE MORSE THEORY AND THE HYPERELASTIC MODELS

The application of the Morse theory to the finite 

elastostatic models for the hyperelastic material body 

illustrates the intimate relationship between the existence 

and number of critical points of the action integral function 

and the topology of the configuration manifold even more
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dramatically than the Lusternik-Schnirelman theory. When 

applicable, the Morse theory allows one to utilize more 

topological information from the configuration manifold 

to make stronger statements about the number of critical 

points. Moreover, one can discern something of the nature 

of the critical points: are they absolute minima, absolute 

maxima, or saddle points?

The Idea of the Morse Theory

The relationship between the presence and nature of 

critical points for a function and the topological structure 

of the manifold on which it is defined can be much more 

subtle and intimate than the Lusternik-Schnirelman theory 

suggests. A simple, but dramatic example of the relation

ship is provided by the height function on a two-dimensional 

torus. This example is reproduced as Figure IX,1, Notice 

that the onset of a critical point of the height function 

is signaled by fundamental changes in the algebraic topolo-, 

gical structure of the function's preimage. Moreover, near 

the critical points, one may choose a coordinate system for 
which the function is represented as a quadratic expression/ 

The number of negative signs in the quadratic is called the 

index of the critical point. It characterizes the nature
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Ma - {xeM; f(x) < a}

Homotopy Type Ma a

a < f(p)

a two-cell

a two-cell 
with handle

a genus one 
surface

a torus

FIGURE IX. 1.

f(p) < a < f(q)

f(q) < a < f(r)

f(r) < a < f(s)

f(s) < a

Milnor’s Example Which Illustrates the Correlation Between 
the Critical Points of f and the Homotopy Type of Ma.
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of the critical point: maxima, minima, saddlepoint, The 

index varies with .the critical point and is also related 

to the algebraic topological character of the function’s 

preimage, Tn short, the existence, nature and number of 

critical points of a function is Intimately related to the 

algebraic topological structure of its domain of definition.

The Basic Elements of the Morse Theory

The fundamental results of the Morse theory for 

finite dimensional manifolds are available from a number 

of sources. For the convenience of the reader the perti

nent definitions and theorems are set forth here. The 

central element of'the theory is the nondegenerate critical 

point of a function. Its nature is characterized by the 

index of the function at that point,

vn
Definition IX.5. Let f be a smooth, real-valued 
function defined on an n-manifold M,

(a) A point peM is a critical point of f if 
the tangent map

fxp : TMp ----- R

is zero. .Relative to a local coordinate 
system (x1) about p, the requirement 
implies

9f 3f 3f
9x^1 = dx^I B ,, = 9xnl - Q,

x(p) lx(p) 'x(p)
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where f is the representation of f rela
tive to the coordinate system.

(b) A critical point p is nondegenerate if 
relative to any local coordinate system 
(x^-) about p the matrix

is nonsingular. The matrix is the coordi
nate representation of the Hessian of f 
at p, the symmetric bilinear form on 
TMp given by

Hp = f**p : TMp x TMp ------- R,

(c) If p is a nondegenerate critical point of 
f, the index of f at p is defined to 

' be the dimension of the maximal subspace of 
TMp on which the Hessian of f is negative 
definite.

IH8
Lemma IX,2, (Morse), Let p be a nondegenerate 
critical point of f. Then there exists a local 
coordinate neighborhood U of p, and a local 
coordinate system (y^) such that y(p) = 0, and 
in U

f = f (Oj-Cy^^Cy2)2-. . ,-(yX)2+(yA + 1)2*. . , + (yn)2,

where X is the index of f at p.

The critical points of f are those points at which f 

attains an extremal value. Notice that the extremal value 

is an absolute minimum for f if the index of the 

nondegenerate critical point is zero, and an absolute 

maximum if the index is n = dim M. For index values
/y*?between these extremes the critical point is a saddle point.
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The fundamental theorems relating the appearance 

of critical points of a function with a change in the 

algebraic topological structure of its preimage now follow. 

For seR a possible value for the function f, define 

the preimage of f in M up through the value s as the 

set

Ms = f" (l~oo, s ]) = {peM : f(p) s),

It follows straightforwardly that Ms is a closed sub- 
ISO

manifold of M, possibly empty. The first fundamental 

theorem asserts that a necessary condition for the absence 

of a critical value for a function in a given interval 
1

[a,b] of values is the geometric equivalence, and in fact 

homotopy equivalence of the two preimages Ma and ,

151
Theorem IX.?, Let f be a real valued, smooth 
function defined on an n-manifold, Let a<b in 
R, and let the set f-1 ([ab]) be compact and 
contain no critical points of f. Then

(a) Ma is diffeomorphic to
a. b(b) M is a deformation retract of M , and 

the inclusion map

i:Ma ----- Mb

is a homotopy equivalence.

The second theorem asserts that the previous homotopy 

equivalence condition is also sufficient to Insure against 

the appearance of new critical points, In fact, it dictates 

how the two preimage manifolds must differ homotopically 

if additional critical points are to appear,
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Theorem IX.3. Let

f : m ------- R

be a smooth, real valued function on an n-manifold 
M, Let p be a nondegenerate critical point of 
f with index X. Let f(p) = c, and that for 
some e>0,

f-1 ( [c-e, c + e])

is compact and contains no other critical points 
of f besides p. Then for sufficiently small E, 
Mc+ with a X cell attached (as a "handle").

The latter theorem is more commonly recognized in its 

original form as the Morse inequality theorem.

,53 th
Theorem IX.4. Let Bj (M) denote the i Betti 
number of the manifold M:

Bj, (M) = dimHj^ (M,R) ,

for H^(M,R) the ith homology group of M 
with coefficients in R, a real vector space.
If denotes the number of critical points
of index X on a compact manifold M, then

B,(M) < C, for each X,A — A

k k
y (-l)k-m Bm(M) < \ (-l)k‘mCm,

m=0 m=0

and
CO QQ

Y (-1)™ Bm(M) = Z C-l)mCm.
m=0 m=0

These results of the Morse theory explicitly show how the 

existence, number, and character of the critical points of 

a function relate intimately to algebraic topological
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character of the manifold on which it is defined. Roughly- 

speaking, the more intricate the manifold structure the larger 

the variety of critical points available.

The Infinite Dimensional Generalization

In order to utilize the Morse theory in the geometric 

models developed here one must generalize the above results 

to infinite dimensional manifolds. As with the Lusternik- 

Schnirelman theory not all functions defined over arbitrary 

infinite-dimensional manifolds can support a Morse theory.

In 1964 Palais and Smale showed that one could 

extend the Morse theory to infinite dimensional manifolds 

modeled on a separable Hilbert space, and which possessed 

a complete C2 Riemannian structure, if the function f 

satisfied the condition (C) set forth in Condition IX,1, 

Under these conditions one achieves the following theorem 

on the existence of minimum points for f, 

15*1
Theorem IX.5. If (M,f) satisfy condition (C) and
if f is bounded below on a component Mo of M,
then f assumes its greatest lower bound on Mo, 

(a) If Vf represents the gradient field of f
and for pEMo if . (p) represents the
flow through p associated with Vf, then

(1) 4>t(p) is defined for all positive t
and has a critical point as a limit 

point as t-*00.
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(2) If all critical points of f are 
nondegenerate then in fact

lim 4>t (p) 
t-»-oo

exists .

(b) If f is bounded below on all of M then 
f assumes its greatest lower bound on M 
provided the critical point set of f has 
no interior, and in particular, if the 
critical points of f are nondegenerate.

One also gains the following infinite dimensional version 

of the Morse inequality theorem.

Theorem IX.6. Let (M,f) satisfy condition (C) 
and assume that the critical points of f are 
nondegenerate. Let a,beR be regular values for 
f. Let

fa = {peM : f(p) £ a}

. fa’b = f^CIa^j)

Let Ra,b be the itb Betti number of (fb,fa) 
with coefficients in a field and let be
the number of critical points of index i in 
fa’b. Then
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Corollary IX.2. Let' f be bounded below on M 
and let Rj denote the Betti number of M
with coefficients in a field. Let be the 
number of critical points of f having index i. 
Then

Ri 5. ci >

and if each Cf is finite, i=0,l,2. m, then

m

i=0 1

m m-i
Z (-1) C1

i = 0

An Example Showing How One Uses the

Morse Theory

One can now appreciate the value of the infinite 

dimensional Morse Theory for resolving infinite dimensional 

existence and uniqueness questions. As mentioned previously, 

applying the Morse theory in this manner, though relatively 

new, is not novel. The example provided by Smale and 

Palais illustrates well how one transforms an abstract 

nonlinear Dirichlet problem into a Morse theory question, 

and how one uses the topology of the solution manifold, and 

knowledge of some critical points to deduce information 

about other ones.

< For the convenience of presentation the example is 

set forth in propositional form, The first proposition 

casts the abstract Dirichlet problem in a geometric setting,
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The second one imposes some conditions sufficient for the 

extension of the model to an infinite dimensional Hilbert 

space setting. While the conditions differ from the axiom- 

conditions imposed by the approach used in this work, the 

two approaches are consistent. The third proposition 

models the Dirichlet boundary condition solution space as 

a complete Riemannian manifold. Finally, the fourth propo

sition suggests conditions which insure the satisfaction 

of condition (C). Consequently, the abstract Dirichlet 

problem is transformed into a Morse theory question. For 

details about a Morse theory question. The references are 

indicated if one wishes greater details about the example.
!51

Proposition IX.2. Let M be a compact, smooth 
differentiable manifold, let be a finite 
dimensional vector bundle over M, and let be 
a smooth measure on M, Let

F:Jr(£) ------- rm

be a smooth mapping. Define the integral functi 

J:Cr(?) ------- R
f /F(jkf)dp,

M K

If r >_ k, then J is a C” function on Cr(5),

( Proposition IX,3. Let 

F:JkC?) ------- RM

satisfy the following growth conditions: relative 
to a local coordinate system (x,p) on Jk(^)
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F(x,p)^ Cj | |p | |2 + c2

Fpp(x,p)(M) £ C3 Hell2,

PeE x L(V,E) x , . ,x L^(V,E)

Then the C00 function J on C^(^) extends to 
a C“ function on

151 k k
Proposition IX,4, For f0ECK(Q, let Cq(^) be 
the affine subspace of maps feC^CC) such that

jk-lf = jk-lfo

on 9M. Let Hq(^) denote the closure of £^(5) 
in Hk(5). Then Hk($) is a complete Riemannian 
manifold.

ICO
Proposition IX.5. If in addition, on each local 
coordinate system (x,p) in Jk(5), F satisfies 
the following conditions

C4| |pk| |2-C5 < / F(x,p)dx, pkeLk(V,E)
U

C6 MS I 12 £ FpkpkCx,p) (3,P),

then the restricted function
I

Jo = Ji . Ho^) R

satisfies condition (C). Hence, Jo has a minimum 
on Hq(£), and if the critical points are non
degenerate, the Morse theory is valid on (Hk(£),J0).

How does the Morse theory dictate the number and

nature of the critical points? One invokes one’s knowledge
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of the topological character of the solution space

and the Morse inequalities to resolve these questions. To 

illustrate, two observations by Palais and Smale follow.

161
Observation IX.1, Let Proposition IX.5. hold.
Then Jo has at least one critical point of index 
zero, and thus, Jo attains a minimum on

Proof:
v

(1) Ho(^) is a real topological vector space,
hence contractable.

(2) From classic algebraic topological results
(! i = 0 

contractable implies Ri(Ho(^))=j
(0 i/0

(3) If Co is the number of critical points
of index zero. Corollary IX.2 implies

1 S Co-

(4) Finally, a critical point of index zero is 
a minimum.

Observation IX,2. If Jo admits two local non
degenerate minima on Hq(£), then Jo admits at 
least one other critical point.

Proof:

(1) Let Co = 2. By Observation IX.1, and 
Corollayy IX.2,

-1 5 -c0 - cx
or

ci rL 1’
Thus, there exists at least one critical 
point of index one,
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The example thus Illustrates how intimately the number and 

variety of critical points depends upon the topological 

nature of the solution space as well as the conditions 

placed upon the integrand.

The Morse Theory and the Elastostatic Models

How the global conclusions drawn from the elasto

static models presehted in this work can differ significantly 

from' conclusions drawn from previous models becomes even 

more, apparent in the light of the previous example, When 

the algebraic topological character of the solution space 

is trivial, as is the case with previous elastostatic models, 

and in the previous example, the information about the 

critical points available from the Morse inequalities 

is quite limited. However, as the Betti numbers of the 

solution space become nontrivial the number and variety 

of critical points enlarge, and the information available 

from the Morse inequalities increases. Palais and Smale 

anticipate this possibility in their remark.

Presumably the theorem of this section 
extends to subbundles n of C under 

, , suitable conditions of । F and 2k>dim M,
Then usually the homology of H£(n) will 

। be highly nontrivial and the existence 
theory will imply much more/^
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As indicated in chapter four, the configuration 

manifolds for the finite elastostatic problem are, roughly 

speaking, sections of a fiber subbundle of a vector bundle. 

Indeed, they have a highly nontrivial algebraic topological 

character, in general. Moreover, this character may vary 

with the boundary condition, and can be altered if the 

topology of the experimental specimen is altered. Hence 

if the Morse theory can be applied to the elastostatic model 

for a hyperelastic material body one may expect conclusions 

for the global nonuniqueness of equilibrating configurations 

which would vary from boundary condition to boundary condi

tion, and with the topology of the specimen. Such results 

stand in contrast to conclusions one can draw using the 

Morse theory on previous models, as the Dirichlet boundary 

manifolds are all alike topologically.

OUTSTANDING QUESTIONS ON THE APPLICATION OF THE 

CRITICAL POINT THEORIES

Several outstanding questions now become quite 

pertinent for the application of the critical point theory 

to the models presented here. Some appear immediately 

resolvable. Their resolution will provide concrete 

examples of the conclusions anticipated in the previous 

sections.
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What is the Cohomology of the Configuration Manifolds 

Presented Here? In Particular, What are their Betti Numbers?

The application of the Lusternik-Schnirelman theory 

to elastostatics can provide information about the global 

uniqueness problem when (1) the number of components of 

the Dirichlet configuration manifold is greater than one, 

and (2) when some component has an (L-S) category greater 

than one. Proposition IX.1 indicates that knowledge of 

the cohomology of the configuration manifold permits one to 

determine lower bounds on the (L-S) category of its components. 

Moreover, the zeroeth Betti number counts the number of 

components of the manifold.

At present, the zeroeth Betti number appears 

obtainable for the Dirichlet configuration manifold associated 

with particular specimen topologies. In chapter four one 

observed how the obstruction theory could be used to deter

mine the number of components of the configuration manifold. 

According to the theory the number depends upon the elements 

of the cohomology classes of the material body, relative to 

its boundary

{H* (B,dB)}.

Two avenues of investigation follow from this 

question and appear quite promising. First of all, the rela

tive cohomology classes are available for some specimen 

4
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shapes which are physically important: the solid ball, the 

solid finite cylinder with a hole, the Infinitely long solid 

cylinder with a hole, and the ball with a cavity. If the 

conclusions for the zeroeth Betti number drawn from the 

obstruction theory differ among any of these cases, then 

the application of either the Lusternik-Schnirelman theory 

or the Morse theory will yield a concrete instance where 

alteration of the specimen topology alters the number and 

nature of equilibrating configurations.

Secondly, one may probe deeper into the global 

nonuniqueness question and the possibility of interior 

buckling. Cohomology and Homotopy information about the 

Dirichlet configuration manifolds is most helpful in 

answering the following questions. Are there two or more 

equilibrating configurations for the given boundary condi

tion? Can one deform from one to the other without violating 

the boundary condition? If the (L-S) category of any compo

nent is greater than one, the answer is immediate. Alter

natively, one may rephrase the second question as, "Are 

the two equilibrating configurations homotopically distinct 

extensions of the boundary conditions?", and apply the 

obstruction theory. Once again, the cohomology groups of 

the material body, relative to its boundary, governs the 

answer. The question may be considered for the particular 

specimen topologies mentioned above.

T
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How Does a Functional Analysis Condition like Condition (C) 

Interface with the Physical Theory of Elastostatics?

The condition (C) of Palais and Smale is sufficient 

to insure the application of the critical point theories 

mentioned here. Is it a physically meaningful condition to 

impose? What alternatives are available? In 1968 Palais 

indicated analytical conditions which would guarantee that 

an integral function, would be bounded below and satisfy 
14*1 

Condition (C). The form of the condition sufficiently 

parallels the generalized Coleman-Noll condition and, to a 

lesser extent, Beju's conditions, as to warrant a thorough 

investigation. Conditions like GCN heretofore have been 

difficult to comprehend because their exact purpose is 

somewhat vague. Perhaps they might be more advantageously 

viewed in the geometric setting as opposed to the analytical 

one. For example, one might find that conditions motivated 

by a desiye to insure global uniqueness, or even stability 

might be too strong. Condition (C) reflects this possibility 

in that it permits many critical points (nonuniqueness) of 

higher and higher index (stability).

In the Elastodynamic Model, Does the Index of the Critical 
Point Provide Information About the Stability of 

Equilibrating Configurations?
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One may extend the geometric model for nondisslpative, 

hyperelastic material bodies experiencing conservative body 

forces to an elastodynamic model. J. Marsden first suggested 
165 

the possibility in 1970, although, once again, the configura

tion manifold was a topological vector space. The basic 

feature of the model is that the evolution of the body is 

portrayed by a flow on the configuration manifold which is 

governed by a set of Hamilton’s equations derivable from the 

action integral function. Under the equivalence of the 

Hamiltonian and Lagrangean representations for this situation 

the equilibrium points of the Hamiltonian flow are the critical 

points of the gradient of the action integral function. Hence, 

the elastostatic configurations are the equilibrium points for 

the elastodynamic problem for this case. One may now ask, 

are these equilibrium points stable, unstable, or saddlepoint 

stable? i

। Until the mid 1960’s no effective way was available 

for characterizing the stability of equilibrium points of a 

flow beyond Poincare's theory of s(eparatrices for two- 

dimensional flows. In the middle 196O’s Poincare's concept 

of separatrix was generalized to larger finite-dimensional 

dynamic flows through the introduction of the stab1e.manifoId, 

the unstable manifold, and the center manifold. Several 

stability theorems on the dimension of these manifolds
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167 
followed. A current subject of investigation in Topological 

Dynamics is the extension of these theorems to infinite
148 

dimensional flows.

If the equilibrium points of an elastodynamic flow 

are nondegenerate, can the index of the critical points 

provide information about their stability? The index of a 

critical point carries information about its stability. 

For example, a configuration minimizing the action integral 

function has index zero. A higher order index indicates 

that the critical point is a minimum point relative to 

variations in some directions, but a maximum relative to 

variations in other directions. One may conjecture that 

the index carries information about the dimension of" the 

stable, unstable, and center manifolds at the equilibrium 

point. Cqnversely, perhaps information about these mani

folds would permit one to deduce $he index of the critical 

point.

I 

What Technical Difficulties Does One Encounter in Applying 

the Critical Point Theories?: Possible Future Models

I r

Attractive as the possible consequences of the 

critical point theories are, one must first carefully 

establish when they may legitimately be applied. One

i
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difficulty which arises is when are the critical points of 

the action integral function nondegenerate and when are they 

degenerate?

Melvyn Burger indicates situations where the cri

tical points of a continuum mechanical model built from 
1^ 

Elastica theory exhibits degenerate critical points. For 

example, a locally nonunique equilibrating configuration, 

or an equilibrating configuration at which a bifurcation 

occurs relative to some parameter would be degenerate 

critical points. For this situation, the Morse theory is 

inapplicable, while the Lusternik-Schnirelman theory may 

hold.

The principal difficulty with the application of 

the critical point theories is the requirement that the 

configuration spaces be complete Riemannian manifolds, 
k The H generalized configuration spaces are Riemannian mani

folds; however, their completeness is not immediate. They 

are not closed submanifolds in H (p). Roughly speaking, 
h 

an evolving elastodynamic system can "run off the manifold 

by kinking, tearing or collapsing. To render the configura

tion manifolds geodesically complete, one must augment them. 

Perhaps the augmentation requires simply the incorporation 

of the boundaries of the manifolds; perhaps more is required. 

Is the algebraic topological character of the manifolds 

altered radically by the augmentation? Since the augmenting 

I
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elements would not correspond to configurations as have been 

previously defined, what can one say about them? Such ques

tions point towards geometric models for continuum mechani

cal systems which would be more encompassing than the ones 

presented here.

A CONCLUDING REMARK

In summary, the chapter illustrates that one can 

gain global information from the geometric models presented 

here,, and how the nature of the information and the manner 

in which one acquires it can differ significantly from 

previous ip dels.

In concluding the work, one must remark on the value 

of the approach taken here for other physical theories. The 

models which were constructed and the mathematical techniques 

which were considered can equally well be attempted for any 

other nonlinear classical field theory. What makes finite 

elastostatics particularly attractive is the preciseness and 

fidelity of its mathematical model. One knows exactly which 

mathematical functions are configurations and which' are not, 

It is precisely those functions which are excluded from the 

set of configurations which give the manifold its topological 

richness. At present, few other field theories can boast 

of such a, well defined mathematical model.
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Moreover, if one were to adopt the spirit of the 

approach used here to other nonlinear field theories, the 

results could be most beneficial. The days when "nonlinear" 

meant "not linear" are gone. One has advanced to questions 

and phenomena which do not follow from "suitable lineariza

tions". One has progressed to systems where a solution is 

the last gem, given reluctantly, from a treasurehouse of 

information. If the specifics of the work presented here 

are not immediately prelevant to the reader, perhaps the 

promise its spirit holds, and the new directions of inquiry 

it shows plausible will prove inspiring.
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APPENDIX IV.1

THE VECTOR BUNDLE STRUCTURE OF IT D

In this appendix one demonstrates that IT 
ri

satisfies

the mathematical criteria for a vector bundle. In addition.

one shows that the choice of a vector bundle chart corres

ponds to the choice of a neighborhood reference configuration.

One identifies sections of the bundle with configurations of 

the body in physical space. Finally, one relates the represen

tation of a section with respect to a vector bundle chart to 

the representation of a given configuration as a relative 

deformation from a reference configuration.

From Abraham and Robin, Transversal Mappings and Flows,

Chapter I, a triple (S, B, tt ) must satisfy the following cri- 
v

teria in order to be a C vector bundle.
v

(1) S and B are C manifolds,
k

(2) tt : S ■> B is an open, C , surjective map.
(3) For peB, the fiber over p is in bijective 

correspondence to a Banach space E:

tt-1(p) » E.

(4) For (oto, U) a chart on B, there is a mapping

a:ir"1(U) -------- >- ao(U)XE

(a) one-to-one, and C ,
(b) its inverse is C ,
(c) when restricted to a fiber,

a. :tt"1(p) ------ >a0(p)XE,
'P 

it is linear.



(d) The diagram

"• 1 Ci
it (U) --------- - -------- ► a0(U) X E

TT

a
U -------------°► aQ (U)

commutes.

(a,ao,U) is called a bundle chart for it.

(5) If (a,aQ V) is a second bundle chart for it, 
and p U V, the coordinate descriptions are 
related by a transition function Vq given 
by

E'a"1: ao(UnV) X E ------- ^^0(u V) X E

(x, e) (g^^Cx), [T^CxDJe).

One requires that, for each x, (x) be 
linear,

Tga: ao(unv) -------- > L(E,E),

and Yq be in x.

For the triple (BXR3, B,7r^) specified on pages 128-129 , 

one has a natural way of constructing bundle charts. If B is 

ka C material body, for each point p of B there is a
v 

neighborhood U of p and at least one C configuration aQ

of U in R3,

ao:U -------- > a0(U) c r3.



The triple (aQ X 1, ao, U), specified by the diagram

1 anX1
71 J-1 (U) -2------------->a. (U) X R3
n(p,r) («0(p),r)

U----------------------- »-ao(U)

P %(P)

satisfies the criterion for a bundle chart at p. Classically 

speaking, a0 corresponds to a reference configuration for U 

in R3. 

k 3If is a second C configuration of U in R , 

(3o X 1, 3o> U) is also a bundle chart about p. The transi

tion function relating the two coordinate descriptions is 

quite simple:

[(8OX1) • (cxoXl)-1] (x,r) = (goao"1(x), r) , 

or

= 1R3 

for xEao(U). The transition function satisfies the last cri

terion. The collection of all such bundle charts constitutes 

a C atlas for tt .
T)

A section of ir^ is a mapping

s : B ---------- >- T)

such that



Such a mapping may be written as

s : B  -----------► B X R3

P (P, s(p)).

One may thereby identify configurations s of B in R3 

with sections of . Not all sections of correspond 

to configurations, however.

If (aQ X 1, aQ, U) is a bundle chart, onemmay represent 

the section s relative to the chart as

p s : a (U) ---------- >- R3ra o J
x s-ao"1(x),

by

(ao X l).s-ao"1 : ao(U) ---------- > ao(U) X R3

x (x, pas(x))

p^s is called the principal part of the section relative to 

the bundle chart. Classically speaking, it represents the 

configuration s as the relative deformation pas from the 

reference configuration ao(U).



APPENDIX IV.2

k kInj (p) is NOT AN OPEN SET IN C (p).

In order to establish the proposition for p = BXR3, 
v

it suffices to show that the set of all C injections of

B into R is not open in the set of all C maps of B 

into R3. For convenience, choose a body B and a reference 

configuration for which the body appears as a cube with 

coordinates (X1^2, X3) -1 £ X1 _< +1, i = l,2,3. Consider a 

relative deformation

X : (X1, X2, X3) ------ ((Xi)3, X2, X3).

The configuration it represents is injective. The sequence 

of deformations

Xa : (X1, X2, X3) ------ ► (a(X1)3 + (l-a)X1, X2, X3)

0 £ a <_ 1, require that some portion of the body must collapse 
v

upon itself. The C distance is given by

||Xa-X|| k = sup | |(Xa-X)(X^xfx3) | |+ sup | |D(Xa-X)(Xjx^X3) || +
C '1£xi£1 "1lxi£1

.. . + sup II Dk(Xa-X)(xjx2x3) I I .

-i^xi^l

When one evaluates the sum one finds that given e>0 there is 

at least one X in a ball of radius e about X. Thus, one a



cannot find a neighborhood of X which does not contain

at least one non-injective map. Consequently, the set of 
k kCK injective mapping is not open in the set of all C

mappings.



APPENDIX IV.3

A PROOF OF THEOREM IV.4

Theorem IV.4 follows as a consequence of the depen

dence of the degree of a mapping upon the boundary. In 

Schwartz Nonlinear Functional Analysis, p 72, one finds the 

following property for a degree.

Dependence only on boundary value: if

^[dD = ^IdD* and pW90) = ^C30) » then

deg(p,<j),D) = deg (p,T,D) .

If one takes Y in Theorem IV.4 as a reference configuration, 

D = Y(B), and 3D = Y(3B), then by Appendix IV.1, <f> may be 

viewed as a relative deformation

; D ---------- > R3

x (|) • Y 1 (x)

Obviously

Y = 1YY iD 

Since
^YI ^YI| 3D | 3D

for any point x e D, x £ D,

deg (x, ,D) = degCx.Yy.D) 1
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